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, piezocerainic powders and new poling procedures. It was shown that solid solu-
tions in the PbTiO 3 :BiFeO3 system near the 50:50 ratio provide a superior
ceramic component over PZT and pure PbTi03. An 0:0:3 structure using a
dispersed conductive component trapped between the piezoceramic grains has
been shown to improve poling and a simple theoretical cubes model has been
invoked to explain this improvement.

Initial tests of a pseudo 1:3 PbZnl/ 3iNb2/303:PbTi03 ceramic:epoxy
composite shows unusual promise with d33 values up to 1,000 pc/iH.

(2) Electrostriction

Theoretical calculations have been extended to the fluorite structure
halides CaF2, SrF2, and BaF2. This workh s been most important in confirming
new data for the converse measurement technique. Using the new uniaxial com-
pressometer described last year, the full electrostriction tensor has been
measured for CaF 2 , SrF2, and BaF2. The values are all lower than earlier* direct measurement, but in good agreement with theory. The instrument is now "" ]

being used to characterize electrostriction in sodium silicate and alumino-

For high permittivity relaxors, work has been completed which clearly
demonstrates the electrostrictive origin of elastic changes in the relaxor

. PLZTs.
* I In a cooperative study with the Dielectrics Center Program, electrostric-

tion has been used to confirm the superparaelectric origin of the permittivity
in strontium barium niobate and to measure the fluctuating component of the
polarization above the mean Curie temperature.

(3) Conventional Piezoelectrics

A phenomienology for the single cell structure phases in the PbTi0 3 :PbZrO 3
solid solution family has been completed. The theory has now been extended to
the multicell structures involving tilts of the oxygen octahedra. A simple L
fourth order expansion in tilt angle permits a qualitative description of
observed properties and a full sixth order presentation gives close quantita-
tive fitting of polarization and tilt behavior.

(4) Preparative Studies

In single crystal growth, work has been concentrated upon the
Pb0 6Ba0 4Nb206 bronze compositions close to the morphotropic phase boundary.
New'crystals of KIlgF 3 and KiWnF 3 have been grown for electrostriction and
third order elastic constant measurement. The fresnoite structure analogue
Ba2TiGe2O8 is also being grown to permit study of the unusual ferroic phase
change in this crystal near OC.

In ceramic preparation, studies of liquid salt techniques for developing
acicular powders of Pb(K)iNb 206 have been completed. In cooperation with the
Dielectrics Center programs, techniques are being develoepd for very rapid ..-
firing of relaxor type electrostrictors.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report delineates work carried out on the second year of Contract

No. N00014-82-K-0339, Piezoelectric and Electrostrictive Materials for

Transducer Applications, which is Task II of the contract award. Task I,

which was performed to further development of the Center for Dielectric

Studies, is submitted as a separate report.

In keeping with earlier reports in this sequence, there is a brief

narative description of the major advances which have been accomplished on

contract funds, the bulk of the work has, however, been published or is being

submitted for publication and is carried as appendices to the report in the

form of reprints and preprints of these papers. Again for convenience, the

work is divided into four major sections:

(1) COMPOSITE MATERIALS FOR TRANSDUCER APPLICATIONS

(2) ELECTROSTRICTION

(3) CONVENTIONAL PIEZOELECTRICS

(4) PREPARATIVE STUDIES.

2.0 SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISIMENTS

2.1 Piezoelectric ComPosites for Transducer ADlications

(a) The development of new water quenched piezoelectric powders in the

PbTi03:BiFeO3 solid solution system for the active phase In 0:3

ceramic:polymer composites. The best samples give gh - 100 mVm/N and dh - 50

pC/N comparable to the best 0:3 composites produced by NGK in Japan.

(b) Diced capped PZT polymer composites having dhgh values up to 20,000

m2/N have been fabricated and tested in MRL and at NRL Orlando.

(c) Poling studies have been extended to 0:0:3 composites incorporating

a conductive filler phase and a cubes type model developed to describe the

behavior.

-..



(d) Preliminary evaluation of pseudo 1:3 composites using a lead zinc

niobate PbZnl/ 3Nb2/303 active phase have shown values of d3 3 up to 1,000 pC/N.

(e) Finite element methods applied to analysis of the stress and

polarization distribution in 3:0 ceramic:polymer composites have yielded

values for dh and gh coefficients within 10% of measured data.

2.2 Electrostriction

2.2.1 Theoretical Studies

(a) Calculations of electrostriction constant Qh and Q44 for BaF 2, SrF2

and CaF2 show good agreement with experimental determinations using the

indirect method, and tend to support these data over the larger values

determined by direct measurement. Reasonable accord is also observed with the

numerically larger third order elastic constants. The theory still has

problems accounting for the electrostrictive shear constant Qs = Q1l-Q12

probably due to many body effects in the short range overlap forces.

2.2.2 Experimental Studies

(a) The compressometer discussed in last year's report has been used to

measure electrostriction in BaF 2, CaF 2, SrF2 single crystals.

(b) The system is now being used to characterize electrostriction in

sodium trisilicate and sodium aluminosilicate glasses to observe the effect of

sodium ion relaxation on the electrostrictive behavior. The question which is

to be resolved is whether the equality between direct and converse

electrostriction effects which is based on reversible thermodynamics will

breakdown for the highly dissipative glass system.

(c) A detailed study of the PLZT family compositions near the 65:35

morphotropic phase boundary have confirmed the electrostrictive nature of the

2
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strain which accompanies polarization and suggested a new type of current

controlled "dial a displacement transducer."

(d) In cooperation with the Dielectric Center programs, electrostriction

measurements have been combined with thermal expansion and birefringence

studies to sort out the fluctuating component of polarization in the relaxor

ferroelectrics Bao. 3 9 Sr 0 . 6 1 Nb2 O6 and Pb(Mgl/ 3 Nb2/3)03)•

2.3 Conventional Piezoelectrics

2.3.1 Practical Studies

(a) In a series of studies aimed at stabilizing the perovskite structure

phase in PbZn 1 / 3 Nb2 /30 3 ceramics, solid solutions incorporating BaTi0 3 and

PbTiO 3 are being explored. With only 5 mole% BaTiO 3 excellent sintered

ceramics have been obtained and studies are now exploring composition near the

morphotropic boundary between rhombohedral and tetragonal ferroelectric

phases.

(b) Cooperative studies with North American Philips Laboratories are

exploring the low temperature properties of the highly anisotropic PbTiO3 :Sm

piezoelectric compositions.

2.3.2 Phenomenological Studies

(a) The studies initiated by A. Amin in our group to delineate a

phenomenological Gibbs function to describe the whole family of simple proper

ferroelectrics in this solid solution system has now been completed and

published.

(b) Following on from this work a simple model was proposed for the

multicell rhombohedral phase, describing the contribution to the free energy

by oxygen octahedron rotation as an expansion using the tilt angle as the

order parameter. A simple expansion up to the 4th power terms permitted a

3
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rigorous family of solutions and clearly delineated possible descriptions from

the model. One such description is in qualitative agreement with the observed

PZT behavior.

(c) To improve the simple 4th power model, which only permits second

order rotational transitions, a 6th power term has been added. The simplicity

of the solutions is lost and computer solution is necessary but the fitting to

experimental rotation and polarization data is excellent.

(d) The objective of the initial exercise in the multicell system is now

in sight. By adding the cross terms which couple polarization and strain

(electrostriction) and rotation and strain (rotostriction) the shape changes

associated with the polarized rotated states, i.e. the multicell states, can

be properly described.

2.4 Preparative Studies

2.4.1 Single Crystal Growth

(a) Focus of effort is single crystal pulling has remained with

Pbl/xBaxNb 2O 6 tungsten bronze crystals at compositions close to but on the

tetragonal side of the Pb0 .6 Ba0 .4Nb206 composition.

To aid in the study of the unusual phase change near room temperature,

single crystals of the fresnoite structure Ba2 TiGe2O 8 are being pulled from

the stoichiometric melt.

(b) In Bridgeman growth, a sealed ampule technique is being used to grow

crystals of the fluoride analogue perovskite KMnF 3 and KMgF 3 . These crystals

are needed for compressometer studies of the electrostriction behavior and for
I

measurements of third order elastic constants.

(c) Flux growth has been used to produce mm cube crystals of the

perovskite form of PbZnl/ 3 Nb 2 /30 3 using excess PbO and B 2 03 as fluxes. The

4
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program to improve the growth of PbMg 2 /30 3 and PbMgl/ 3Nb 2 /30 3 :PbTi03

compositions is continuing.

Small (mm) size single crystals of PbTiO 3 :Sm have also been grown with

samarium content up to 10 mole%.

2.4.2 Ceramic Studies

(a) Preparation of acicular powders by liquid salt processing has been

carried through for compositions in the PbNb2 06 :KNbO 3 system.

(b) In cooperation with the Dielectric Center programs, a new computer

controlled furnace system has been developed which permits rapid firing of

small low thermal inertia samples in highly controlled reproducible firing

cycles.

(c) Efforts have continued to improve preparation facilities for the

many types of ceramic compositions required in both Piezoelectric and

Dielectric programs. New Swako vibratory mill, and a new attritor mill have

been installed, a high energy sonicator for dispersing soft agglomerates in

tape casting formulations is also in use, and new particle size

characterization equipment is on order.

3.0 PUBLICATIONS. PRESENTATIONS. HONORS, AND AWARDS

3.1 Publications

* Over the contract period from January I to December 31, 1984.

1. J. Runt, E.C. Galgoci. Piezoelectric Composites of PZT and Some

Semi-Crystalline Polymers. Mat, Res, Bull, 19:253 (1994).

* 2. J. Runt, E.C. Galgoci. Polymer/Piezoelectrie Ceramic Composites:

Polystyrene and Poly (Methyl Methacrylate) with PZT. J. Appl. Polymer

Sci 29:611 (1984).
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3. R.E. Newnham, A. Safari, J. Giniewicz, B.H. Fox. Composite Piezoelectric

Sensors. Ferroelectrics 60:15-21 (1984).

4. R.Y. Ting, A. Halliyal, A. Bhalla. Polar Glass Ceramics for Sonar

Transducers. Appl. Phys. Letters 44:852-854 (1984).

5. A. Halliyal, A. Safari, A.S. Bhalla, R.E. Newnham, L.E. Cross. Grair

Oriented Glass Ceramics for Piezoelectric Devices. J. Amer, Ceram, Soc,

67(5):305 (1984).

6. T.R. Gururaja, W.A. Schulze, L.E. Cross, B.A. Auld, Y.A. Shui, Y. Wang.

Resonant Modes of Vibration in Piezoelectric PZT-Polymer Composites with

Two-Dimensional Periodicity. Ferroelectrics 54:183-186 (1984).

7. A.S. Bhalla, R.E. Newnham. Pyroelectric and Piezoelectric Properties of

SbSI Composites. Ferroelectrics Letters 3:59 (1984).

3. R.F. Newnham, A. Safari, J. Giniewicz, G. SaGong. Flexible Composite

Piezoelectric Sensors. Proc. IEEE Ultrasonics Svmposium Vol. 501 (1984).

9. S. DaVanzo, A. Safari, R.E. Newnham. Finite Element Modeling of

Perforated PZT Polymer Composites. Ferroelectrics Letters 3:109 (1985).

10. Z.Y. Meng, Y.M. Sun, L.E. Cross. Electrostriction Tensor Components of

Alkaline-Earth Fluoride Single Crystals. Mat. Lett. 2(6a,b):544-546

(1984).

11. Y. Xi, Z. Chen, L.E. Cross. Polarization and Depolarization Behavior of

Hot Pressed Lead Lanthanum Zirconate Titanate Ceramics. Ferroelectrics

54:163-166 (1984).

12. M.P. Harmer, A. Bhalla, B.H. Fox, L.E. Cross. Electron Microscopy of

Ordered Domains in Lead Scandium Tantalate Pb(Sc 0 . 5 Ta 0 . 5 )O 3 . Mat. Lett,

2:278 (1984)

13. K. Uchino, S. Nomura, K. Vedam, R.E. Newnham, L.E. Cross. Pressure

Dependence of the Refractive Index and Dielectric Constant in aU
Fluoroperovskite KMgF3 . Phys, Rev. B 29:6921 (1984).
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14. Z.Y. Meng, U. Kumar, L.E. Cross. Electrostriction in Lead Lanthanum

Zirconate Titanate (PLZT) Ceramics. J. Amer, Ceram. Soc, (in press).

15. T.R. Halemane, M.J. Haun, L.E. Cross, R.E. Newnham. Phenomenology for

First Order Transitions with Tilted Octahedra. Ferroelectrics (in

press).

16. L.E. Cross. Dielectric, Piezoelectric, and Ferroelectric Components.

-[ Ceram. Bull. 4:586 (1984).

17. T.R. Halemane, M.J. Haun, L.E. Cross, R.F. Newnham. A Phenomenological

- Theory for Phase Transitions in Perovskite Ferroelectrics with Oxygen

Octahedron Tilts. Ferroelectrics 62(3/4):149 (1985).

18. A. Amin, M.J. Haun, B. Badger, H.A. McKinstry, L.E. Cross. A

. Phenomenological Gibbs Function for the Single Cell Region of the

S-PbZrO 3 :PbTiO3 Solid Solution System. Ferroelectrics (in press).

19. T.R. Gururaja, W.A. Schulze, L.E. Cross, R.E. Newnham. Piezoelectric

Composites for Ultrasonic Transducer Applications. Part I. IEEE Trans.

on Sonics and Ultrasonics (in press).

20. T.R. Gururaja, W.A. Schulze, L.E. Cross, R.E. Newnham. Piezoelectric

Composite for Ultrasonic Transducer Applications. Part II. IEEE Trans.

on Sonics and Ultrasonics (in press).

21. A. Halliyal. Study of the Piezoelectric and Pyroelectric Properties of

Polar Glass Ceramics. Ph.D. Thesis in Solid State Science, The

Pennsylvania State University (May, 1984).

22. T.R. Gururaja. Piezoelectric Composite Materials for Ultrasonic

Transducer Applications. Ph.D. Thesis in Solid State Science, The

Pennsylvania State University (May, 1984).
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23. M. Bliss. An Analysis of the Reaction of PbO and Nb2 05 in Molten Salt

- for Use in Grain Oriented Piezoelectric 0:3 Composites. M.S. Thesis in

Ceramic Science and Engineering, The Pennsylvania State University

(August, 1984).

24. K. Rittenmyer. Electrostriction in Cubic Halide Compounds. Ph.D. Thesis

in Solid State Science, The Pennsylvania State University (May, 1984).

3.2 Presentations at National and International Meetings

3.2.1 Invited Papers

1. J.N. Kim, S.J. Jang, L.E. Cross. Dielectric and Piezoelectric Properties

of PZT Ceramics from Liquid Helium Temperature to Room Temperature.

86th Annual Meeting American Ceramic Society, Pittsburgh, PA, April 29 to

May 3, 1985.

2. R.E. Newnham. Composite Piezoelectric Transducers. Acoustical Society

American Meeting, Norfolk, VA, May 7-9.

3. R.E. Newnham. Structure Property Relations in Multilayer Capacitors.

American Cryst. Assoc. Meeting, Lexington, KY, May 21-25.

4. R.E. Newnham. Structure Property Relations in Sensor Materials.

International Union of Crystallography Meeting, Hamburg, Germany, August

9-18.

* 5. R.E. Newnham. Composite Electroceramics. Lehigh University Kraner

Symposium, September 17.

6. R.E. Newnham. Composite Electroceramics. 2nd U.S.:Japan Seminar on
Dielectric and Piezoelectric Ceramics. Williamsburg, VA, November 4-7.
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3.2.2 Contributed Papers

86th Annual Meeting of the American Ceramics Society. Pittsburgh. PA.
April 29 - May 3. 1985

1. A. Halliyal, A.S. Bhalla. Glass-Ceramics: New Materials for Hydrophone

Applications.

2. J.R. Giniewicz, A. Safari, R.E. Newnham. PbTiO 3-BiFeO 3 as a

Piezoelectric Composite Material.

3. G. SaGong, A. Safari, S.J. Jang, R.E. Newnham. Poling Study on

Ceramic-Polymer Composites.

4. S. DaVanzo, A. Safari, R.E. Newnham. Finite Element Modelling of PZT

Composites.

5. A. Safari, L.E. Cross, R.E. Newnham. Diced PZT Composites for Hydrophone

Applications.

6. Z. Meng, U. Kumar, L.E. Cross. High Field Dielectric and

Electrostrictive Behavior in PLZT Ceramics with Zr/Ti Ratio 65/35.

7. K. Rittenmyer, Z. Meng, A.S. Bhalla, L.E. Cross. Determination of the

Electrostriction Coefficients Q1 1, Q 1 21 044 for Single Crystals of

Calcium Fluoride.

8. C. Sundius, M. Shishineh, S.J. Jang, L.E. Cross. Electrostriction

Measurements on Single Crystals of BaTiO3 and (Sr 0 61 Ba0 3 9 )Nb 2O6 (SBN).

9. G.O. Dayton, B.H. Fox, J.V. Biggers. Unconventional Profile Sintering

Systems.

10. M. Bliss, R.E. Newnham, W.A. Schulze. Processing Effects on the

Piezoelectric Properties of Lead Metaniobate Compounds.

I. 11. D. Christopher, W.R. Xue, J.V. Biggers. Agglomerate Characteristics of

Oxide Powders Used in Production of Electronic Ceramics.

12. L.C. Veitch, S. Swartz, R.E. Newnham. Processing of Lead Nickel Niobate.
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13. W.F. Xue, R.E. Newnham, L.F. Cross. The Temperature Behavior of

Electromechanical Properties of Modified PbTiO 3 Ceramic.

2nd U.S.:Japan Seminar on Dielectric and Piezoelectric Ceramics.

Williamsburg. VA. November 4-7. 1984

14. L.E. Cross, C. Sundius, T. Shrout. Polarization Mechanisms ir Relaxor

Ferroelectrics.

15. L.E. Cross, C. Sundius, T.R. Shrout. Elastic and Optical Effects from

Polarization Fluctuations in Relaxor Ferroelectrics.

16. L.J. Bowen, J. McColl, A. Halliyal, A. Bhalla. Properties and

Applications of Piezoelectric Glass-Ceramics.

17. D.G. Christopher, W.R. Xue, G.O. Dayton, J.V. Biggers. Agglomeration

Characterization of Oxide Powders Used in Production of Electronic

Ceramics.

18. D. Bonnema, J.N. Kim, M. Haun, S.J. Jang, L.E. Cross. Low Temperature

Properties of Lead-Titanate Based Ceramics.

19. A. Halliyal, A.S. Bhalla, L.E. Cross. Phase Transitions, Dielectric,

Piezoelectric and Pyroelectric Properties of Barium Titanium Germanate

Ba2TiGe2O8 Single Crystals.

20. T.R. Halemane, M.J. Haun, L.E. Cross, R.E. Newnham. A Phenomenological

Theory for Phase Transitions in Perovskite Ferroelectrics Exhibiting

Oxygen Octahedron Tilts with Application to PZT Materials.

3.3 Honors. Awards and Prizes

Dr. L.E. Cross Elected to the National Academy of Engineers

Elected Fellow of the I.E.E.E.

Presented with the John Jeppson Medal and Award of the
American Ceramic Society
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Dr. F.E. Newnham Elected President of the American Crystallographic Assn.

Presented with the Faculty Scholars Medal in Science and
Engineering at Penn State

*Dr. T. Gururaja Xerox Award Winner for Ph.D. in Materials Subject at Penn
State, August, 1984

* Dr. A. Safari Xerox Award Winner for Ph.D. in Materials Subject at Penn
State, August, 1984.

*Dr. M. Haun Xerox Award Winner for M.S. in Materials Subject at Penn
State, August, 1984.

*The Xerox Awards are presented on the judgement of an independent committee

drawn from the Departments of Electrical Engineering, Physics, Materials

Science and Materials Research Laboratory for the best Ph.D., M.S. and B.S.

thesis work in materials at Penn State, judged from the quality of the thesis

and associated published works. Only two Ph.D. and two M.S. prizes are

awarded each year, and it is a signal honor to this ONR sponsored program that

three of the four top awardees were associated with studies on this program.

3.4 Degrees Earned

3.4.1 Graduate Degrees (M.S.. Ph.D.)

1. K. Rittenmyer Ph.D. Thesis in Solid State Science, May 1984.

"Electrostriction in Cubic Halide Compounds"

2. T. Gururaja Ph.D. Thesis in Solid State Science, May 1984.

"Piezoelectric Composite Materials for Ultrasonic

Transducer Applications"

3. A. Palliyal Ph.D. Thesis in Solid State Science, May 1984.

"Study of the Piezoelectric and Pyroelectric Properties

of Polar Glass Ceramics.

4. M. Bliss M.S. Thesis in Ceramic Science and Engineering, Aug. 1984

"An Analysis of the Reaction of PbO and Nb 2 0 5 in Molten

. . .o. . .*-
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Salt for Use in Grain Oriented Piezoelectric 0:3

*Composites"

3.4.2 Undergraduate Thesis Projects (B.S.)

Phillip Gilmour B.S. Ceramic Science and Engineering, May 1984.

"Domain Size and Microstrain Determination in Ultrasonic

Transducers Using X-Ray Diffraction"

Thomas Chiesa B.S. Ceramic Science and Engineering, May 1984.

"Study of LiNbO 3 :NaNbO 3 Solid Solutions"

Stephen Costantino B.S. Ceramic Science and Engineering, May 1984.

"Characteristics of Japanese Multilayer Ceramic

Capacitors"

Kevin Dietz B.S. Ceramic Science and Engineering, May 1984.

"Leucite Structure Ferroelastic Silicates"

Alan Hain, Jr. B.S. Engineering Science, May 1984.

"New Bimorph Structures with High Flexural Resonance

Frequency"

Eric Rothdeutsch B.S. Engineering Science, December 1984.

"Electrical Characteristics of BaPbO 3 Filled Epoxy

Composite Conductors"

4.0 APPLIED SCIENCE APPRENTICESHIPS IN THE CENTER FOR DIELECTRIC STUDIES

It is the purpose of this program to provide opportunity for high school

students to become acquainted, during their summer break, with the workings of

a major research laboratory and the fascination of research and discover. The

. objective is to have a maximum of three students in this category who could

S""work closely with the postdoctoral fellows and graduate assistants in the

Materials Research Laboratory on problems associated with our ONR program in

12
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the Center for Dielectric Studies and on the program of research on

Piezoelectric and Electrostrictive Materials for Transducer Applications.

These program which encompasses the preparation, characterization, and

measurement of properties of a wide range of new electroceramic and

ceramic-plastic composites offer many opportunities in which the "extra pair

of hands" and quick perceptions of a well motivated high school student

provides invaluable assistance.

We believe that the relaxed atmosphere and constant interchange between

faculty, postdoctoral fellows, graduate assistants, and technical aides, and

the continuous presence of many eminent foreign visiting scientists provides a

very stimulating environment for the young student who may be at a critical

juncture in making decisions as to longer range career plans.

It is our belief that if the very bright young students are to be

encouraged to choose careers in science and engineering, it must be through

acquaintance with some of the less obvious, intangible intellectual benefits

of the profession, since legal, medical and business careers can almost always

offer more immediate financial reward and more obvious ladders for

advancement.

A secondary but not insignificant advantage of the program is in the

additional component which it provides ir the education of our graduate

students. Most of these young men and women will go out into responsible

positions in Government and Industry where they will be called upon to

organize and supervise the work of many junior engineers and technicians.

This program, which attaches the technical aid to a graduate assistant, gives

him the chance to organize the work of a second person to speed his own

program, but also the responsibility of the associated human problems of

scheduling and humane management. We believe it has been a most valuable

experience for the graduate assistants who have participated and has given

13
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them very useful insights into both the problems and the rewards of "people

management."

For the last two years, we have developed a much closer relationship with

the University's Upward Bound Program, who are able to draw well motivated

black students from the Philadelphia School System. Over the years it has

become our custom to issue each student participant a certificate on

completion of the term, at a small internal ceremony in MRL. Copies of

certificates given to our last three successful apprentices are appended.

14-'* * -... ' .*....
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PIEZOELECTRIC COMPOSITES OF PZT AND SOME SEMI-CRYSTALLINE POLYMERS

J. Runt and E. C. Galgoci

Polymer Science Program
Department of Materials Science and Engineering

The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

(Received August 17, 1983; Refereed)

ABSTRACT
Piezoelectric composites of PZT ceramics and several
semi-crystalline polymers have been produced by embedding slender
PZT rods (4 volume percent) in the polymers. The observed
dielectric constants were considerably lover than that of pure PZT.
The hydrostatic piezoelectric voltage coefficients of the
composites were larger than PZT, even though the composite
hydrostatic piezoelectric strain coefficients were lower.
Composite figures of merit ranged from one-third to six times that
of PZT.

Introduction and Background

By careful choice of design, multiphase materials may be produced
which possess ultimate properties which are superior to the sum of those of
the individual components (1). With this idea in mind, novel piezoelectric
transducers have been produced and tested for applications such as

* hydrophones and medical ultrasound (2). One of the most successful designs
to date consists of slender, extruded fibers of lead zirconate titanate
(PZT) aligned normal to two electroded surfaces and surrounded by a polymer
matrix (3,4,5). These composites are referred to as 1-3 composites in the
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nomenclature adopted by Newnham, et al. (6), where the numbers refer to the
total orthogonal directions (in an orthogonal axis system) in which each
phase is self-connected. Since the PZT rods are continuous from one
electrode surface to the other, saturation poling can be accomplished;
thereby ensuring the maximum piezoelectric sensitivity.

The hydrostatic piezoelectric response can be defined by the
piezoelectric strain (d h ) and voltage (g ) coefficients. dhn
is a measure of the polarization produces as a result of applying a
hydrostatic stress and is given by:

dh - d33 + 2d31 (1)

where the subscripts refer to directions in an orthogonal axis system
according to the common reduced notation. The 3-direction is defined as
the direction parallel to the PZT fiber axis, Charge which develops on the
electrode surface as a result of stresses parallel and perpendicular to the
poling axis is governed by d and d, respectively. The
voltage coefficient is relat2 to d y:

dh
5  

h gh 
(2)

K33-o

where K is the dielectric constant in the poling direction and e
is the permittivity of free space. Since, for PZT, d2 3 is opposite in
sign to and about twice the value of d31, and K 33 is large, both
dh and gh are relatively low.

For piezoelectric 1-3 composites a simple parallel-series model
developed by Skinner, et al.(7) predicts that the d3  (J 3 ) of a
composite containing a very compliant matrix is equaf to he d33 of
PZT. The composite d31 (d31 ) is given by:3(

31 v d3 1  (3)

where v is the volume fraction and the superscript 1 refers to the PZT
phase. The composite hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient (1h) can

then be expressed as:

d d + v d(4)
'h 33 31

Also, the composite voltage coefficient, which is important for
hydrophones, is given by:

dh
- (5)

33 o

%

[.9.

3 .
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Therefore, the simple model predicts large increases in dh and gh
over PZT as the amount of PZT in the composite is decreased.

However, recent experimental work (4,5,8) has shown that the
quantitative predictions of the Skinner, et al. scheme are not realized if
flexible electrodes are used for 1-3 composites. Several explanations have
been proposed to account for these discrepancies. These include: the
effective matrix region of influence (8), internal stresses arising from
differences in the Poisson's aL-ain between the ceramic and polymer (9),
and relic processing stresses (5). In the case of glassy thermoplastic
polymer matrices, annealing the composites at temperatures near the glass
transition temperature (T ) of the matrix was found to improve their
piezoelectric response (55. This is presumably due to relief of some of
the residual processing stresses.

All 1-3 composites studied to date have used amorphous polymers as the
matrix phase. Semi-crystalline polymer matrices have never been employed
in these types of piezoelectric composites. Low T semi-crystalline
polymers such as polyethylene and the Hytrel poly(§ter/ether) block
copolymers have mechanical properties which are intermediate between glassy
and elastomeric materials. Also, it is possible to conveniently alter the
degree of crystallinity of these materials by thermal annealing at
temperatures approaching the melting point or, in the case of the Hytrels,
by varying the crystallizable-segment content. This allows one to
investigate the effect of matrix compliance on composite performance. This
paper reports some of our initial studies on 1-3 PZT/semi-crystalline
polymer composites.

Experimental

A. Composite Fabrication

The PZT rods used in this study were prepared by a technique described
previously (3). All composites contained rods which were 12-mil (305 im)
in diameter and were prepared from PZT 501A powder (obtained from
Ultrasonic Powders, Inc.). The sintered PZT fibers were aligned in racks
which consisted of two parallel plates of aluminum foil separated by -2 cm.
Each plate had an array of perforations through which the rods were
inserted so as to be held in place during polymer processing.This was done
to insure the proper volume fraction (4%) of PZT for all composites.

(a) PZT/Poly(butylene terphthalate) Composites

Poly(butylene terephthalate) (PET) is a semi-crystalline polymer
with a melting point (T) of -220C and a T :70C. Therefore, PBT is a
glassy semi-crystallinemmaterial and poasesdes mechanical properties
choraceristic of rigid polymers (e.g. Young's modulus (E)
10 Nm ). PBT is polymerized by condensati.on methods and has a
relatively low molecular weight (ca. 20,000-30,000 gm/mole). Its melt
viscosity is therefore also comparatively low, making small scale melt
composite processing feasible without the use of high pressures.
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PZT/PBT composites were prepared by placing filled racks of PZT rods
and dried PBT pellets (obtained from Scientific Polymer Products, Inc.)
into glass molds which were then purged with nitrogen and immersed in a
2500 C oil bath until the pellets melted and no voids were present in
the melt. The system was allowed to cool to room temperature over a 5 hour
period.

(b) PZT/Nylon 11 Composites

Like ?BT, Ayloq 11 is a glassy, semi-crystalline polymer (T =1850 C,
T :45 0 C, E Z10 N/m ) and has a relatively low melt viscosity. Wowever,
A order to avoid the problem of polymer degradation at high temperatures,
we decided to prepare these comoposites by insitu polymerization of the

Racks of PZT in glass molds were surrounded by Il-aminoundecanoic acid
( 1 9I0 C) and the molds (under a continuous nitrogen purge) were placed
iama 220oC silicone oil bath. Water vapor which formed during the
po~vmerizatLon was forced through an exit tube by the gas pressure. The
polymerization was terminated by cooling for one hour after water formation
ceased.

ic) PZT/Hvtrel Composites

The hytrels (E. I. duPont de Nemours and Co., Inc.) are a series of
thermoplastic elastomers composed of polyester "hard" segments which are
crystallizable and non-crystallizable, low T polyether "soft" segments.
By varying the concentration of polyester unts, the degree of
crystallinity and, hence, the modulus of the resultant copolymer can be
adjusted. Some characteristics of the three Hytrels used in this study are
shown in Table 1(10). Note that all the Hytrels have moduli which are
significantly lower than both PBT and nylon II.

TABLE 1

Properties of Hytrel Copolymers (10)

W. T T Modulus
Wt. T m g Density 8d 2

Hytrel Polyester segments (C) (*C) (gm/cc) (108 N/m
2

4056 -30 150 -80 1.17 0.34

1000 49 186 -65 1.19 1.48

995 81 218 -5 1.23 4.00
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Composites were prepared in the same manner as the PZT/PBT materials
except that the oil bath was heated to 2200 C and cooling to room
temperature was done over a 48 hour period.

After solid composites were fabricated, the molds were broken and the
composites were sectioned perpendicular to the rod axis using an electric
diamond saw or a hacksaw. The as-cut slugs were then sanded with 60 grit
garnet paper followed by polishing using 200 grit garnet paper. All
composites were 4m thick in the fiber direction.

Air-dry silver electrodes were applied to the two faces perpendicular
to the rods and the composites were poled at 750 C in an oil bath with
a field of 22kV/cm for 5 min. After the composites were removed from the
bath, they were allowed to cool in air under a field of 7.5 k/cm for 10
minutes to prevent depoling during cooling. The poled composites were aged
for at least 24 hours prior to piezoelectric and dielectric measurements

B. Measurement of Dielectric and Piezoelectric Properties

Dielectric measurements were performed with a Hewlett Packard 4270A
Automatic Capacitance Bridge at 1kHz and 1 volt. 333 was measured
using a Berlincourt Piezo d -Meter with rounded rams. The ratio of
the diameter of the rams to 3 he center-to-center distance of the PZT rods
was 0.74. The ' was taken as the average of 20 random measurements
(10 on each elec oded surface of the composite) at a ram pressure of
approximately 55 psi. The hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficients (ah
and gh) were measured by a dynamic method (11). The apparatus consisted
of an oil-filled chamber in which the samples and a PZT standard of known
dh and gh were immersed. The pressure inside the vessel was raised
to 100 psi and alternating sinusoidal pressure cycles (amplitude±0.l psi)
were imposed using an AC stress generator driven by a function generator
adjusted to the proper frequency. The sample (or standard) voltage was
recorded on an oscilloscope display.

Results and Discussion

Comparison of composite dielectric and piezoelectric properties with
conventional single phase materials can be found in Table 2. As expected,
the composite dielectric constants are low compared to that of PZT but,
except for the PZT/Hytrel 4056 composite, K values are greater than
that predicted by the rule of mixtures (theAretical K, - 64). Since
applied compressive stress is known to increase the d lectric constant of
PZT (12), radial compression between the rods and the matrix may be
responsible for these results (5). Radial stresses may have originated
from thermal expansion mismatches, mechanical processing conditions, or
polymer crystallization shrinkage.
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For a more compliant polymer, stress transfer from the matrix to the
PZT rods should be more efficient than for a stiffer matrix. Thus,

3 would be expected to increase as matrix compliance increases and
t is is seen to be the general trend for the polymers examined in this
study with the PZT/Hytrel 4056 and PZT/Hytrel 1000 composites exhibiting
33'a which are larger than some of the higher modulus composites.

A somewhat surprisingresult is that d increases as polymer
modulus increases. Since d33 increases as he matrix stiffness
decreases, Id must increase accordingly. In general, as the
compliance o a polymer increases, its Poisson's ratio (v) increases and
the enhancement of 6 3 1I is thought to arise from stresses due to
differences in Poisson's contraction between the phases (9). Although one
cannot alter the characteristic modulus and v independently in solid
polymers, one can lower both simultaneously through matrix foaming. Such:-
compliant, foamed composites would be expected to have outstanding
hydrostatic figures of merit. This has, in fact, been shown to be the case
by Klicker, et &l. for PZT/foamed polyurethane composites (13).

The hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficients (dh) for the PBT, !-
nylon 11 and Hytrel 995 composites are smaller than those of PZT but
similar to those observed previously for 1-3 composites with rigid matrices
(5,11).d for the Hytrel 4056 and 1000 composites are comparable to
that of VDF but considerably smaller than the other composites presumably
due to Poisson's ratio stresses. The voltage coefficients of all
composites are greater than that of PZT because the permittivities of the
composites are much lower than the values for PZT alone. I,. for the
composites with relatively stiff matrices (PBT, nylon 11 an Hytrel 995)
are about an order of magnitude larger than PZT but, because of their low

. the Hytrel 4056 and 1000 composites exhibit significantly lover
This results in 1, for the composites with stiff

matrices being about five iLs larger than that of PZT and comparable to
that of PVDF while the figures of merit of the more compliant matrix
composites are somewhat less than PZT. Finally, no frequency dependence of
dh was observed for any composite from 30 to 160 Hz (Figure 1).

Conclusions

The piezoelectric figures of merit for composites with stiff polymer
matrices are about five times larger than PZT and comparable to PVDF. The
primary reason for the enhancement of a over PZT is that the
composites have much lower K33 values teen PZT. An unexpected result
as the decrease in h as matrix modulus decreased. Since d3

wh copin3plmrmarcs
:as found to increase as the matrix modulus decreases, jd3 11 must be
increasing as the polymer stiffness decreases. The enhanced component of
la l presumably results from differences in Poisson's contraction
beiveen the phases and ultimately results in relatively low figures of
merit for composites with compliant polymer matrices.

--.1i
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Polymer/Piezoelectric Ceramic Composites:

Polystyrene and Poly(methyl Methacrylate) with PZT

J. RUNT* and E. C. GALGOCI, Polymer Science Program, Department of
Materials Science and Engineering, The Pennsylvania State University,

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Synopsis

Lead zirconate-titanate (PZT)/polymer composites have been prepared by in situ polymerization
of styrene and methyl methacrylate around aligned, thin PZT rods. Hydrostatic piezoelectric
coefficients (6h and 1h) measured by a dynamic technique yielded figures of merit (t h) roughly
four times that of homogeneous PZT for as-polymerized composites. When these composites were
annealed at a temperature slightly below the glass transition temperature of the matrix polymer
and repoled, 3Jh increased nearly twofold due primarily to a reduction of the composite dielectric
constant. The piezoelectric response was found to be essentially independent of frequency from
30 to 160 Hz.

INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectric composites have been the center of much recent study' because
of their possible advantages over single phase piezoelectrics [e.g., poly(vinylidene
fluoride) (PVDF) and lead zirconate-titanate (PZT)] for hydrophone applica-
tions. The phase connectivity 2 is a particularly important parameter, which
ultimately determines the properties of a composite solid. For piezoelectric
composites made from PZT and polymers, designs which allow the ceramic to
be poled to saturation produce relatively large piezoelectric coefficients even
for low PZT concentrations.

One such motif studied by Klicker et al.3 consisted of slender PZT rods aligned
perpendicular to the electrode surface and surrounded by a thermosetting
polymer (epoxy). These diphasic materials are designated 1-3 composites in
the notation adopted by Newnham et al.2 The numbers refer to the total or-
thogonal directions in which each phase is continuous throughout the object.
In this case the active phase (PZT) extends continuously in one direction, while
the polymer matrix spans the composite in all three orthogonal directions.
Klicker et al.'s PZT/epoxy composites have hydrostatic "figures of merit" about
an order of magnitude larger than homogeneous PZT.3 In addition, these ma-
terials have low densities (p < 1.8 g/cm 3), which provide for better acoustic
coupling to water than PZT (p = 7.8 g/cm 3), and are flexible relative to PZT ce-
ramics.

Even though the major improvements in properties for these composites over
PZT ceramics can be traced to the polymeric phase, few polymer systems have
been studied as possible matrix materials. Furthermore, only thermosetting
polymers (e.g., epoxies and polyurethanes) have been employed previously in

* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

Journal of Applied Polymer Science, Vol. 29, 611-617 (1984)
0, 1984 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. CCC 0021-8995/84/020611-07504.00
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1-3 composites. Because the mechanical and physical properties of polymers
can vary widely, and because theory 4 suggests that matrix mechanical properties
should strongly affect composite piezoelectric response, we have fabricated
composites with a variety of thermoplastic polymers. This paper describes our
initial studies on polystyrene (PS)/PZT and poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA)/PZT 1-3 composites.

BACKGROUND-THEORY

Piezoelectric materials experience a polarization (P) due to an applied stress
(a). The piezoelectric coefficient (d) is a measure of the polarization produced
per unit stress. Under hydrostatic conditions, the piezoelectric coefficient is
given by

dh = d33 + 2d31  (1)

where the subscripts are the reduced notation for designated directions in an
orthogonal axis system. The d3 and d31 coefficients refer to polarizations which
develop along the poling axis (i.e., the 3-direction) due to applied stresses parallel
and transverse to the poling direction, respectively. For PZT, d31 is opposite
in sign to and approximately one-half of d33; therefore, dh is small. The hy-
drostatic voltage coefficient (gh) is related to dh by

gh = dh/f (2)

where E33 is the dielectric permittivity. Since dh is low and the permittivity is
high for PZT, the voltage coefficient, which is important for hydrophone appli-
cations, is very low. For a hydrostatic transducer material the dhgh product is
considered to be an all-encompassing "figure of merit."

A simple theory to describe the piezoelectric coefficients of composites with
1-3 connectivity has been described by Skinner et al.4 The theoretical piezo-
electric and dielectric coefficients are given by

1u Id33 2J
3 + 2v 2d33 1J 33  (3)

IV 2J 33 + 2V 1J33

9 31 'IV d 31 + 2V 2d3l (4)

33 
1
V 

1
33 + 2V 2(33 (5)

where v and J are the volume fraction and elastic compliance, respectively. The
superscripts refer to phase 1 (PZT) or phase 2 (polymer), and the bar represents
the average composite coefficient.

Equations (3)-(5) can be reduced by considering that most polymers are
nonpiezoelectric (i.e., 2d3 - 2d3- - 0), and possess relatively low dielectric per-
mittivities (133 >> 2(33). Therefore, eqs. (3)-(5) become

33 = V 
I d 3 3 2J 3 3  (6)

1V 2J 33 + 2u 1J33

931 = IV 1d31  (7)

i
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Fig. 1. Theoretical plot of log (3hh) as a function of volume fraction of PZT (v). Curve I cor-
responds to 2J33 - 10- 7 m2/N; for curve II, 2J33 - 10- 9 n2/N; and for curve III, 2J33 = 10- 10 m2/N.
The broken line represents the dgh for homogeneous PZT.

=33 =U 133 (8)

Since most polymers are much more compliant than PZT (i.e., 2J33 >> J 33), eq.
(6) further reduces to

d33--- d33 (9)

In this case, all of the force in the fiber direction is borne by the ceramic rod el-
ements. However, if Iv << 2V, this approximation to eq. (6) is invalid.

By combining eqs. (1), (6), and (7), the hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient
is obtained

IV = vd 33 2J 33
h = IV 3 3 + 2V _ + 2 1v 'd 31  (10)I2J33 V u133

Figure I shows how dhh varies as a function of Iv according to eqs. (2), (8) and
(10) for several values of matrix compliance. For low concentrations of PZT,
dh~h is predicted to vary significantly as the matrix compliance changes.

Several modifications to the model of Skinner et al. have been suggested. 5 6

Klicker6 has shown that 333 is not necessarily equal to the d33 of PZT, but is a
function of the PZT rod diameter and volume fraction, composite thickness, and
matrix compliance. Additionally, the internal forces arising from a difference
in constriction between the phases through Poisson's ratio produce an en-
hancement of I 31 1I over that predicted by eqs. (4) or (7).5 These considerations
lead to the conclusion that dh predictions based on the Skinner et al. approach
are overestimates for 1-3 PZT/polymer composites.

Another important internal stress is that which is due to a mismatch in thermal
expansion (or contraction) between the constituent phases.7,8 Polymers have
coefficients of thermal expansion which are at least an order of magnitude larger
than PZT ceramics. Therefore, large compressive stresses can develop at the
interface of the resin and the PZT rods. These stresses may alter the piezo-
electric and dielectric response of composite piezoelectrics. Furthermore,
stresses related to curing or polymerization may also be of consequence.
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EXPERIMENTAL
The preparation of the PZT rods used in this study has been described else-

where.3 All rods were 12-mil (305-,um) in diameter and were prepared from PZT
501A (Ultrasonic Powders, Inc. South Plainfield, N. J.). The sintered rods were
aligned in racks which consisted of two parallel plates of aluminum foil separated
by -2 cm. Each plate had an array of perforations through which the rods were
inserted to be held in place during polymerization of the matrix in order to insure
the proper volume fraction (4%) of PZT for all composites.

In situ polymerization of liquid monomers was the most convenient method
. -to prepare composites because of the fragile nature of the PZT rods. The liquid

monomers (styrene and methyl methacrylate) were purified by vacuum distil-
lation prior to use. Polymerization was initiated by 0.5 wt % benzoyl peroxide.
Prepolymer syrups (polymer in monomer) were prepared by heating the
monomer-initiator systems at 80*C for 15 min and then cooling the mixture to
room temperature. By using a prepolymer, the resulting composites were found
to be essentially void free.

Composites were then fabricated by placing filled racks of PZT rods into glass
molds and pouring a given prepolymer into the mold until the rods were sub-
merged in the liquid and covered over by -1 cm. The molds were then placed
in an oven maintained at 50*C until the polymer solidified. Additional heating

_- to 90°C for 1 h completed the polymerizations. After the molds were removed
'from the oven and allowed to cool, the glass mold was broken and the composites

were sectioned perpendicular to the rod axis using an electric diamond saw or
a hacksaw. The as-cut slugs were then sanded with 60-grit garnet paper followed
by polishing using 200-grit garnet paper. All composites were 4 mm thick in the
fiber direction. The glass transition temperatures (T,) of the matrices were
determined with a Perkin-Elmer DSC-2 equipped with a Thermal Analysis Data
Station. The Tg of both the PS and PMMA was found to be approximately
1000C.

Air-dry silver electrodes were applied to the two faces perpendicular to the
rods, and the composites were poled at 750C in an oil bath with a field of 22
kV/cm for 5 min. After the composites were removed from the bath, they were
allowed to cool in air under a field of 7.5 kV/cm for 10 min to prevent depoling
during cooling. The poled composites were aged for at least 24 h prior to piez-
eoelectric and dielectric measurements.

Dielectric measurements were performed with a Hewlett-Packard 4270A
* Automatic Capacitance Bridge at 1 kHz and 1 V. 9 33 was measured using a

Berlincourt Piezo d33-Meter with rounded rams. The ratio of the diameter of
the rams to the center-to-center distance of the PZT rods was 0.74. The d33 was
taken as the average of 20 random measurements (10 on each electroded surface
of the composite) at a ram pressure of approximately 55 psi. The hydrostatic
piezoelectric coefficients (Jh and 1h) were measured by a dynamic9 method. The
apparatus consisted of an oil-filled chamber in which the samples and a PZT
standard of known dh and gh were immersed. The pressure inside the vessel
was raised to 100 psi and alternating sinusoidal pressure cycles (amplitude ±0.1
psi) were imposed using an AC stress generator driven by a function generator
adjusted to the proper frequency. The sample (or standard) voltage was re-
corded on an oscilloscope display.

. ."
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TABLE I
Piezoelectric Properties of 1-3 Composites and Single Phase Materials

Density a33a hb gh b ahjh b

Material (g/cm 3) IZ 33 (10-12C/N) (10-12C/N) (10-3V'm/N) (10- 15 m2/N)

PZT/PS 1.32 70 110 + 16 22 36 790
PZTr/PS (annealed) 1.32 54 130 ±r 18 26 54 1400

PZT/PMMA 1.46 131 110 * 18 28 25 700
PZT/PMMA (annealed) 1.46 100 125 ± 21 35 39 1370
PZT 7.9 1600 400 50 4 200
PVDF 1.8 12 30 11 104 1140
PZT/epoxy (Ref. 9) 1.4 97 - 32 51 1630

a Errors are ± 1 standard deviation.
b Estimated errors are ,h + 12%, gh * 16%, and hh * 20%.

After the composites were tested, they were annealed at 95°C for 15 h under
vacuum followed by slow cooling to room temperature. The annealed composites
were repoled in order to ensure saturation poling of the PZT rods and then re-
tested as described above.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dielectric and piezoelectric properties of the PZT/PS and PZT/PMMA
composites are summarized in Table I. As expected, the composite dielectric
constants (K33) were considerably less than that of PZT (K33 - 1600). The value
of K 33 predicted by the simple parallel model for a 4% PZT/polymer, 1-3 com-
posite is 64.' The PZT/PS composites approached the theoretical value; however,
the PZT/PMMA materials far exceeded the prediction. One possible expla-
nation for this discrepancy may involve cracking or crazing of the PS matrix.
Examination of unannealed PZT/PS composites under a light microscope re-
vealed crazes (or cracks) emanating radially away from each rod into the PS
matrix at the electrode surface. No such cracks were observed in PZT/PMMA
samples. Since applied compressive stress is known to increase the dielectric
constant of PZT,10 one would expect E33 of the PZT/PS composites to be less
than K33 of the PZT/PMMA materials if the cracks acted to relieve interfacial
compressive stresses.

The presence of internal stresses in these composites is further supported by
the decrease in the dielectric constant after they were annealed. If the ar.ealing
process acts to relieve some radial compression between the rods and the matrix,
then the dielectric constant would be expected to be lower than the K 33 before
annealing. Presumably, the radial stresses resulted from thermal expansion
mismatches, mechanical processing (cutting and polishing), or polymerization
shrinkage.

The simple Skinner et al. model predicts that the d33 for composites with
matrices of the same stiffness should be the same. Since PS and PMMA have
roughly the same elastic modulus (-,3 x 109 N/m 2 ), it is not surprising that d33
is similar for both composite materials. However, the predicted d33 values are
three times greater than those observed. Clearly, transfer of applied stress from
matrix to rods is more complex than allowed for by the simple parallel model.
If the effective matrix region of influence on the rods is less than the total matrix

ii "
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Fig. 2. Piezoelectric response of PZT/PS and PZT/PMMA composites as a function of frequency:
(a) unannealed; (b) annealed.

area, then the amount of stress experienced by the rods would be less than pre-
dicted by the Skinner et al. model.6 This would act to decrease d33 relative to
the predicted value.

The standard deviations of d33 values obtained from a d33-meter using rounded
probes gives an indication of the relative piezoelectric homogeneity of the com-
posites. For the composites tested here the standard deviations of the d33
measurements were similar. Again, considering that the matrices used in this
work have similar mechanical properties, this result is not unexpected.

The hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficients (dh) reported in Table I are smaller
than those of PZT but similar to that observed by Lynn9 for the PZT/epoxy
system. The voltage coefficients are roughly an order of magnitude larger than
PZT because the permittivities of the composites are much lower than the values
for PZT alone. This results in Jh h being significantly larger than that of PZT
and comparable to that of PVDF. Also, no frequency dependence of dh was
observed from 30 to 160 Hz (Fig. 2). Annealing was found to improve the pi-
ezoelectric coefficients (especially 9h) due to a significant decrease in K33.

Composite densities are roughly 1.4 g/cm 3 (calculated), which is considerably
lower than the 7.8 g/cm3 of PZT. Low density materials provide better acoustic
coupling to an aqueous environment than ones of high density. Therefore, these
types of composites may be useful as shallow-water hydrophones or for medical
ultrasound applications.

CONCLUSIONS

Composites of uniaxially oriented, continuous PZT rods embedded in poly-
styrene or poly(methyl methacrylate) matrices possess hydrostatic piezoelectric
coefficients somewhat lower than that of homogeneous PZT. However, hy-
drostatic voltage coefficients for these materials are approximately an order of
magnitude larger than the ceramic element. Enhancement of gh is primarily
due to the reduction of 933 over PZT. Further enhancement of the piezoelectric
response can be accomplished by annealing which further reduces K33. The d33
values and the standard deviation of the d 33 measurements are similar for both
types of composites. Predictions of the composite piezoelectric coefficients based
on the Skinner et al. model are qualitatively correct but quantitatively overes-
timated.

The authors would like to thank the Office of Naval Research for partial support of this work
through contract N00014-82-K-0339. We would also like to thank Drs. R. E. Newnham and L. E.
Cross for stimulating our interest in this subject.
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COMPOSITE PIEZOELECTRIC SENSORS

SR.E. NEWNHAM, A. SAFARI, J. GINIEWICZ and B. H. FOX

Materials Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University, University
Park, PA 16802

Various types of composite piezoefectnc transducers are reviewed with emphasis on the hydrophone
figure of merit dd,,. Composites containing pi,-oceramic fibers, or skeletons in a polymer matrix. are
superior to single-phase polymer or ceramic transducers.

INTRODUCTION

Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is used extensively as a piezoelectric transducer
material, but suffers from several disadvantages when used as a sensor of hydrostatic
pressure waves. The hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient dh( - d33 + 2d.3,) of PZT is
small because d33 and d,1 differ in sign. The voltage coefficients g33 ( - d 3 /e) and
gh(" d/c) are also small because of its high permittivity c.

To improve the magnitudes of dh and gh, we have fabricated a number of
different diphasic composites made from polymers and PZT, utilizing the concept of
phase connectivity (Figure 1). Based on these studies it is clear that in a composite,
the electric flux pattern and the mechanical stress distribution together with the
resulting physical and piezoelectric properties depend strongly on the manner in
which the individual phases are interconnected. Composites of PZT and polymer
with different connectivity patterns have been prepared in which the d. and g,
coefficients are an order of magnitude larger than those of solid PZT. In addition.
some of the composites have high mechanical compliances and low density, making
it easier to obtain good impedance matching with water. The properties of some of
these composites are summarized in Table I.

Connectivity' is the key feature in designing the microstructure of PZT-polymer
composites. Each phase in a composite may be self-connected in zero, one, two, or
three dimensions. Using an orthogonal axis system, for diphasic composites, there
are ten connectivities designated as 0-0, 1-0, 2-0, 3-0, 1-1. 2-1, 3-1, 2-2, 3-2, and 3-3.
A 2-1 connectivity pattern. for example, has one phase self-connected in two
dimensional layers, the other self-connected in one dimensional chains or fibers. The
connectivity patterns are not geometrically unique. In the case of 2-1 patterns, the

*fibers of the second phase might be perpendicular to the layers of the first phase or
might be parallel to the layers. In the notation used here, the piezoelectric phase
appears first. Thus a 1-3 composite consists of PZT fibers embedded in a polymer
matrix, and a 3-1 composite is a solid piece of PZT with parallel holes filled with
polymer.

U
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FIGURE I A selection of the various composite types produced in the recent past: (A) Lead titanate
comosite (0-3). (B) PZT rods-spurn epoxy composite (1-3), (C) PZT spheres-polymer composite (1-3),
(D) PZT tape laminate composite (2-2). (E) Honeycomb configuration PZT-polymer composite (3-1), (F)
Array of perforated PZT composites (3-1). (0). (H), (1). and (J) Perforated PZT-polymer with 3-1
connecuvity. (K) Perforated FZl-polymer with 3-2 connectivity, (L) Perforated PZT composite with 2
perforated layers (KI Replamine composite with 3-3 connectivity and (N) Burps composite with 3-3
comecnvity.

PIEZOELECTRIC 3-3 COMPOSITES

In a 3-3 composite each of the constituent phases is continuously self-connected in
three dim-.!ions to give two interlocking skeletons in intimate contact with one
another. This type of structure is exhibited by certain polymer foams, by some
phase-separated metals and glasses, by three-dimensional waves, and by natural
substances such as wood and coral. The piezoelectric and pyroelectric properties of
3-3 composites have been investigated with some rather remarkable results. For
certain coefficients, dramatic improvements can be made over the best single-phase
piezoelectrics.

Piezoelectric ceramic-polymer composites with 3-3 connectivity were fust made by
Skinner 2 using a lost-wax method with coral as a starting material. Among the
advantages of these composites are high hydrostatic sensitivity, low dielectric con-
stant. low density for improved acoustic impedance matching with water, high
compliance to provide damping, and the mechanical flexibility needed to develop
conformable transducers. Shrout 3 developed a simpler method for fabricating a
three-dimensionally interconnected lead zirconate-titanate (PZT) and polymer com-

,'. '. .. . -: .. .. . - . . . .. - . -. . - .. . -. " . - . .- . - -, . . . . . . . . • ...
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posite with properties similar to the coral-based composites. The simplified prepara-
tion method involves mixing plastic spheres and PZT powder in an organic binder.
When carefully sintered, a porous PZT skeleton is formed, and later back-filled with
polymer to form a 3-3 composite. This technique is commonly referred to as the
BURPS process, an acronym for burned-out plastic spheres. Since the process
involves the generation and emission of gaseous hydrocarbons, the name BURPS is
highly appropriate.

Recently" we measured the electromechanical properties of 3-3 composites having
a wide range of PZT/polymer ratios, and compared the results with other piezoelec-
tric materials, including some earlier Japanese work .' on similar composites. Dielec-
tric and piezoelectric properties were measured on samples ranging from 30 to 70
volume % PZT, and compared with a rectangular skeleton model for 3-3 composites.
Composites containing 50% PZT-50% silicone rubber appear especially useful for
hydrophone applications with d4g* products a hundred times larger than PZT.

Further studies of porous PZT were reported last year at the International
Symposium on Applications of Ferroelectrs.7 Scientists at Mitsubishi Mining and
Cement have developed several techniques for introducing connected porosity in
PZT ceramics: reactive sintering, foaming agents, organic additives, and careful
control of particle size and firing conditions. Measurements on unfilled ceramic
skeletons with 60% interconnected porosity gave d33 coefficients near 150 pC/N
and g33 coefficients of 0.15 Vm/N.

PERFORATED PZT-POLYMER COMPOSITES

Composites of PZT and polymer with 3-1 and 3-2 connectivity patterns have been
fabricated$ by drilling holes in sintered PZT blocks and filing the holes with epoxy.

TABLE I
Representative dielectric and piezoelectric coefficients of important hydrophone

component materials and composites. K - dielectric constant. d33 -
linear piezoelectric charge coefficient (pC/N). g, - hydrostatic

voltage coefficient (mV-m/N), dh - hydrostatic charge '1
coeffiient (pC/N). gh d - hydrostatic figure of

mert ( x 10- S m2/N). all measurements
5o Hz. z5C ________

Material K d33 d g,d

Pb(Zr.Ti)0 -PZT 1800 450 2.5 40 100
(CHCF,), - PVF, 12 20 100 11 1100
PbNbO, 225 85 35 65 2300
3-3 PZt-Epoxy 620 1S0 18 100 1800
3-3 PZT.Rubber 450 200 45 180 8100
3.2 PZT-Epoxy 410 320 55 200 11000
3-2-0 Hollow 3-2 400 380 65 230 15000
3-1 PZT-Epoxy 750 350 24 160 3800
3-1-0 Hollow 3-1 730 370 28 185 5300
1-3 PZT-Eoxv 70 150 50 30 1500
1-3-0 PIT-p4u.Y-ei s0 180 60 4o 2400
1-3-0 Fo tep 1.3 75 200 135 85 10000

0-3 Pzr- Ru. 4#9-- 40 60 40 15 600
0-3 PbTiOl-Rubber 40 30 100 35 3500

I...-3
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The influence of hole size and volume fraction PZT on the hydrostatic properties of
the composite was evaluated. By decoupling the piezoelectric d33 and d3l coeffi-
cients in the composite, the hydrostatic coefficients are greatly enhanced. On
samples optimized for hydrophone performance., the dielectric constants of 3-1 and
3-2 composites are 600 and 300 respectively. For two typical composites, the
piezoelectric coefficients dh, g,, and gjdh for 3-1 composites are 160 (pC/N), 24
(X 10- Vm/N), and 3800 (1 0

-1s m2/N) respectively, and the corresponding values
for 3-2 composites are 200 (pC/N), 55 (10-' Vm/N), and 11000 (10- 's m2 /N).

These composites are extremely rugged and show no pressure dependence. Similar
composites can be made9 by extruding the ceramic rather than drilling. Composites
with 3-1 connectivity were fabricated by impregnating an extruded, sintered honey-
comb configuration of PZT with epoxy. The composites had lower density (- 3000
Kg/nm) and lower dielectric constant (- 400) than that of solid PZT. The maxi-
mum piezoelectric d3 coefficient of the composites was 350 pC/N, and the
maximum hydrostatic dl 220 pC/N. g, and djg, of the composites were an order
of magnitude higher than that of solid PZT.

PIEZOELECTRIC COMPOSITES BASED ON 1-3 CONNECTIVITY

Composites in which the polymer phase is self-connected three-dimensionally and
the piezoelectric ceramic is self-connected one-dimensionally were developed by
Klicker.'0 In a 1-3 composite, PZT rods are embedded in a continuous polymer
matrix. Under the idealized situation in which the polymer phase is far more
compliant than PZT, the stress on the polymer will be transferred to the PZT rods.
The stress amplification on the PZT phase along with the reduced permittivity
greatly enhances the piezoelectric voltage coefficient. To provide a better under-
standing of the composites, the piezoelectric properties were studied as a function of
volume fraction PZT, rod diameter, and sample thickness.

The magnitude of the dlg, product of 1-3 composites with PZT rods in polymer
matrix is large, but far less than the theoretical value. Part of the reason is that the
Poisson ratio of the polymer used is fairly high thus an internal stress exists which
opposes the applied stress, and the stress amplification of a 1-3 connectivity model is
greatly reduced. One way to reduce the Poisson ratio of a polymer is to introduce
porosity into it. The fabrication of 1-3 composites with porous polyurethanes was
developed by Klicker t l who showed that porosity in the polyurethane matrix has a

- dramatic effect on dh. Composites made with 4 volume % PZT rods 240 jsm in
diameter in a foamed polyurethane with 45% porosity had a dhg, product close to
50,000 x 10-'s mZ/N, which is more than an order of magnitude greater than the
d g, product of composites with a non-porous epoxy matrix. But this porous
polyurethane composite is very pressure dependent above 200 psi. Other types of
1-3-0 composites were studied by Lynn.' 2 Porosity was introduced into different
types of polymer matrix either by adding a foaming agent or by mixing commercial
hollow glass spheres with the polymer. Using a foamed REN epoxy, composites with
4 volume % of 280 Am diameter rods showed a three-fold increase in d. above the
unfoamed REN Epoxy. When hollow glass spheres of an . c: e diameter of 80 Am
and 2 Am wall thickness were mixed in REN and Spurrs epoxy, dh increased about

.,
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twice that of the plain epoxy composites. For all the composites with glass spheres,
no pressure dependences were found, while in foamed REN epoxy composites, the
pressure dependence remains a problem.

Transverse reinforcement is another technique used to enhance the hydrostatic
piezoelectric coefficient t.3"' These composites were made by mounting two types offibers in the polymer matrix: PZT rods parallel to the poling direction and stiff glass .4
fibers in the two transverse directions. The glass fibers carry most of the transverse
stress thereby decreasing d3, without appreciable reduction in d33. Transversely
reinforced composites have 1-2-3 connectivity, or 1-2-3-0 connectivity if the polymer
matrix is foaned In many of these polymer ceramic composites a coupling agent is
required to achieve good stress transfer.

Savakusis developed a simplified preparation technique for making composites
with 1-3 connectivity pattern. Composite piezoelectric transducers have been con-
structed by partially dicing PZT ceramics and back-filling with epoxy. Composites
containing 10 to 70 volume percent PZT were prepared with several different rod
diameters. Measured dielectric constants ranged from 200 to 1000, longitudinal
piezoelectric coefficients d33 from 200 to 350 pC/N, ana hydrostatic piezoelectric
coefficients dk from 40 to 80 pC/N.

Another interesting variation on the 1-3 composite is the use of solid-porous-solid
sandwiches of PZT. 6 The g, and dhgh of these composites were about 0.3 Vm/N
and 50 X 10-12 mZ/N respectively.

COMPOSITES WITH 0-3 CONNECTIVITY

The simplest type of piezoelectric composite consists of a polymer matrix loaded
with ceramic powder. Early attempts to fabricate flexible composites of piezoelectric
ceramic particles and polymers were made by Kitayama."' Pauer,'8 and Harrison.19

This type of composite does not have the desirable stress concentration factor
found in other connectivity patterns, so the hydrostatic figure of merit is not large.
In many ways the 0-3 composite is similar to polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF2). Both
consist of a crystalline phase embedded in an amorphous matrix, and both are
reasonably flexible.

An improved version of the 0-3 composite was synthesized by Safari.20 Flexible
piezoelectric composites made from PZT spheres and polymers with 0-3 connectivity
were fabricated using several types of polymers. Two techniques were developed for
making spheres 0.4 to 4 mm in diameter. The dielectric constant of the composites
were 300-400 and the piezoelectric voltage coefficients g3 were 45-55 x i0 - 3
Vm/N. The high frequency properties of the composites were measured in both the
thickness and radial mode of resonance. The frequency constants and the coupling
coefficients of the composites for the thickness mode of resonance are comparable
with the corresponding values for PZT. Possible applications of the composites as -A
band-pass filters have been developed.

But an even better suggestion has been put forkvard by Banno.2' Rather than
using PZT as the ceramic filler, pure PbTiO3 was employed because of its greAter
piezoelectric anisotropy. This type of 0-3 composite is capable of greater hydrostatic
sensitivity than PVF2, and although it is inferior to some of the other composites in
dhg,, it is far easier to make.

Ti
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CONTINUOUS POLING AND MUPPET DEVICES

Conventional poling methods are limited by the size of the power supply to dielectric
thickness of 1 cm or less. For the continuous poling methodu there is no limit on
length in the poling direction. The method utilizes the idea of gradually advancing
thin PZT rods or ribbons past two electrical contacts maintained at the required
potential difference. Electrical contact is achieved through conductive carbon foam
attached to copper electrodes and it is not necessary to attach electrodes to the
sample. It is important to note that thin PZT fibers pole easily relative to the solid
ceramic because of the relaxed mechanical constraints on the PZT grains. In the
devices to be described, an electric field 16-18 kV/cm was used to pole the rods to
saturation at temperatures of only 800C.

We are experimenting with composites in which pre-poled PZT fibers are arranged
in other than a conventional 1-3 pattern. A triple-pillar composite with fibers
oriented in three perpendicular directions is one such example.2 This modified 3-3
sensor can be used as a polarization analyzer for acoustic waves in which the voltage
signals from three orthogonal electrodcs resolve the wave into its longitudinal
component and two shear components.

Another example is an acoustic phase plate made by arranging pre-poled pieces in
a selected target array. A simple type of annular phase plate was demonstrated by
Farnow and Auld.2 The pattern might conform, for instance, to the Fourier
transform of the shape of an object, or perhaps the elements are phased to detect a
target moving with a pre-selected speed and direction. We refer to these composites
as MUPPETS, Multiply-Poled Piczoelectric Transducers. They come in as many odd
shapes and sizes as the Muppet characters seen on television.

The DOFUSS (named for a comic strip dinosaur) is a composite device made
from pre-poled PZT ribbon. By poling the ribbon parallel to its length, and later
electroding the major faces of the ribbon, one obtains a shear sensor or generator
based on piezoelectric coefficient d1s. For many perovskite crystals and ceramics,
coefficient d15 is very large. DOFUSS is an acronym for DQ-Qne-five (d15 ) UQltrasonic
Shear Sensor. A number of interesting MUPPET and DOFUSS devices are under
study.
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Glass ceramics are shown in this study to be a new class of transduction materials for application
in sonar transducers. It is found that glass ceramics of Ba 2TiSi20 have high hydrostatic voltage
sensitivity, low dielectric loss, and low dielectric constant. These properties are also shown to be
practically independent of pressure up to 35 MPa. The free-field voltage sensitivity of a glass-
ceramic prototype hydrophone is higher than that based on a commonly used lead zirconate
titanate ceramic element.

PACS numbers: 43.30.Yj, 43.88.Fx, 77.60. + v, 77.20. + y

Since the discovery of ferroelectric barium titanate (Ba- Glass ceramic samples with oriented Ba 2TiSi20 crys-
TiO1 ) and lead zirconate titanate (PZT),' '2 ceramics have tallites were prepared by recrystallizing the glasses of com-
been rapidly replacing conventional piezoelectric crystals positions in the BaO-TiO 2-SiO2 system in a temperature gra-
for hydrophone applications, and now PZT ceramics are dient. Detailed procedure for the preparation of glass
used almost exclusively in the U.S. Navy's sonar trans- ceramic samples was described in earlier references."'
ducers. However, PZT ceramics suffer several disadvan- After the recrystallization of the glasses, oriented plates
tages: the values of their hydrostatic piezoelectric constants were cut normal to the temperature gradient and then pol-
are relatively low, and dielectric constants very high. The ished to thickness =0.04 cm. Silver-paint electrodes were
density of these ceramics is also very high. Furthermore, applied on both surfaces of each sample for testing. The pie-
PZT exhibits depoling or aging problems, commonly en- zoelectric and dielectric properties of the samples were char-
countered in most ferromagnetic materials.' Therefore, acterized by using an acoustic reciprocity technique. 2 The
there has been a great deal of interest in recent years in deve- theory of this calibration method has been well document-
loping new transduction materials that offer improved sensi- ed"3 and will not be repeated here. The experiments were
tivity and aging characteristics. Several different approaches carried out in a castor-oil-filled acoustic coupler with tem-
such as PZT polymer composites4 and piezoelectric poly- perature and pressure controlled to within ± 0.1 °C and
mer' have been investigated. Recently a new family of mate- ± 0.02 MPa, respectively, and a sinusoidal acoustic pres-
rials (polar glass ceramics) has been studied for pyroelectric sure applied at I kHz. The glass ceramic specimen was a
and piezoelectric applications.' Glass ceramics contain- circular disk approximately 1.2 cm in diameter and 0.04 cm
ing the crystalline phases of Li2SiO3 , Li2Si2O 5, Ba2TiSi2O,, thick. A PZT-5 sample, 1.3 cm in diameter and 0.6 cm thick,
Ba2TiGe2 Os, and Li2B40, were shown to exhibit large pyro- was tested as a reference. The properties of two commercial-
electric responses comparable to those of respective single ly available piezoelectric polymer PVF 2 samples, obtained
crystals. These materials also have low dielectric constant in from two different sources, were also measured for compari-
the range of 10-20 and attractive piezoelectric properties. In son. Each PVF2 sample was a 1.2 X 1.2 cm square piece.
this letter, grain-oriented Ba 2TiSi2O8 glass ceramics (BST) Their thicknesses were 0.056 and 0.070 cm, respectively.
are proposed as new materials for potential applications in ,2
sonar transducers.
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TABLE 1. Properties' of glass ceramic in comparison with those of PZT. PVFj. and LiSO.

Glass ceramic
Property PZT-3 PVF 2 No. I PVF 2 No. 2 (Ba2TiSi, O,) LiSO b

D(x 10-2) 1.73 1.05 1.81 0.003-0.06 ..
3 1688 10 12 12 10

d, pC/N) 21 10 9 9 14
g4 l X 10- 3 V /N) 1.5 112 78 83 148
Thickness (mm) 6 0.56 0.7 0.4 6.4
FFVS
(dB re I V/Pa -222 -202 -207 -211 - 187

'Measured at I kHz. 0.5 MPa, and 24.5 *C.
'Data from Ref. 16.

The experiments were performed over the temperature glass ceramic. It was also somewhat pressure sensitive; a 0.5-
range of 5-45 *C. A pressure cycle was carried out for each dB reduction was found at 35 MPa. The d, and g,, properties

sample by increasing the static pressure in the coupler from of these materials were also measured at 0.5 MPa over the
ambient to 35 MPa at 5-MPa intervals, then followed with temperature range between 5 and 45 *C. The dh value of the
decreasing pressure at the same rate. During such a pressure glass ceramic sample was independent of the test tempera.
cycle, the temperature of the system was carefully controlled ture, but g,, increased linearly with temperature by about 0.4
at 24.5 *C. dB from 5 to 45 *C. The results on these samples are sum-

The hydrophone characteristics of the glass ceramic marized in Table I.
sample were also evaluated in a prototype design using a The dielectric dissipation of these samples was also
standard NRL-USRD H23 oil filled hydrophone assembly. measured at I kHz. It can be seen from Table I that both the
The element was placed in the H23 mount with a rubber PZT and PVF, material have dissipation in the range of
window attached to the face. The device was tested at the 0.01-0.02. But the glass ceramic samples have extremely low
NRL-USRD Lake Facility to obtain its free-field voltage dissipation, varying from 0.00003 to 0.0006 depending on
sensitivity (FFVS) as a function of frequency. the sample composition. This would be very important if one

Figure I shows the hydrostatic d constant' 4 of the mate- would consider the material for active transduction applica-
rials tested as a function of pressure. The PZT-5 sample ex- tions.
hibited a d4 value of 21 pC/N at the ambient pressure, which The FFVS of the glass ceramic prototype hydrophone is
also increased slowly with increasing pressure. The d, val- shown in Fig. 3. A-21 l-dB sensitivity referenced to I V/M Pa
ues for both PVF, samples and the glass ceramic composite was measured, and over the frequency range of 10-100 kHz,
fall in the range of 9-10 pC/N. PVF 2 sample No. I showed a the response was reasonably flat. The PVF, elements gave a
l-dB reduction in d, when the pressure was increased from sensitivity of - 202 and - 207 dB, respectively. Although
0.5 to 35 MPa, whereas the reduction for the PVF 2 sample the FFVS of the glass ceramic is less than those of PVF 2, it
No. 2 slightly exceeded 2 dB. The dh of the glass ceramic should be noted that this sensitivity parameter depends on
material, however, was constant over the range of hydrostat- both the g, constant of the material and the thickness of the
ic pressure of 0-35 MPa. During the decreasing portion of sample. The thickness of the glass ceramic sample is only
the pressure cycle, the d4 vlaue also remained independent 0.04 cm, as compared to 0.056 and 0.070 cm for the PVF,
of pressure. This is in contrast to some ceramic polymer samples. Because of the high voltage required for poling, the
composites which showed very large pressure hysteresis ef- thickness of poled PVF, that can be fabricated will be severe-
fects. ' The piezoelectric voltage constant g, of the glass ly limited. On the other hand, thick glass ceramics can be
ceramic material, shown in Fig. 2, was also found to be inde- readily prepared by routine glass fabrication techniques, and
pendent of pressure up to 35 MPa. Theg, value of 83 x 10- the FFVS then can be easily increased. As is, the glass ceram-
V m/N is an improvement over that of PZT-5 by nearly two ic sample is more sensitive than the 0.6-cm-thick PZT-5,
orders of magnitude. PVF 2 sample No. I exhibited an initial which gives a FFVS of - 222 dB re I V//uPa. Furthermore,
g, value of 112X 10- 3 V m/N which was decreased to the glass ceramics have low density (3-4 g/cc) and thus lower
104 x 10- 3 V m/N at 35 MPa, representing a reduction of mechanical impedance compared to that of PZT ceramics.
0.6 dB. PVF2 sample No. 2 gave a g, less than that of the Finally, it is noted that the properties of the glass ce-

ramics are approaching those of lithium sulphate crystals
200 (see Table 1). Lithium sulphate has been used in underwater

* transducers, and is still a favorite piezoelectric material for
use in many of the Navy's standard transducers. However,

. ,the availability of lithium sulphate from commercial sources

has declined rapidly in recent years. The glass ceramic
°,o1 Lo , L I- ,L _L_ I would be a good candidate for its replacement.
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Grain-Oriented Glass-Ceramics for Piezoelectric Devices
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Grain-oriented glass-ceramics of LiSi 1O,. fresnoite were optimized by compositional variations and by the addition of
(BaTiSiOs), and its isomorphs SriTiSiO, and Ba2TIGezO,, various modifying oxides to obtain glass-ceramics with good phys-
were prepared by recrystallizing glasses in a temperature ical properties. Extensive studies have been carried out to optimize
gradient. Electromechanical and hydrostatic piezoelectric the piezoelectric and pyroelectric properties of the glass-ceramics
properties of these glass-ceramics were measured. Plezo- by adjusting the composition of the glasses and the crystallizauon
electric voltage coefficients gm and hydrostatic voltage coeffl- conditions.'-$
dent g, of these glass-ceramics are comparable to those of It has also been shown that the polar growth behavior of the
polyvinylidene fluoride and an order of magnitude higher than crystallites from the glass matrix depends on the original corn-
the corresponding val es of lead zircoate-titanate. These position of the glass. A glass-ceramic is essentially a composite of
glass-ceramics seem to be attractive candidate materials for a glassy phase and one or more crystalline phases. For glass-
hydrophones and several piezoelectric devices. Hydrostatic ceramics containing two crystalline phases. a connectivity model
piezoelectric properties of Ba2TiSi2O, and Ba2TIGez0, single has been developed 5 based on the principles of series and parallel
crystals were also measured. The unusually high values of gA. in connectivity models" to predict the piezoelectic and pyroelectric
fresnoite single crystals and glass-ceramics are supposed to be properties of glass-ceramic composites.
due to positive d,1 in these materials. A composite model is In the present study, the hydrostatic piezoelectric properties of
proposed to expiain the positive sign of dl in fresnoite based on glass-ceramics of fresnoite (Ba2TiSi2O,) and its isomorphs
its crystal structure and internal Poisson's ratio stress. Sr2TiSi 2O6 and Ba2TiGeOs are reported. These glass-ceramics

offer several advantages for hydrophone applications, as will be
I. Introduction discussed in a later section. The hydrostatic piezoelectric proper-

ties of Ba2TiSi2O@ and BaTiG. 2,O. single crystals were also mea-
wiE range of ferroelecutic materials is available at present in sured. The hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient dh, hydrostatic

t.single-crystal or ceramic form for use in piezoelecuic and voltage coefficient g,, and acoustic impedances of these materials
pyroelecic devices. In the polycrystalline ceramic form, the polar are compared with commonly used piezoelectric materials like
axes in individual crystallites are randomly oriented. An essential lead zirconate titanate (PZT) and polyvinylidene fluoride
feature of the ferroelectric ceramics which makes them usable for ((CH2F2). - PVF2). The advantages of these materials for applica-
piezoelectric and pyroelectric applications is the ability to reorient tion in piezoelectric devices are discussed. Finally, a simplified

. the polar axis in individual crystallites under a high electric field model based on the principles of series and parallel mixing of
so as to impart a long-range remnant polar order. In polar but non- phases' is proposed to explain the high value of g, in fresnoite
ferroelecmc ceramics this orientabiliry is not present. so that single crystals and glass-ceramics.
randomly axed ceramics of these materials have no piezoelectric
or pyroelectric properties and thus they are of no use in this n. Experimental Procedure
area. Since many of the nonferroelectric materials have interesting
properties in single-crystal form. e.g., quartz which is the basic Classes of several different compositions were prepared by mix-
resonant time standard, an exploration of processing techniques ing reagent-grade chemicals and melting them in a platinum cru-
which might be used to impart a polar texture during the formation cible. Glass-ceramic samples (approximately 1 cm in diameter)

f awith oriented crystallites were prepared by recrystallizing theof an ensemble of crystallites could be most interesting. lse nasrn eprtr rdet h eal ftesm

Glass-ceramics as a class of materials have several proper- glasses in a strong temperature gradient. The details of the sample
ties quite different from both single crystals and conventionally preparation technique can be found in Refs. I to 5. X-ray diffrac-
sintered ceramics. Because of their special characteristics. tion and microstructure studies indicated that needlelike crystals

glass-ceramics may offer some advantages in the fabrication of grow from the surface into the bulk of the sample along the direc-

piezoelectic and pyroelectmc devices. Even though glass-ceramucs tion of temperature gradient.
are used extensively in electronic industry, not much attention For piezoelectric and hydrostatic measurements. sections were
seems to have been paid to developing glass-cerarmcs for piezo- cut normal to the temperature gradient. then polished and coatedeemtc with sputtered gold electrodes. The finished samples were approxi-

.,electrc and pyroelectmc devices. Recently a new technique mteyIcindatrad0.mmhck

for preparing Flass-ceranics with oriented crystallites was studied eatele I cm in diameter and 0.5 mm thick.
extensively. '- In this technique, glasses are recrystallized in a The dielectric constant (K) and loss factors of the samples were

It was shown in earlier studies that the measured at a frequency of I kHz using an automated capacitancetemperature gradient. bridge,. The piezoelectric d13 coefficient was measured with a d33
technique is suitable for preparing inexpensive, large-area pyro- meter.' The hydrostatic voltage coefficient g was measured by a

- elecrc detectors and piezoelectrc resonators. Using this method, metho h ic islasicy a a easue y
we have prepared glass-ceramcs with both crystallographic ani dynamic method' which is basically a comparative technique. In
polar orientation. this method, a P T 501A sample of known g is used as a standard.

The glass-forming systems studied include Li 20-SiO2, After the sample and the standard are placed in the holder, the
LizO-SiO,-BO,. BaO-SiO:-TiO2. SrO-SiO2-TiO 2. and BaO- chamber is filled with oil and a static pressure is applied. A func-

A GeO:-TiO2. Among the crystalline phases recrystallized from the tion generator set to the desired frequency drives an ac stress
glasses within these systems are Li2Si2Os. Li2B4O,. Ba2TiSiO. generator placed inside the test chamber. The voltage produced
Sr:TiSii0s. and BaTiGeO,. One or more of these crystalline by the sample is displayed on an oscilloscope and compared to
phases are obtained, depending on the composition of the glasses. the voltage produced by the standard. By knowing the voltage
All of these crystalline phases are nonferroelectric and belong to responses and the dimensions of the sample and the standard, we
one of the ten polar point groups. The compositions of the glasses can calculate the piezoelectric voltage coefficient g, of the

sample. Corrections were made for the stray capacitance of
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Table 1. Compositions and Crystalline Phases ical strength. Similarly, the optirruzed glass compositions for

Crvstaiiaton Crvsailine SrzTiSi2O, and BaTiGeO, phases were 2SrO-3SiO-TiOi and
CompOsMiion temp IT) pnas 8aO-GeO--TiO7, respectively. The optinmized composition in the

2BaO-3SiO--TiO: 930 BaTiSiO, system LizO-SiO 2-BI0, was LiO-L8SiOI-0.2BIO,. Crys-
I .BaO-O. 1PbO)-3SiO,-TiO. 920 Ba2TiSiO1 tallization temperatures of the glasses ranged from 600* to 950"C.
2BaO-O. l5CaO-2.9SiO.-TiO2  920 Ba.TiSi.O, The crystalline phases of all the glass compositions are also listed
[.6BaO-0.4CaO-2.SSiO2-TiO. 930 Ba2TiSiOq in Table I.
t.6BaO-0.4SrO-3SiO-TiO.-O. 2CaO 930 Ba2TiSi2Os
2SrO-3SiO.-TiO. 950 Sr1TiSiO, (2) Electromechanical Properties
(l.SS'O-0.2BaO)-2.8SiO 2-TiOr-. ICaO 940 Sr2TiSi2Oj A summary of electromechanical properties of optimized glass-
BaO-GeOr.-TiO! 800 Ba2TiGe,O ceramics is given in Table [I. Values of the temperature coefficient
LizO-t.SiO0.B O, 605 680 Li Si2O, of resonance, measured by studying the variation of resonance

LiZBO., - requency with temperature for the radial mode. are also listed tn
Li-SiO, the table. The possibility of tailoring the electromechanical proper-

ties by varying the composition and heat treatment make these
glass-ceramics attractive candidate materials for piezoelectric
devices. The temperature variation of resonance frequencies can

Table II. Electromechanical Properties be further reduced by suitably modifying the composition of
the glasses.'Temp. ¢ocif. oi

Coepwue (rl ) (3) Iydrostatic MeasurementsCommmon k, k ) , A) Q (PPa/°1'

LizO-I.8SiO2- The measured values of the dielectrc constant. d3,. and g, are
0.2BO1  15 20-25 1000-2000 70-100 listed in Table 111. along with the calculated values of g33. d", and

2BaO-3SiO-TiO: 14 20-25 1000-2000 100-120 dAg. The properties of BaTiSi2Oq and BaTiGezO, single crystals
BaO-TiO.-GeO7 6 8-10 2000-M000 60 are also presented in the table. A comparison of the dielectric and
2SrO-3SiO.-TiO, I1 25-30 1000-1500 50 hydrostatic properties of glass-ceramics with the corresponding

properties of PVF: and PZT 501A is given in Table IV. The values
of g,, and dgh of glass-ceramics are comparable to PVF, and much
higher than PM!. Although the values of d33 and d, of glass-
ceramics are comparatively low. the magnitudes of g, and gA are

the sample holder. From the measured values of d13. gh. and K. high because of their low dielectric constant.' 0 A discussion of
the piezoelectric voltage coefficient g, - dt eoK and hydro- the advantages of these glass-ceramics in hydrophone applications
static piezoelectric coefficient d, = gheoK were calculated. The is given in Section II(5).
electromechanical properties were measured by a resonance-
anumesonance technique using a spectrum analyzer.' (4) Acoustic Impedance

Single crystals (1 cm in diameter) of BaTiSizO. and Acoustic impedance Z can be calculated from the relation
BaTiGeOq were grown from the stoichiometric melts by the Z = pc. where p is the density of the material and c is the velocity
Czochralski method. Details concerning the growth procedure can of sound m the medium. By measuring the thickness mode fre-
be found in Refs. 9 to 1I. quency constant N, of the material, the velocity c can be calculated

by the relation c = 2V,. The values of density. velocity. and

M. Results and Dcusion acoustic impedance are listed in Table V The corresponding prop-
erties of PMT. PVF,. and a number of commonly used materials ar

(i) Composuiens and CrystaLline Phases also listed in the table for comparison. A discussion of these
The compositions and crystalline phases of the glass-ceramics properties is presented in the next section.

are listed in Table I along with their crystallization temperatures (5) Application in Hydrophones
determined from exothermic peaks in DTA runs.

It was not possible to obtain glass-ceramics with reasonable A hydrophone is a passive device used as a hydrostatc pressure
mechanical strength from a itoichiomemc ftresnotte glass corn- sensor. For hydrophone applications, the commonly used figures

position (2BaO-2SiOI-TiO:). The glass composition giving glass- of ment are the hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient gh and the
ceramics with good physical properties and optimized piezoelectric product dhgh. For hydrophone applications, the desirable proper-

" and pyroelectric properties was 2BaO-3SiO-TiO.. Additions of ties of a transducer material are (1) high d. and g; (2) a density

a small percentage of PbO. CaO. and SrO helped in obtaining suited for acoustic matching with the pressure-transmitting me-
glass-ceramics with uniform crystallization and good mechan- dium. usually water: 3) high compliance and flexibility such that

S "the transducer can withstand mechanical shock, and can conform
to any surface: and (4) no.variation of g, with pressure.

PZT ceramics are used extensively as piezoelectric transducers
%odei 3585A. Hewienu.Pxltan. Inc.. Loveland. CO despite having several disadvantages. The values of g, and dg, of

.5 Table Ill. Hydrostatic Measurements

Com os0%lon ,( C Ni 10- V. nN) L0-, V , "1, N 10
- 

' ,

2BaO-3SiO,-TiO. 9 7 88 110 8 8 970
'I 9BaO-0 IPbO -3SiO-TiOj 10 7 80 [10 9 " 1070
:BaO-0.l5CaO-2.9SiO-TiO. 10 6 68 75 6.6 500
, I .6BaO-O 4CaO)-Z.SSiO-TiO: 10 5 6 65 15 " 9 670
I 6BaO-) -LSrO)-3SiO:-TiO-) 2CaO 9 8 6 70 100 S." 870
2SO-.SiO:-TiO: I 1 5 14 138 35 8 -40
, I SSrO-0 2BaO)- 3SiO-0 lCaO-TiO. 10 6 t0 107 100 9 Q oi)
BaO-GeOI-TiOt 15 6 45 0 9.3 bo
BaTiSiO, 1 single crystalI II 8 32 130 1650
Ba:TiGe:O, !single cr.sial) II 30 120 1'. I I451)U'
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PZT are iow because of its high dielectric constant (- 1800). In Table IV. Comparison of Hydrostatic Properties
addition. the high density of PZT (-7900 kg/rm) makes it diffi- Glass.
cult to obtain good impedance matching with water. PZT is also a Propert eymcs PVF: PZT

brittle ceramic and. for hydrophone applications, a more compliant K 10 13 1800
material with better shock resistance would be desirable. d, 10- " C/N) 8-10 30 450

PVF: offers several advantages over PZT ceramic for hydro- d,, (10- C/N) 1.5 -18 -205
phone applications. It has a low density (1760 kg/rM). is a flexible d (10 C/N) 8-10 10 40
material. and. although it has low d33 and d.. its dielectric constant g (10-' V m/N) 100 250 28
is low enough that large values of piezoelectric voltage coefficients gh (10' V m/N) 100 10c 2.5

g,3 and g, are possible. Overall. this combination of properties dvg8 (10 -  m'/N) 1000 900 100

seems to be very attractive and PVF: transducers are under in-
tensive development. 2 However. a major problem in the use of
PVF. is the difficulty in poling PVF: sheets. A very high voltage
is necessary to pole PVF- (about 10 to 100 MV/m) and this puts Table V. Comparison of Acoustic Impedances
a limitation on the thickness of PVF: that can be poled. Deity Vejocliv Z X 10-

To overcome these problems. a number of composites of PZT Mediur kg/ml) (MYs) (kg/m-s)
and polymer have been studied in recent years. A detailed descrip- Air 1.2 330 0.0004
tion of different kinds of comiposites and the principles involved Water 1000 1480 1.5
can be found in Ref. 13. In a composite. the polymer phase lowers Lead zirconate-titanate 7600 4000 30
density and dielectric constant and increases elastic compliance. Polyvinylidene fluoride 1760 1450 2-3
Very high values of g,, and dg,, have been achieved with the Aluminum 2700 6300 17
composite approach. Quartz 2640 5800 15.2

From Table IV. it is clear that the piezoelectric coefficients d,3 BaO-SiO2 -TiO2  4000 4700 18-20
and d,, of glass-ceram'ucs are comparable to PVF:, but much lower BaO-GeO 2 -TiO 4780 5020 24

than that of PZT. However, because of the low dielectric constant SrO-SiO2 -TiO2  3600 5000 18

of glass-ceranucs. the values of g, and gi of glass-ceramics are lkg/rns = rayi.
much higher than for PZT. Hence. these glass-ceramics will be
useful in passive devices like hydrostatic pressure sensors where g.
is more important. The variation of g, with pressure was measured
for glass-cerarmcs up to 8 MPa. There was no significant variation PHASE I
of g, with pressure. In practical use. glass-ceramics may offer
several advantages over PVF, and other ferroelectric materials for
application in piezoelectric devices.

Since all these lass-cerancs ar nonferroelecc the s no INTERNAL STRESS
poling step involved. which is a major problem with PVF2. There
will be no problem of depoling or aging which are encountered i -,

in many ferroelectric materials. Hence. the glass-ceramics can
be used in devices operating at high temperatures. Large-area
devices can be prepared by routine glass-preparation techniques. PASE 2

and hence the cost of the device can be significantly lowered. Since
acoustic impedances of the glass-cerarmcs are in the range 18 to
20 x 10* rayls. good acoustic matching can be obtained with
metals like aluminum. Nondestructive testing of aircraft metals PHASE I - PZT RODS
over a wide temperature range is a possibility. These glass- PHASE 2- POLYMER
ceramics also look attractive for use in devices in which glass fibers
ar used because of the good impedance matching. Fig. I. Internal stress in composite of PZT fibers and polymer.

IV. Explanation for the High Value of gA, in Ba2TiSi2 0,

The e, values of Ba2TiSi!Oq and Ba:TiGe208 single crystals and for both series and parallel connectivity.Y In a number of com-
glass-ceramics are unusually large compared to other piezoelectric posites it has been shown, both theoretically and experimentally. .
materials. An explanation is offered here for the high value of g,, that the hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficients d and g,, can be
based on the crystal structure of fresnoite and an internal Poisson increased by an order of magnitude over that of single-phase PZT.
ratio stress. Even though PZT-polymer composites are superior to single-phase

The hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient d. is given by the piezoelectrc materials, some of the composites were not as sensi-
equation tive as expected theoretically. The reason for this is an internal

stress arising from Poisson's ratio. As an example. consider the
dh = di - 2d,, 1) internal stress in composites prepared from PZT fibers and a

For PZT. the piezoelectric d, coefficient is large (-450 pC,'N). stiff polymer.

but d is low because the sign of d)3 is positive and that of d,, is In a 1-3 PZT-polymer composite (Fig. 1). the PZT fibers are
negative 1 -205 pC/N). Moreover. its high dielectrc constant aligned along the polar axis x3. and the polymer matrix phase is
=1800) further reduces the voltage coefficients g, and g, self-connected in all three directions. Further. the PZT and poly-

(Table i1). On the other hand. for fresnotte. even though d13 Is mer phases are connected in series along x, and .r and in parallel

low. d, is slightly larger than d, because of positive dl,. In addi- along x. Since the, two phases are in series alone x, and t:. the'
tion. because the dielectric constant of fresnotte is very low (- 10). experience the same stress o,. This assumes that the two phases do

the value of g8 becomes exceptionally high. An explanation of the not exert forces on one another and hence internal stresses are zero.

positive sign of d3, is given in Section IV(2) by considering the This assumption is not justified for composites with a small volume

crystal structure of BaTiSi2 O. fraction of PZT. where interphase stress must be considered. Thus
there are two contributions to d,, of composite: those arising from

1) Composite Wodel external stress o, and those arising from internal stress In the

For a composite consisting of two phases. one-dimensional solu- equations which follow, the piezoelectric coefficient d,,. voiume
tions for dielectric and piezoelectric properties have been presented fraction V. elastic compliances s and s1,. and Poisson's ratio v
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PHASE I Ws. based on a knowledge of its crystal structure.

INTERNAL . The Ba2TiSi2O, stucture consists of (Si2O,)"- tetrahedral par
STRESS * and (TiOs)6- square pyramids which are linked to give flat sheets

parallel to {OO plan ts." These sheets are bonded together by
Ba;" ions. The structure can be visualized as made up of chains of
deformed TiO6 octahedra linked together by a stiff silicate mati.]In the following discussion, the structure will be considered as a
composite of two phases: a piezoelectic phase consisting of TiO6

chains (phase 1) and .a stiff silicate matrix which is nonpiezo-
PHASE 2 electric (phase 2). as shown in Fig. 2. All the properties with a

superscript I and 2 refer to phases I and 2. respectively. Again for
simplicity, elastic isoropy (ss3 me st) is assumed and Poisson's
ratios of phases s and 2 are assumed to be comparable. Further, it

PHASE I - TO CHAINS is assumed that the piezoelectic phase i is much more compliant
PHASE 2-STIFF SILICATE MATRIX than phase 2. so that

S33 SM I .53 ZiStl (7)
Fig. L Composite model for BaslisiA.

and
u :(8)

of PZT and polymer are designated with a superscript I and 2. Under these assumptions. the internal stress due to Poisson's ratio.
respectively, given by Eq. (3). reduces to

Considering only the external stress a,. the polarization P3 al>- Vl (9)
pearing in the polar direction is given by the following equation

P 'V'd3 ,'a, (2) The polarization along x3. due to both external and internal
- ( stresses, is given by

However. if internal stress is considered. a correction factor should P3 - V'dila,- IVd331O,

be applied. This correction arises from Poisson's ratio and will be
referred to as the Poisson's ratio stress. - 'V('d,, - ''dn)o,, (10)__ When the composite is stretched along x,, it contracts along x,

- because of Poisson's ratio. This contraction is controlled by the Hence d3, of the composite is given by
compliance and Poisson's ratio. If the two constituent phases do ", = ('d, + 'v'd,)'V (11)
not contract equally, an internal stress is generated. The magnitude
of the internal stress can be estimated by assuming that the two It is clear that 2, of the composite can be positive if 'v'd33 > 'dil.
phases remain mated together, or that the strains are equal along If the preceding argument is true. the sign of d,, in fresnoite should
x3('30 2 e). For simplicity it is assumed that both the phases are be positive, but its magnitude should be very small. The positive
elastically isotroic (s,- ss3). Under these assumptions. it can be sign of d, in fesnoite was confirmed by measurements with a d,

. shown that the internal stress on PZT phase ('a;) is given by meter and the magnitude of d, was determined as 1.5 pCI/N by
I' standard resonance techniques. For most of the commonly used

'' _s" - s() ferroelectric materials the value of d33/d, is approximately -3.
.s,, 4. ('V/ 2V)s,, whereas for fresnoite it is approximately +5. From this discussion

Seroit is clear that the posit ve sign of d,, can be attributed to an internal
Since the polymer ahe is generally far more compliant than EZT Poisson's ratio stress acting in the same direction as external stress.
2s,, I's,,. whereas the Poisson's ratios are comparable. Equa- This is the origin of the sizable hydrostatic sensitivity of
tion (3) then reduces to Ba2TiSi2O, and Ba2TiGe2 O, as well.*! -z 2/lH '

'o'; =(4)Ia *- ('V/
2

V)
2
s V. Conclusiou

The minus sign indicates that the internal Poisson's ratio stress acts (1) It has been shown that grain-oriented glass-eramics in the
oppositely to the applied stress. That is. when a tensile stress a? is systems BaO-SiO2 -TiO 2. BaO-GeOi-TiO:. and SrO-SiOl-TiO!
applied the internal stress 'a acting on PMT is compressive. and can be prepared by crystallizing glasses of optimized compositions
vice versa. The internal stress 'V produces a piezoelecmc effect in a temperature gradient.
by coupling through coefficient 'ds,. If both the external stress a (2) Magnitudes of hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient d4.

_ and the internal stress 'a; are acting, the polarization along r3 is piezoelectric voltage coefficient g,. and the dielectric constunt
given by of glass-ceramics are comparable to the corresponding values

of PVF,.
=P, - 'Vd31'a, + V 3'da (5) (3) Acoustic impedances of these glass-ceramucs are in the

The first term on the right is the normal stress contribution and range 18 to 20 x 10 kg/m's and hence good acoustic matching
the second term is due to Poisson's ratio stress. Coefficient di, of can b obtained with metals such as aluminum and commonly
the composite is given by used glasses.

(4) An explanation is given for the high value of g, in fresnoite
al T3 and its isomorphs. based on the principles of series and parallel
a, , mixing of phases and crystal structure of fresnoite. The reason for

the high value of gh in fresnoite is the positive sign of d3, caused
It is clear from Eq. (6) that 3,, is greatly increased due to the by an internal Poisson ratio stress.
i internal Poisson ratio stress. Therefore. there will be a reduction in

-. _ the magnitude i f d, IEq. 11)). lessening hydrostatic piezoelectric References
sensitivlty of the composite. G j. GaroM. R E. Newnham, and A, S. Sheila. P'rolectnc Li.Si:CO, Glass-
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RESONANT MODES OF VIBRATION IN PIEZOELECTRIC PZT-POLYMER
COMPOSITES WITH TWO DIMENSIONAL PERIODICITY

T.R. GURURAJA, W.A. SCHULZE AND L.E. CROSS
Materials Research Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State

University, University Park, PA 16802

B.A. AULD. Y.A. SHUI AND Y. WANG
Department of Applied Physics, Stanford Uiversity, Stanford.

CA 94305

Ajbs.ac-High frequency resonance characteristics of
piezoelectric PZT rod-polymer composites with 1-3
connectivity have been investigated. Electrical admittance

plots and laser probe dilatometry of the dynamic displacement
on the composite as a function of frequency are used to
interpret the vibration pattern of resonant modes.

INTRODUCTION
Piezoelectric PZT-polymer composites of different

connectivity pattern have been investigated to evaluate their
adaptability as ultrasonic transducers for medical applications in

Ithe low megahertz frequency range . Among all the different
composites, those with PZT-SO1A fibers embedded in Spurrs epoxy

-(Polysciences, Warrington, PA) matrix with regular periodicity (I-
3 connectivity) appeared to be very promising for this
application. The present paper is a brief report on the high
frequency dynamic behavior of these composites in resonant
configuration aimed at understanding their physics and possibly
extending their usefulness in devices other than hydrophones.

Samples for the present study consisted of fired PZT-501A
fibers (diameter = 0.45 mm) arranged in square lattice and
impregnated in Spurrs epoxy matrix. Disc shaped composites
(diameter = 1.9 cms) with 5, 10, 20, and 30 volume percent PZT

were cut and ground to proper thickness and poled at 20 kV/cm.

THEORY
Resonance modes which can be expected in a cylindrically

shaped composite are: fundamental radial and thickness modes and
their overtones, and possible resonant lateral modes due to the
regular periodicity of the PZT fibers in the composite.

Radial mode resonance is mainly determined by the affective
modulus CT normal to the fiber axis and the average denisty of the
composite. The effect ve modulus CT was calculated by the Reuss
constant stress model . Similarly the thickness mode resonance
is defined by the effective modulus CL along the fiber axis and

tieI ii
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the average denisty of the composite. The effective Todulus CL
was estimated by the Voigt constant strain model . For the
effective modulus calculations, elastic stiffnas of the fib
per endicular to the length was chosen to be C f 12.1 x 10
N/mi and along the fiber axis Young's modulus E = 1/S 3 3 = 10.5 x
1010 N/m 2 was cho sen. For the epoxy, the modulus was determined to
be 4.7 x 1010 N/m

At wavelengths comparable to the unit cell dimensions of the
array, the analysis is more complicated. A Brillouin theory of
elastic wave propagation in a two dimensionally periodic lattice
correspondIng to composites with 1-3 connectivity has been
developed . For laterally propagating shear waves with
polarization along the fibers, the lowest stop band frequencies
have been calculated.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF RESONANCE MODES
Absolute value of electrical admittance was measured on

samples as a function of frequency in the ambients of air and
water using a spectrum analyzer (HP-3585A). Here samples of
different thickness and volume fraction were examined to identify
the different resonances observed in the 0-2 Mhz frequency range.
The three major resonances of interest are designated as fl. ftl'
and ft2 as categorized in Table 1. To analyze the nature of
vibration at these frequencies, detailed laser probe measurement
of actual mechanical displacerent on the composite was performed
by laser heterodyne technique . Frequency scans of the ultrasonic
displacement at several points on the composite were combined with
automated position scans across the diameter of the composite at

frequencies fl. ftl and ft2 to study the vibration pattern.
The resonance frequency f, was inversely proportional to

thickness of the sample. The vibration on PZT fiber was in phase
with that of the epoxy. For samples resonating at low frequencies
(Z300 KHz), the amplitude on the rod was only a little bit smaller
than that on the epoxy. The resonance was heavily damped when the

Table 1. Resonant Modes in PZT Rod-Polymer Composites.
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Figure 1. Phase velocities for Figure 2. Unit colls in

PZT-fiber-polyer the composite.

composites.

resonator was immersed in water. Such a behavior suggests that

this is the longitudinal thickness mode. Longitudinal velocities

of sound along the fiber axis calculated using the resonance

frequency agree very well with the theoretically estimated values

for the composites of different volume fraction (Figure 1).
Resonances at ftl and ft2 are quite similar in nature. For a

certain volume fraction the resonances always occur at specified

frequencies immaterial of the thickness. This observation

indicates that the two resonances are due to transverse

periodicity in the lattice.

The vibration pattern at ftl can be explained by referring

to Figure 2 which has four unit cells. At this frequency all the
rods vibrate in phase. The vibration amplitude A at points a. b,

and c in Figure 2 follows the relation A Z Ab )> Ac . The phase

difference between points a and b was found to be 1800. The

observed behavior can be explained by the superposition of two

standing shear wave patterns of wavelength equal to the lattice
periodicity (d) existing along both x and y axes. This resonance

corresponds to one of the stop bands predicted by the theory.

Velocity of transverse shear waves. V. = deal, is tabulated in

Table 1.

At frequency ft2, the amplitude A at points a. b, and c

follows the relation A ) A ) A . Points a and b vibrate in

phase and there is 180e pase Cifference between the vibrations at

points b and c. Superposition of standing shear waves along the

two diagonals explain the ob.erved vibration pattern. This

lateral shear resonance along th,, diagonal fits a predicted stop
band. Again the transverse shea.r velocity is calculated by the

equation Vs  dfet212. The calculaLed shear velocity is about 25%
lower than the measured velocity in epoxy by the transmission

technique (1050-1100 m/sec). This is quite possibly due to the

mass loading by PZT fibers.

The thickness coupling coefficient kt and Q of the composites

are given in Table 2. The data is mainly divided into two groups.

Thin samples with thickness around 0.6 mn resonating around 2.25

. • . ... - . .-, .... .- . . :... ..-,. . .,, ., . , .,- . ., .. '. ' .. ,.'.' .. -.' i-
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MHz and thick samples with Table 2. Thickness Mode

thickness above 2 mm with Resonance.

resonance frequency around 500 VolumeS % Thickness t kt  Q

[lHz. In thin samples, the 1ZT
resonance frequency is much This 57.1 1.1

higher than that of the strong n27.5 3.6

lateral modes. Therefore, the

PZT fibers can be pictured as 10 This 68.2 7.0

vibrating independently resulting Thick 40.0 21.7

in k close to that of PZT. The T , .
low h indicates that the PZT rods 20

are partially damped by the Tnick 99.n 1 A.I

surrounding polymer. For thick 0 Thin . .

composites, the resonance is To

close to the lateral modes and

the vibration of PZT fibers is laterally coupled through the epoxy

as evidenced by the uniform mechanical displacement across the

sample and is indicated by low k t . The high Q for thick

composites is a result of very low attenuation losses in the epoxy

at around 0.5 MHz.
The radial mode coupling coefficient k was 22% for 5% PZT

composites and increased to 27% for 30% PIT composites. The

transverse longitudinal velocity VT calculated using the resonance

frequency and the diameter of the composite is compared with the

theory in Figure 1. The large discrepancy between the calculated

and measured velocities of transverse longitudinal wave is

probably due to the finite diameter of the PZT fibers. Elastic

stiffening by the PZT fibers is provided only at discrete points
in the composite, and the approximations in the Reuss model are

therefore not completely valid.

SUMMARY
PZT rod-polymer composites with 1-3 connectivity have, in

addition to thickness and radial modes, complex lateral

vibrational modes due to the periodicity of the lattice. The

correspondence between the theory and experiment for the lateral

modes is remarkably close. The thickness mode resonance in

relatively thick composites follows the Voigt constant strain

model.
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Abstract-Antimony sulphur iodide (SbSI), in the ferroelectria

phase below 200C belongs to the orthorhombic point group symmetry

mm2 and has very large pyroeleotric coefficient.,pIesoeleotrio

strain coefficients (d33 ) and dieleotric constant along the polar

.-axis.

Composites of SbSI:polymer in (1:3) and (3:3) and SbSI:Xlass

fibers in 3:1 connectivity nodes have been prepared and electrical

properties are measured. Pyroeloetrio and piezoeleotric voltage

sensitivities have substantially increased compared to those of

) pure SbSI single crystals.

Effects of doping on SbSI and the pyroelectric properties of

the off c-axis out composites will also be discussed.

t Communicated by Professor J. GOoalo
'This paper was presented at ithe Fifth European Meeting on Ferroelecuscity (EMFS) Benlmadena, Spain. September, 1983.
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Abstract passive transducer, and (Iii) little or no
variation of the Sh and dh coefficients with

The piezoelectric properties of several different pressure, temperature and frequency.
composites with 0-3 connectivity are reviewed. In

these composites a piezoelectric ceramic powder Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is widely used as a
such as PbZr I.TizO3 (PZT), PbTiO3 or Pb1 _-Biz- transducer material because of its high

Til-.Fe O3  is used as a filler in a polymer piezoelectric coefficients. However for
matrix. The values of hydrostatic voltage hydrophones, 1'ZT is a poor choice for several
coefficient ih of these composites are higher than reasons. PZi" has a large piezoelectric d33

the corresponding properties of single phase coefficient, but its hydrostatic strain
materials. Composites with PbTi0 3  or coefficient dh (- d33 + 2d31 ) is small because d33
(Pb.Di)(Ti.Fe)O3  as fillers have higher and 2d31 are opposite In sign, and almost cancel
piezoelectric voltage coefficients than PZT- one another. Moreover, the high permittivity of
polymer composites because of the greater PZT (K 1800) lowers the voltage coefficient gh
anisotropy and lower dielectric constants of these to miniscule values. In addition, the density of
systems. By adding a small amount of carbon to PZT (7.9 l/Cm 3) makes It difficult to obtain good
the piezoelectric composite, poling can be carried impedance matching with water. PZT is also a
out at much lower voltages and shorter poling brittle ceramic and for some applicationq a more
times, making it possible to mass produce the compliant material with better shock resistance is
composites. Fabrication of 0-3 composites is a desirable.
relatively simple process which can be adapted to
the production of piezoelectric fabrics. piezo- Other materials used for hydropl ae applicat) s
electric cables, and piezoelectric paint, are lead metaniobste PbNb 206 "and PblO 3

Their dh values are slightly higher than that vf
I. Introduction FZL" (Table 1) and the gh values are se orcler (f

magnitude better because of their modct
A hydrophone is an underwater microphone or dielectric constants. Unfortunately, 'iNh206 and
transducer used to detect underwater sound. The PbT1O 3  are also dense, brittle ceramics, which
sensitivity of a bydrophone is determined by the undergo a large volume change at the Curie
voltage that is produced by a hydrostatic pressure temperature, often causing fracture during
wave. The hydrostatic voltage coefficient, gh" preparation.

relates the electric field appearing across a
transducer to the applied hydrostatic stress, and Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF 2 = (CI12-CF2 )n) offe'.
is therefore a useful parameter for evaluating several advantages over PZT and other

piezoelectric materials for use in bydrophones. piezoelectric ceramics (2
.  

It has low density.

Another piezoelectric coefficient frequently used high flexibility, and although I'VF2 has )ow d33
is the hydrostatic strain coefficient, dh which and db, the piezoelectric voltage coefficient tb
describes the polarization resulting from a change is large because of Its low relative permittivity.
in hydrostatic stress. "he gh coefficient is
related to the dh coefficient by the relative There are, however, problems associated with the
permittivity (K): gh " dh/sol where to is the use of PVF 2. The major problem is the difflrulty
permittivity of free space. in poling 'VV2 . A very high field is nccessary to

pole PVF 2 (1.2 MV/cm), and this limits the
A useful 'figure of merit' for hydrophone thickness that can be po!d. P)rnclCctric
materials is the product of hydrostatic strain phenomena in PVF2 also produces undesirably large
coefficient dh and hydrostatic voltage coefficient polarization fluctuations with temperature.

The product dhg h has the units of m N
-

Other desirable properties for a bydropbone It Is clear that none of the single-phase
transducer include (i) low density for better materials are ideal for hydrophones and there is
acoustical matching with water, (ii) high need for better piezoelectric materials.
S
compliance and flexibility so that the transducer
can conform to any surface and withstand
mechanical shock. Compliance also leads to large

* damping coefficients which prevent 'ringing' in a

* iu"x9&.q;



At 11. Composite Pietoolectrics 4

composite materials in which the desired

properties can be incorporated through use ofa
combination of ma tear Ials with different
properties. In designing composite materials for ~ ~ ,

hydrophone applications, a logical choice would be 'IA
apiezoelectric ceramic and a compliant polymer If

In such a composite, the ceramic produces a large i. -

piezoelectric affect, while the polymer phase #i
lowers the density and permittivity and increases
the elastic compliance.

In a composite the electric flux pattern and the -
mechanical stress distribution, and hence the
resulting physical and electromechanical
properties. depend strongly on the manner in which
the individual phases are Interconniected. In h
regard the connectivity of a composite, defined a:.f_ i 1
the number 3of dimn jas inowhich each component £

phase Is ontinuous 4 .is of crucial importance. i%.I "l i's i
When referred to In an orthogonal axis system. i~ ii-

each phase in a composite may be self-connected in
zero. one, two, or three directions. For dipliasic
composites, there are ten connectivity patterns
designated as 0-0. 0-1, 0-2, 0-3, 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, A similafg compositc (T- flex) was developed at
2-2. 2-3. and 3-3. 11.71cywel I uSIfing 121) pm part ices Iin

siiicottc-rubher matrix, Ilie d 33 va Iifcs % is taIn cI
During the past few years. a number of with these composites were again conrparnble tf
investigators have examined piezoelctric ceramic- I'i'l2' The measured piceoclcclzi. vol I rI
polymer composites with different connectivity coefficient giWas low (]'able i) nAl f I r II (-
patterns. The method of preparation of these improvement of piezoelectric coeffiients was
composites covers a wide spectrum of ceramic necessary. One difficulty with tils type of
fabrication processes, and the piezoelectric co.mposite is that the piez~oelectric pfirticles Are
properties of the composites depend to a large smaller in diameter than the thicknies-t of poilsmer
extent, on the connectivity pattern. In this sheet, ajid poling of the PZT was very poor brcause
paper, abrief summary of the piezoelectric the electrodes were not in direct contact will' the
properties of flexible composites with 0-3 particles. 10i im~r~ve Ithle propert ies of these
connectivity is presented. A more estensive compo sI teS Ilarr ison fabricated a composite with,
description of the work on other I'7T-polymcr muc, larger l'zT tarticles up to 2.4 mtns. Here the
compos tes) can be found in recent review particle size approaches the thicl,.tess of file.

* .papers'1
5
.
6
' composite, and sinice the li,zr particles estend f-m

electrode to electrode, near saturation poling can
1ll. Dielectric Piezoelectric Properties be achieved. The large rigid 1'7T particles clin

of 0-3 Composites also transmit applied stress extremely well.
leading to high J33 values when mesuirtsents tire

The simplest type of piezoelectric composite taken across the particles. Permittiv.ity In this
consists of a polymer matrix loaded with ceramic composite is lower than that of hosogvlleouq 1171',
powder. In a composite with 0-3 connectivity, the resulting in an improved voltage coefficient. On'e
ceramic particles are not in contact with each problem withf this type of compoqite is thit"
other while the polymer phase is self-connected in complete poling cifnisot be achieved and tie
all three dimensions (Fig. 1). This type of piezoelctric properties of the c.CslCosite vafry
composite does not have the desirable stress from Point to point. An improved version of t~e
concentration factor ond in Soule other )-3 composite was synthesired by Safr ri
connectivity patterns' so tt hyrsatic Icii pirleti co .ie male I "'m I'/7h
figure of merit ahih is not large. In many ways s I, Ie r es and polymers. mili 0 3 c'l,,'ct ivlty - I r
the 0-3 composite Is similar to pohyvinylidtue fabricated usinig se;veisi types of 1- 13r,-rs . 'Iwio
fluoride (PVF2)' Both consist of a crystalline Iteclhni slue s were developed for nink ig spheres 0.4
phase embedded in an amorphous matrix, and both to( 4 mm in diameter. Hie. dic ec c, ic co,,nsit f
are reasonably flexible. the composites were 3)P10-400 nod the ri,7t'eiectric

voltage coefflucits g33 were 45 55 1 101ii I
The first flextible piezoelectric composites were The IghI frequ.ency properties of the c -mpl..%Ite.
made by embedding lZJ articles 5-10 pm in size in wee 9ese nhitet~css ,drda
a polyurethane film 7. The a 3coefficient of mode of res'tsnce. 'lie frequency ro,n'1nts and,
these composites were comparable with P'VF, , but tihe coupl ing coc f c i ett of the v ortp~ iit e. f,'r
the dh Value was lower than those of solid PIT and

*PVF 2 polymer (Table 1).
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lte powders synthesized in this study lie in the-
the thickness mode of reronance arc cosmparable r;toge x 0.5-0.7. ro prepare tile filler powder,
witb the corresponding values for PZT. Possible I'bO. Tib2. N1203 Find FC2 03 were mixed and ball-
applications of the com~osftes as band-pass milled woithI zirconia media. Thlle oxides were
filters have been developed 10 s it)j ec tecd to a low temperature (7()00( 9110"C)

primary calcination for 1.5 hours, followed by a
But an evln b ersuggestion has been put forward seoi ih temperature firing (9500C 10500C).
by 0lnn . Rather than using P7.1 as the Water qjuenchring produces an average Particle sz
ceramic filler, pure or modified lead titanate was of 5 tim (Fig. 1). To fabricate the composites,
employed because of its greater piezoelectric piczoeljct~icw cramle lowdero; anid cecoget
anisotropy. The piezoelectric ceramic fillers isye ee mie n aedee t4JC

used in thiese composites are l'bIi 03. Dti2 03- 'lite caletidered material Is then cured at SOO ontder
modified PbTi03  and 10 3-modified 17.1. Fi ne- slight pressure. Composites were poled in anl HPOt
grained (- 5 It m) particles of pure PH" 0 3  were silicone oil ba thI by applying a tield 1001- 1201
mae by water quenching sintered ceramics. while toV/cm for 20 minutes. lite Poled comoosites;
those of modified PbTit)3 and PZT were made by esxhibits outstanmdiorg hydrostatic sensitivity
g r iuidlIutg sintered ceramics. To fabricate the a It ta ito , u v aluetcs o f g 1, n d f11 g 11 w ellI in eaixce ns tof
composite bodies, the piezoelectric powders and t Ito values reported for pure l'blIi 0 3  compovsi'te"s
chloroprene rubber were mised and roiled down into (TableI 1)(1 Ilbs c h and d I value, o f these
0.5 mm thick sheets at 400C using a hot roller, composites reman virtually constant over a
and then heated/a 9C foro20ominutesunder,,a broad pressure range (Fig. 2).

presureof 3 k/em. The composites wre pole
in a 100-150 kV/cm for 30 minutes.10

As shown In Table 1. the hydrostatic voltage
coefficient 

5
h of pure PbTiO composites is

comparable to that of PVF2. In 111. 2 the iband758
a o these composites are plotted as a function - I

?hydrostatic pressure up to 35 Alps. (5000 l'SI). .. I -

It is found tht 'bt h are independent of E C

pressure up to 35 iPa .-
50-

Recently we have fabricated flexible composites U(2) -40
with a more active piezoelectric material. Thle

composites is Pbl 1 8i1Ti - Fe z() 3 (lPr)which ha: P- rl d,__ _____
a very large spontaneous strain. O)-_-0C-----J 0-

There are two reasons why large spontaneous strain 0 __ ~ -

Is advantageous. First, I t makes It easy to 0 5 10 1
obtain a loose ceramic powder of extremely fr's FHIUi ite-
grain site. tin cooling fluta high tempes-ture. tle

* IS-PT ceramic undergoes brittle fracture at Ithle
Curie point as it transforms from a cubic state to

at~trygonai phase with c/a ratio as large as I ItI ii I 'I

1.1g' 14 Water-quenchinitg accelerates tile 01 1'1

-fracture process, further reducing the particle

size, and making it possible to fabricate veryi. loltgicmd
thin piezo-films. The second reason ia that a I.Pln lto

large spontaneous strain promotes greater As mentioned earlier. 0-3 composites prepared from
piezoelectric anisotropy. This increases the I'lPiil

3
ad lbli( ct) owesr.ple

hydrostatic sensitivity by reducing thle PIJ'Pli3ad(bIi(T cOpwer98e oe
cancellation between fiefoelectric coefficients at very large field strength 1100 150 1 kV/cm) in

d3 3  and d3 1 . Banno found that in 0-3 or de r to achieve sufficient pooling,. ierao

composite ferroelectrics, pure PbTi0t3 has a larger for Ithle necessity of suich large fields will be

hydrostatic piezoelectric effect thain l'b(ZrTi) * carfoteflowndiuson

The spontaneous strain in l'bTi(13 is about 61. In For a 0 3 comlorsitc comiqting of sphlerical gratis
PZT compositions near the morpiiotropic boundary. emb~edded in a maetrix. the electric field F 1.
it Is about 21. And since Iitim F-n'. tile acting on an isolated spherical grain is given try
spontaneous strain is as large as 1R8%, we were not
surprised to find a substantial increase in the 3
hydrostatic voltage coefficients of thle LF 0r
composites. K 14392

UTo fabricate the composites, the filler powder is In this equation. 91 and K 2 At-' the dielectric
s ynatesized from the system Pb1 11fi 5li 11 F.C x()3 for contaitts of tile sphlerical lpiciocleric, prains
which there is a continuous solid solution across n it o o 15mer nonIsr i x, respecct i..ely, . Err? I. is

the entire composition range. The composition of externnlly applied electric field. For a 01-3



composite of PbTiO 3 powder and polymer. 1, - 300

and K2 - 5. For such a composite with an external

field of 100 kV/c. the electric field acting on 50 ..r --

the piezoelecstric particles in only about 5 kV/cm
0 Z

which is insufficient to pole the composite. UCL_
According to the above equation E1 -E only when

the dielectric constant of the piezoelectric phase

approaches that of the polymer phase. Most of the

ferroelectric materials have very high dielectric t,2

constants and hence the above condition cannot be u 40

satisfied.

The importance of conductivity to poling can be u -

assessed by applying t]e Maxwell-Wagner model to

the 0-3 composites
L b . The model leads to a

relationship between the electric field strength w

and the conductivities of the two phases. -J 30- 1
0

After applying a DC poling field to the sample for (AT 120"C FOn ALL wAfIrLES .

a time long compared to the sample relaxation " 25 2

time, the field distribution in a two-layer 15 20 25 30 35 4O 45

capacitor is given by [E1/E2 = o2/al]. The field

acting on the ceramic is controlled by 02/al, the POLING FIELD (KV/CM)

ratio of the electrical conductivity of the

polymer to that of the ceramic. Since the con- ".,r i i,, ' I I , I:' I , i ,

duc tivity of the polym er matrix (l - 1 -I -cm 
-l
) C, I 

1
' r' il . hi ll p

, , Ii Ii

is about 100 times smaller than that of the PZT

ceramic filler (10-12.4--cm
- ) at room temper- aligned. After polymerization. tlie resulting

ature. only a few percent of the poling field acts rubbery matrix holds the oriented particles In

on the PZT particles. Under normal poling polar alignment for masisim sensitivity. The

voltages, this is o insufficient field strength dielectric constant of this cable hydrophone is

for poling the ferronlectric particles, typically 4.2 and the piezoelectric sensitivity is

One way to increase poling is to increase the stated to be 'comparable with most of ti-e other

polymer conductivity close to that of the PZT piezoclectric materials.'

filler. To do this, we have added a conducting

third phase such as carbon to the PZT-polymer

composite. In preparing these composites, 68.5

volume percent PZT 501 and 1.5 volume percent V. summary

carbon were mixed and dry ball-milled. After

ball-milling, the fillers were hand-mixed with Tbe dielectric aind lrieoelectric propettie5 of

eccogel polymer, and placed in a mold nndcr several different types of flcxihle comiosiIeS "

pressure. It is found that the i'zr-polymer huav1ug 0-3 connectivity are described and their

composite with small amount of carbon additive can figure of merit for hydrophone applications (d huh)

be poled in about five minutes under a field of are discussed. llydrophones are used at low

35-40 kV/cm at 1000C. Fig. 3 shows the effect of frequencies where the acoustic signal has a "

the poling voltage on the J 33 values of the wavelength much larger thaon the scale of the

composites when poling Is carried out at 120
0
C. macrostructure of the composite. It is tlown tllit

It is observed that a duration of five minutes is the hydrostatic voltage coefficient gh and figure

sufficient for full poling of the composites, of merit ghdb of ceramic-polymer ',mposites are an

Piezoelectric and dielectric properties of some of order of magnitude higher than those of single

these composites are calculated In Table 1 along phase materials. Composites fahricated wiltl

with the properties of composites without (i'b,Ui)(Ti ,Fe)0 3  showed higher piezoelectric

conductive phase additive. Further detai] of the voltage coefficient than the other c,,mposites

poling method will be reported elsewherel
1 )

". because of the large sponitaneous strain ir, these
systems. Difficulty of poling 0-3 compoqites csn

Flexible 0-3 composite have also1h n developed at be cased by adding a small volume fraction of

Bell Laboratories by Zipfel . In this conductive phase.

composite a polyurethane matrix material is mixed

with 30-40 volume percent of a non-ferroelectric
filler such as tartaric acid or lithium sulfate
monohydrate. The liquid mixture is injected into

an evacuated 3 inch diameter steel mold having two
broad faces approximately 1.27 mm apart. While

the polymer is undergoing polymerization, the

composite is polarized by applying hydrostatic

pressure and an electric field. In this way the

piezoelectric crystals suspended in the liquid co-
polymer rotate until they are electrically

• . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . .. .... . . ". . .i. .,- , """".". .
" , 7. • .. ,. .. . . .. .- . . ' . . . . . . .. • .. . . . ., , , S o , . • S. • . .
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ABSTRACT

Perforated PZT-polymer composites with 3-1 connectivity patterns have

been fabricated by drilling square holes perpendicular to the poling direction

in prepoled PZT blocks and filling the holes with epoxy polymer. The influence

of the separation between the holes on the dielectric and piezoelectric

properties of the composite was studied. The finite element method has been

used to calculate the stress distributions in this composite. The hydrostatic

dh and gh coefficients have been calculated by summing the individual element

polarization. The calculated values are compared with experimental results.

. . . . . .. . . .



INTRODUCTION

PZT-polymer composites for hydrophone applications have been fabricated

for a number of years using different macrosymmetry and interphase connectivity

1-7 8
patterns -  Safari and co-workers have investigated composites with 3-1 and

3-2 connectivity patterns. The connectivity pattern refers to the number of

dimensions in which the individual phases within the composite are continuous.

A 3-1 composite is one in which the PZT phase is continuous in three dimensions

and the polymer is continuous in one dimension. The introduction of the polymer

phase lowers the dielectric constant K from that of single phase PZT, and
33

increases the hydrostatic piezoelectric charge coefficient dht the hydrostatic

O piezoelectric voltage coefficient ghv and the figure of merit ghdh .

The 3-1 composites discussed in this study were fabricated by Safari 8 by

drilling holes perpendicular to the poling axis in prepoled PZT blocks. The

holes were backfilled with Spurrs epoxy resin and the dielectric constant and

piezoelectric coefficients measured. The 3-1 composites have a lower density

than solid PZT which allows better acoustic coupling with water than does

solid PZT. Depending on the geometry, the 3-1 composites show an increase in

the hydrostatic figure of merit dhgh of a factor of about 30.

It has been postulated that the increase in the hydrostatic piezoelectric

coefficients is due to a favorable change in the stress distribution within

the composite. In order to better understand the enhancement of the hydrostatic

piezoelectric coefficients a simple series and parallel model was developed
8

In the series and parallel model the composite was divided into three regions

as shown in Figure 1. The two sections labeled A are solid segments of PZT.

The section labeled B contains PZT regions in parallel with polymer regions.

The three sections are connected in series to form the composite. The piezo-

electric coefficients d, d and d were then calculated for the composite.

33' 31 32

. ...-.-
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In calculating d3 3 and d32 it was assumed that the sections connected in parallel I
along the z direction would have equal strain, and those connected in series

would be subject to a stress, equal to the applied stress. In estimating d

only the constant stress conditions were used. The three coefficients were then

combined to yield a hydrostatic coefficient d -d +d +d
h 31 32 33'

With the simple assumptions used to describe the stress distribution within

the composite, the series and parallel model overestimated the hydrostatic

piezoelectric coefficient d . In order to obtain a more realistic stress

distribution within the composite the Finite Element Method (FEM) was used to

calculate the coefficients.

THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

The Finite Element Method was used to calculate the stress distribution

within the composites. FEM is a method of solving boundary value problems in

which a continuous region is divided into a finite number of small regions.

The differential equation used to describe the behavior of the continuous

system is expanded on a set of simple basis functions termed "shape functions".

The behavior of the continuous region is then described in terms of the behavior

of a finite number of points within each element making up the region of interest.

In the elastic problem the behavior of the region is described by the displacement

of points within the region termed "nodes". The displacements of the nodes.become

the independent variables within a set of algebraic equations. The FEM calculates

the displacements of the nodes to obtain a distribution of strains within the

material. The stress distribution is then "recovered" from the strains.

The accuracy of the FEM is controlled by refining the element mesh. The

FEM will converge uniformly* to the "exact" solution by using an increasingly

* Assuming isoparametric elements are used with other element types the FEM will

converge but not always uniformly.

"''' - . - .- . - " , " . . '- . . . . -' -. . -. .. . .,, ... . L -.- 
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*°  larger number of elements to describe the region. The method employed in the

expansion of the differential equation places constraints on the displacements

* of the nodes, hence the model converges from a stiffer model. In terms of the

present study, these constraints will imply that the calculated dh coefficient

will be underestimated by the FEM. The mesh size can be reduced to a point

which will yield an error of less than 10% without the cost becoming prohibitively

expensive.

The FEM was used to calculate the hydrostatic piezoelectric dh coefficient

for 3-1 perforated composites. The method involves the following five step

procedure:

STEP i. Divide the composite into a large number of finite elements. A sample

"grid" is shown in Figure 2. The elements used in this study are cubic

blocks 0.25mm on a side. The nodes referred to earlier are the corners

of the cube.

STEP 2. Generate the elemental data for the grid. The elemental data consists

of the positions of each node, the material making up the element

(ie. polymer or PZT), and the mechanical load on the element. The way

in which the nodes are arranged is important for minimizing computational

cost and accuracy. The nodal arrangement is chosen to minimize the

maximum difference between node numbers in any element.

STEP 3. Calculate the stress distribution by the FEM. The FEM calculates the

six components of the stress at the centroid of each element.

STEP 4. Calculate the polarization at the centroid of each element using the

relationship Pimd i for PZT.
1ijk jk

STEP 5. Sum the element polarizations and calculate the hydrostatic piezo-

electric charge coefficient dh . The composite polarization was
h'

calculated using a series and parallel model which assumes that the

electrode surface is a constant potential surface.

\:j .: .* :- - -. .': " "* . . - " . . .
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The dielectric constant K was calculated by dividing the composite into
33

the same Finite Element grid. The dielectric constant was then calculated

using a similar series and parallel model, and summing the polarizations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The hydrostatic piezoelectric charge coefficient d was calculated for 3-1

perforated composites with 2 square holes. The hole size was 2.5mm on edge.

Figure 3 shows the dh coefficient plotted as a function of x (The center to

center distance for adjacent holes). The figure compares calculated (solid line)

and measured values (squares). The values calculated by the FEM fall below

the measured values; this is to be expected as the FEM converges from a

stiffer model.

Figure 4 shows the dielectric constant K as a function of x. The dielectric
33

constant was calculated using the same FEM grid and the series and parallel model.

There is good agreement between the calculated dielectric constant and the

ieasured dielectric value.

The hydrostatic piezoelectric voltage coefficient g is shown plotted as a

function of x, for both calculated and measured values, in Figure 5. The co-

efficient g was calculated from the relation gh=dh/K33 . The properties

calculated using the FEM show good agreement with those measured in the

laboratory.

In the process of calculating the hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficients

the FEM calculates the distribution of the six components of stress tensor

throughout the composite. The stress distribution is helpful in elucidating

which composite designs will maximize the normal stress in the Z-direction

while at the same time minimizing the X and Y components. The stress

distribution will also show areas of stress concentration. Stress concentrations

can be detrimental under high loads; causing depoling and fracture.
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The stress distribution for a 3-1 perforated composite is shown in

Figures 7-10. The applied load was a hydrostatic load of 689.5 x 103 Pa (100 psi).

Each figure is a contour map of one of the six components of the stress tensor.

The components are projected onto a plane parallel to the Y axis at a point

0.125 mm into the composite. The plane on which the contour plots are projected

is shown in Figure 6. On each figure the contour lines follow paths of constant

stress. By identifying the magnitude of each line it is possible to determine

the stress at each point within the composite. As an example the rectangular

region in the center of Figure 7 (XX-component) is enclosed by the 350 x 10 Pa

(50 psi) contour. This same region is enclosed by the 950 x 103 Pa (135 psi)

contour in Figure 8 (YY-component), and by the 1850 x 103 Pa (250 psi) contour

in Figure 9 (ZZ-component).

Areas with a high density of lines represent regions with a large gradient

of the particular component of the stress. For example the hole interface in

Figure 7 shows a change from 750 x 103 Pa (120 psi) outside the hole to

3350 x 10 Pa (50 psi) within the hole. The maximum in the XX and YY components

of the stress occurs at the corners of the holes as is visible in Figures 7 and

8. The value of the maximum is only 2.3 and 1.5 times the applied load for the

XX and YY components respectively. In Figure 9 the maximum stress occurs

" "along the edge of the composite. This maximum is approximately 3.6 times the

applied load. It is this increase in the ZZ component of the stress which is

responsible for the increase in the hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficients

but would also be responsible for fracture or depoling under high loads. The

areas that would depole first are the regions surrounding the holes. Studying

Figures 7 and 8 show that the normal components of the stress orthogonal to

the poling direction are maximum at the hole interface. Fracture would occur

f•.rst in the pillar regions between the holes and at the composite edge.

." Figure 9 shows that the maximum in the z component of the stress tensor is

|'.U
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approximately 3.6 times the applied load in these pillar regions. Care must be

used in the design of these type of composites to make sure that the enhancement

of the stress in the pillar regions is not great enough to degrade the mechanical

integrity of the composite while at the same time maximizes the enhancement of

the hydrostatic piezoelectric properties.

Studying Figures 7-9 show how the holes decrease the influence of the loads

in the X and Y directions on the polarization in the Z direction. The goal of

these composites is to reduce the influence of d and d on the hydrostatic
31 32

coefficient d . Since it is not possible to change the coefficients of single

phase PZT, the composite is designed to reduce the a1 and a2 components of the

stress in the PZT phase. Figure 10 shows a contour map of the P3 component of

the polarization. It shows that the net effect is to increase the polarization

in the pillar regions adjacent to the holes. It is this increase in the

polarization which is responsible for the increase in the hydrostatic piezo-

electric coefficient dh of the composite from that of single phase PZT. The

pillar regions shown in Figure 10 suggest that in designing composites for

hydrophone applications the emphasis should be placed on maximizing pillar

structures in the direction parallel to the poling axis.

The difference between the properties predicted by the series and parallel

model and those predicted by the Finite Element technique can be attributed

to the more realistic stress distribution. The simple assumptions used in the

series parallel model do not hold for these composites. The Finite Element

Method provide insights for future design criteria by allowing one to choose a

geometry which will yield the desired stress distribution.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of perforated 3-1 composites.

(a) with square hole.
(b) with sectioning in two parts A and B.
(c) with sections 1B and 2B of part B of the

composite.
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The separated electrostriction tensor components for alkaline-earth fluoride single crystals have been measured by the
converse method using the uniaxial stress dependence of the dielectric permittivity. Values obtained for the individual com-
ponents of the electrostrictive voltage coefficients were M1 1 = -0.116, M1 2 = 0.109 and M44 = 0.538 for SrF 2 and M, =
-0.107, M 2 = 0.123 and M, = 0.594 for BaF 2 , respectively, in units of 10-20 m2 /V 2. The corresponding values for CaF 2
have been reported elsewhere.

In the space group Ok, CaF 2 , SrF 2 and BaF 2 are of 10 0
interest as a set of isomorphous cubic crystals with the
fluorite structure which are good electrical insulators. PL

The separated quadratic electrostriction tensor com- W,
ponents for calcium fluoride have been reported in ref. C..,
[I ]. In this note, measured values of electrostriction 5 J..
coefficients for alkaline-earth fluoride single crystals
SrF 2 and BaF 2 are given. Apparently there are no
previous measurements of electrostriction tensor com 
ponents for these crystals.

The measurements were made using the uniaxial o
stress dependence of the dielectric permittivity. The 0 10 20

apparatus and procedures in the present experiment LINIWXIAL STtSS (,3A R)
are the same as those described in a previous paper Fig. 1. Uniaxial stress dependence of capacitance change for
[1]. Samples of strontium and barium fluoride single SrF 2 .
crystals of high-purity optical grade were purchased
from Harshaw Company and prepared in the form of
flat cylindrical plates 23 mm in diameter, 1.5 mm in the SrF2 and BaF 2 samples shown in figs. I and 2
thickness. Plates with (100), (110), and (I 1 I) direc- respectively were obtained. In order to facilitate com-
tions normal to the major surface were prepared. parison of the capacitance variations for CaF 2 , SrF 2

From measurements for a sequence of different and BaF 2 in each crystal orientation, these results are
stress levels, the variations of electrical capacitance of plotted in figs. 3, 4 and 5 for (100), ( 10) and (111)

orientations respectively. It is clear that there is an in-crease in the capacitance (and therefore the dielectric
. On leave from the Department of Electronic Engineering, creas ith c tae (an therforen theidielectric

Man iaotong University, Xian, Peoples Republic of China. constants) with stress for (100) orientation, but a de-
. Also affiliated with the Department of Electrical Engineer- crease for both (110) and (l l) orientations. The plots

ing. for (100) and (110) orientated crystals are very similar

544 0 167-557x/84/$ 03.00 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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Fig. 2. Uniaxial stress dependence of capacitance change for Fig. 4. Uniaxial stress dependence of capacitance change for
BaF 2 . ( 10) orientated CaF 2 , SrF 2 and BaF 2 .

to those of alkali halides [3,4]. Under applied uniaxial
stress, however, the capacitance changes for alkaline-
earth fluorides are obviously lower than those of alkali -

halides.
Ihen subjected to hydrostatic pressure, these crys- .

tals how a decrease in dielectric permittivity [5,6]. In
orde to calculate the electrostriction tensor compo-.-N
nents, the values for the hydrostatic M-coefficients were . \ ..
calculated from the data of ref. [6]. The values are Mh
=0.1012 + 0.005 for SrF andM = 0.1362 ± 0.005
for BaF 2 in units of r0- 2 m2/V respectively. Using . .... 20

these values and the slopes of the curves in figs. 1 and UNIAXIAL STRESS (BAR)
2, the values of the separated tensor components can
be obtained and are summarized in table 1. Fig. 5. Uniaxial stress dependence of capacitance change for

In the measurements, the major potential sources 0 11) orientated CaF 2 , SrF 2 and BaF 2

10 of error have been discussed in the previous paper,
" . .-. (100) -PLAUE/

(74, .The total error of measurement value from all sources
is estimated to be less than ± 10%.

'"/ In view of the correlation expected between elastic
compliance, thermal expansion and electrostrictive

.-. - T a b le I
The electrostriction tensor coefficients for alkaline-earth

*.fluoride single crystals in units of 10-20 m2 /V 2

Crystal Mil M12 M44 (M12 12)a)

.0 ON CaF 2  -0.132 +0.117 +0.507 (+0.128)
UNIAXIAL STRESS (AP) SrF 2  -0.116 +0.109 +0.538 (+0.138)

BaF 2  -0.107 +0.123 +0.594 (+0.149)

Fig. 3. Uniaxial stress dependence of capacitance change ior['. (100) orientated CaF 2 , SrF 2 and BaF 2 . a) , 4MI 2 12 .
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POLARIZATION AND DEPOLARIZATION BEHAVIOR OF HOT PRESSED LEAD
LANTHANUM ZIRCONATE TITANATE CERAMICS

YAO I, CHEN ZILI. AND L.E. CROSS

Materials Research Laboratory. The Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, PA 16802

Abstract-Studies have been made of the polarization and depolar- " -
ization behavior for lead lanthanum zirconate titanate ceramics
with zirconia:titania ratio 0.65/0.35 and La2 03 content from
0.07 to 0.095 (7:65:35 to 9.5:65:35). Continuity of the dielec-
tric dispersion on cooling unbiased freshly de-aged samples
suggests that across this whole composition range for tempera-
tures below the dielectric maxima, there are no macroscopic
phase changes. Large remanent polarizations may be built up at
low temperatures by cooling under suitable DC bias, but the
ceramics will 'stand off' significant bias levels applied at low
temperature and remain dispersive. Depoling on heating becomes
progressively less abrupt with increasing La203 content but is
always accomplished well below the temperature of the dielectric
maximum. A model involving the ordering and disordering of
polar micro-regions under electrical and thermal fields accounts
well for the observed properties.

INTRODUCTION
The thermal depolarization behavior of electrically poled lead

lanthanum zirconate titanate (PLZT) ceramics with compositions in the
range of PbZr 0 65Ti0 3 503 with La203 additions of 6-, 7-, and 8-mole%
La203 have been of interest for the behavior of the pyroelectric

current, dielectric response, and electro-optic characteristicsl -3.

It was clear from the early studies of [eve4 that depolarization of a
short-circuited PLZT of composi-tion 7:65:35 occurs at a temperature
wall below that of the dielectric permittivity maximum. Dielectric
data of Salanek5 suggest that the 9' maximum is strongly dispersive
as in ferroelectrics with diffuse phase transitions ( elaxors). More
recent measurements by Kimura, Newnham, and Crosslof the elastic
shape memory effect suggest that the shape changing ferroelastic
ascrodomains are lost in these ceramics at the lower depoling tem-
perature.

The present study was carried out to investigate more fully both
poling and depoling characteristics of transparent hot pressed PLZTs
covering the composition range from (7 to 9.5):65:35. Data for the
8% La203 composition have been presented earlier

7 . but some are
reproduced again here to compare with the 8.8 and 9.5% La203
compositions.

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Ceramics used in these studies were provided by the Shanghai

15( I I6 " '
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Institute of Ceramics in Chini. Wafers used in the present study
were cut from boules of near theoretical density. high optical trans-
parency and mean grain sizes in the range 2 to 5 gm.

Dielectric properties were measured on a computerized automatic
measuring system using the UP LCR meters HP 4274A and 4275A under HP
9825 computer control. Pyroelectric currents were measured with an
HP 4140B picoamperemeter. A Delta Design 2300 environment chamber
covered the range -150 to 2000C and temperature were measured with a
platinum resistance thermometer on a Fluke 8502A digital multimeter.
Special software was developed for automatic measurement and all data
were recorded on flexible magnetic disks.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The temperature dependence of dielectric permmittivity in

8:65:35 PZT cooling under zero bias, and under a DC bias of 3 kV/ce
for a cooling rate of 30 C/min is shown in Figure la and lb. Sup-
pression of the dispersive behavior (relaxor character) under bias is
clearly evident at temperatures below 550C. Similarly for an 8:65:35
PLZT sample cooled to -750C then biased to 3 kV/cm and heated at
3eC/min (Fig. 2). the persistence of the dispersion up to a tempera-
ture Tf followed by a suppressed no dispersive region (2) a re-
emergence of dispersion below Tm (3) and the conventional higher
temperature non-dispersive regions (4) are quite evident. That Tf
and Tm axe poling and depoling temperatures is evidenced from the
pyroelectric currents (Fig. 3). and the integrated current shows the
corresponding build up and decay of macroscopic polarization.

Data has already been presented to show that Tf decreases with
increasing bias field, and the kinetic naIure of the change is evi-
dent from the dependence upon heating rate

In the 8.8/65/35 PZT, on cooling a freshly de-aged sample again
the dispersive character of a relaxor ferroelectric is clearly evi-
denced (Fig. 4a). Here, however, under even high DC bias of 15 kV/cm
the relaxation is not completely suppressed and there is no evidence
of an abrupt change such as that seen in the 8/65/35 compositions
(Fig. 4b). That the polarization builds up and decays in a rather
similar manner to that in the ceramics of lower lanthanum content
is.however. evident from the integrated pyroelectric response for a
sample cooled under field (Fig. 5121) as compared to that of a sample

717-- cooled without field to -100 C then biased to 3 kV/cm and heated at a
constant rate of 30C/minute (Fig. 5[1]).

It may be noted that the major changes with increased La203
content is that the polarization levels are lower, the changes are
more gradual and occur at lower temperature.

In the 9.5:65:35 this trend is continued (Fig. 6) and here a
*D higher field of 6.6 kV/cm was used to produce comparable polarization

changes. Larger polarization levels can be induced in both 8.8 and
9.5% La2 03 compositions, but only by going to much higher field
levels.

~.
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DISCUSSION
The continuity of the dispersion curves in all samples below T,

suggests that in the absence of a driving field none of the materials

goes through a normal macroscopic phase change below Tm.  This would
appear to be confirmed by recent measurements in Shanghai of W. Yin

and colleagues 8 ) who show that in grain grown PLZTs of the 8:65:35
composition the individual grains have isotropic optical properties
below TM in the absence of an external field.

For the 8.8:65:35 and 9.5:65:35. the dispersion and poling:
depoling behavior are remarkably similar to those observed in

Pb(Mgl/ 3Nb2 /3)03- Pb(Sol/ 2Tal/2)03 and other relaxor ferroelectrics. %
It is thus tempting to apply the model of ordering of polar micro
regions under field, and disordering under temperature to describe

the observed build up and decay of polarization. That the 8:65:35
composition is optically isotropic grain by grain on cooling again

suggests the model of disordered polar micro-regions. However, in
this composition the disordering is rather abrupt and has many of the
features of a phase change.

We suggest in speculation, that in analogy to magnetism, the

PHN. PST. 8.8:65:35 and 9.5:65:35 compositions may be superparaelec-
tric but that in the 8:65:35 the phenomena may be more analogous to
that of critical superparamagnetism.
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of dielectric constant of PLZTg:65:35 (a) without and (b) under dc bias of 3 kV/cm

at cooling rate of 3*C/min.
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In single crystal lead scandium tantalate micro-domains with an ordered arrangement of Sc: Ta have been observed directly
in transmission electron microscopy. The scale of the ordered structures in the size rangc 35 to 120 nm agrees well with
earlier indirect measurements from X-ray superlattice line broadening.

Lead scandium tantalate Pb(Sc 0.STa0 .5 )03 (PST) Single crystals of Pb(Sco. 5 Tao.5 ) 03 for TEM study
is a most interesting example of the mixed B cation were grown by a flux technique which has been de-
lead containing PbBO 3 perovskites, materials which scribed elsewhere [4]. X-ray diffraction analysis indi-
often show "relaxor-type" diffuse ferroelectric tran- cated that the as grown crystals were 70% ordered.
sition behavior. In PST, X-ray studies have shown that The degree of line broadening suggested that the micro-
this material lies very close to the boundary between domain size was in the range of 10-100 nm. Electron
order and disorder in the Sc 3+: Tas+ arrangement on transparent thin foils for TEM investigation were pre-
the B sites so that the degree of ordering can be con- pared by argon-ion-beam thinning using 6 kV argon
trolled by suitable thermal treatment [I]. ions incident 120 to the foil plane. The samples were

The key role of local compositional heterogeneity examined using a Philips EM400 transmission electron
in the diffuse transition behavior is evidenced in PST microscope operating at 120 kV.
by the fact that quenched disordered crystals and ce- The ordered domain structure was visible in the
ramics show classical relaxor character with a broad TEM only when the foil was suitably oriented to in-
frequency-dependent maximum in dielectric permit- elude superlattice reflections in the diffraction pattern.
tivity over the Curie range whereas the annealed high- A bright-field image of the ordered domains is shown
ly ordered material exhibits a sharp first-order phase in fig. 1. The micro-domains appear as ordered regions
change [2,3]. separated by antiphase domain boundaries (APBs) 151,

Heretofore, the size and shape of the ordered and they can be seen to range in size from - 35 nm
micro-regions in crystals and ceramics has been de- to -120 nm consistent with the results of the X-ray
duced indirectly by X-ray diffraction analysis of the diffraction studies. The APBs were visible in dark field
intensity and profile of the superlattice reflections only when a superlattice reflection was used to form
from ordered domains. The purpose of the present the image.
note is to present the first direct evidence for the ex- The diffraction pattern corresponding to the bright-
istence of such ordered micro-domains using trans- field image of fig. I is shown in fig. 2. The crystal was
mission electron microscopy (TEM). oriented with the electron beam parallel to the (211)
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Fig. 1. Bright-field transmission electron micrograph showing Fig. 2. Selected area diffraction pattern ((211) zone axis) cor-

antiphase domain boundaries in single crystal PST. responding to the bright-field image of fie. I. Note the presence
of superlattice reflections at g = Ill and 31.

zone axis in order to excite strong superlattice reflec- The authors are grateful to the Office of Naval

tions of the type {l I1 } and {31 1 }. The diffraction Research for financial support of this work.
pattern has been indexed so that the indices refer to
the double-cell unit cell of PST (a0 = 0.813 nm).
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duced by thermal annealing. Quantitative analytical [31 N. Setter and L.E. Cross, Phys. Stat. Sol. 61a (198(0)

electron microscopy will be used to study the micro- [41 N. Sitter and L.E.Cross, I.Crystal Growth 50(980)555.

chemistry of the domains using STEM microanalysis. [51 l.w. Edington, Practical electron microscopy in mate-
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The hydrostatic-pressure dependence of the refractive index and the low-frequency dielectric con-
stant of a perovskite-type single crystal, KMgF 3, have been determined at room temperature. The
refractive index n for )L=589.3 nm increases monotonously in proportion to pressure p with a slope
of an /ap=2.46X 10-' kbar - '. On the other hand, the dielectric constant at 10 kHz decreases with
increasing pressure, from which the electric-displacement-related electrostrictive coefficient Q-
(= I +2Q,2) is calculated as 0.24 m4 C - 2 . These data are compared with the an/ap values and
the Q1 coefficients of various alkali fluorides and perovskite oxides.

I. INTRODUCTION I perovskites. Because of these variations, it is interesting
to examine perovskite-type halide crystals which are

The electric-displacement-related electrostrictive coeffi- amenable to a rather simpler theoretical treatment than
cients of a cubic perovskite-type or a rocksalt-type crystal the oxides. This paper is concerned mainly with the elec-
(m 3m) are defined by trostrictive properties of a perovskite-type fluoride,

! a2x KMgF 3. If we assume that a certain ionic shift causes the
Q(I) same elastic strain in fluorides and oxides on the basis of

aDj' an intuitive "ion-rattling" model,5 then the electrostrictive

and Q coefficients in fluorides are expected to be larger than
in oxides because the lower valences in fluorides result in

a 2x 2  smaller induced polarizations.
Q12- 2 aD12  (2) We have measured both the dielectric constant and the

refractive index at room temperature as a function of by-
where x1 and x 2 are the longitudinal and transverse- drostatic pressure, so that the dielectric constant is
induced strains, respectively. By using a Maxwell rela- separated experimentally into two parts, Ee, and Eio,, ""
tion, Eqs. (1) and (2) are transformed as follows: which originate from the electronic polarizability and ..

I ,( I /eo) Ifrom the ionic shifts, respectively. It is also interesting to
___2_X (3) separate the contribution of the electronic polarizability to
aX, the electrostriction from that of the ionic polarizability,

and especially in simple low-permittivity dielectrics.
The fluoride used in this study, KMgF 3, was first syn-

I a(l/e 0oE) thesized by van Arkel,' and has a simple cubic
2 aX2 perovskite-type structure with a lattice constant of

a=3.973 A at room temperature.7 The elastic moduli
These equations indicate that the electrostrictive coeffi- have been measured precisely by the pulse superposition
cients can be obtained by measuring the stress X depen- technique as a function of hydrostatic pressure and re-
dence of the reciprocal dielectric permittivity (lI/). vealed no anomaly up to 2.5 kbars, showing only a gradu-
When a hydrostatic pressure p (= -XI = -X 2 = -X 3 ) is al increase in stiffness.8

applied to a paraelectric crystal, the pressure dependence
of the dielectric constant is represented by II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

a /l) = 2EoQh , (5) A. Pressure dependence of refractive index

ap
where Qj QII + 2Q12 and e0 is the permittivity of free Since the procedure for this measurement is the same as
space. that described earlier,9 only a brief outline is described

Recent investigations of perovskite-type oxides have here. In principle, Ramachandran's interferometric
clarified the relationship between the electrostrictive effect method' ° was adapted to an optical high-pressure cell. A
and crystal structure. 1-  The electrostrictive coefficient schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is
Q, differs by an order of magnitude depending on the de- shown in Fig. 1. A single-crystal plate of KMgF3 with
gree of order in the cation arrangement of complex orientation (100) and dimensions of about lOx lOx.2
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Polaroids
To 14 kbar /To 7 kbar

Intensif ier /Intensifier

-Glas Plate

Vidicon
Camera

: ==3 Filter

= ,O-rings

::i- .,Brass Window Caps

Alumina Windows

Specimen Light Source
FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental arrangement for measuring the refractive-index change under high hydrostatic

- pressure.

mm3 was cut, ground, and polished to be nearly optically calculated from the interference formula
parallel, so that localized Newtonian interference fringes

' could easily be observed across the major faces of the An =(mX-2n At)/2t ° , (6)
crystal. The major surfaces were then coated with a thin

" film of aluminum to increase the sharpness of the fringes. where m is the number of fringes shifted, t o is the initial
The two-stage optical pressure vessel was of conventional thickness of the specimen, At is the change in thickness
design, with two single-crystal alumina windows whose due to the compression, and X is wavelength of the light.
optically flat surfaces were kept pressed against matching Elastic stiffnesses of c11 = 138 GPa and c12 =44 GPa
optically flat faces of two steel plugs. The two windows (Ref. 8) were used to evaluate At.
are positioned in such a way that neither window experi- Figure 2 represents the variation of the refractive index
ences a pressure difference greater than 10 kbars at any n (the initial value nO= 1.404) of KMgF3 at room tern-
time. Two Harwood intensifiers with conventional hand perature for hydrostatic pressures up to 14 kbars. The re-
pumps served as the pressure generating system. Pres- fractive index for A=589.3 nm increases linearly with a
sures up to 7 kbars could be read off directly with the slope of 2.46X 10- 4 kbars-' up to about 9 khars. and
help of a calibrated Heise gauge accurate to ±7 bars. For thereafter a clear departure from linearity is observed.
higher pressures a manganin resistance gauge was em- This could be interpreted as either (a) nonlinear piezo-
ployed in conjunction with a Carey-Foster bridge. Plexol optic behavior brought about by nonlinear elastic behavior
262 [di-(2-ethylhexyl) adipate] marketed by Rohm and at high pressures or (b) possible onset of a phase transition
Haas Co. was used as the fluid-pressure medium. at 9 kbars causing a change in the slope An lAp. Recent

The specimen suitably supported in the pressure cell precision measurenents by Jones5 on the elastic constants
was illuminated with collimated light from a sodium of KMgF 3 and their variation with pressure up to 2.5
lamp (A=589.3 nm) and the localized fringes on the kbars indicate that KMgF3 behaves quite normally like

* specimen could be observed through a telemicroscope or a most other crystals, whose compressibility decreases with
vidicon camera coupled to a TV monitor. When the increasing pressure. On the other hand, all the crystalline
specimen is subjected to hydrostatic pressure, both the materials studied thus far9' i1 1 2 exhibit either linear or

-.-. thickness and the refractive index of the crystal change, sublinear An /Ap relationships at high prestres, whereas
with consequent shift of the fringes across a fiducial mark KMgF 3 exhibits a superlinear An .Ap relationship as
on the specimen. The change in the refractive index An is shown in Fig. 2. Hence it is unlikely that this unusual

e
.1*
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specimen lOX IOX0.5 mm 3 in dimensions with gold-
- sputtered electrodes. Capacitance was measured by a

16 4 X= 589.3 nm * three-terminal method with an automatic capacitance
-bridge (Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard, 4192A) over the fre-

quency range 1 to 100 kHz. The stray capacitance of the
_E 3 high-pressure cell used (manufactured by Riken Seiki Co,
> Ltd.) is about 0.2 pF, much less than the sample capaci-

-; tance of 10 pF. No significant dielectric dispersion was
a observed in the above frequency range. The initial dielec-

2. tric constant e0 is 6.97 at 10 kHz, measured at p -I bar.
C A.f.= 2.46 _10 - 4 k - The value of hydrostatic pressure generated by a conven-

Ap tional oil-pressure hand pump was monitored by a Riken
' 1 no 1.404 gaugewith an accuracy of t+8 bars.

Figure 3 shows the relative permittivity change Ae/e "
U of KMgF 3 with pressure, measured at room temperature

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 at 10 kHz. The experimental error results mainly from

Hydrostatic Pressure (kbor) the readout precision of the capacitance bridge with four
decimal digits. The capacitance change due to the dimen-

FIG. 2. Variation of the refractive index in KMgF 3 with hy- sional change with compression was calculated by using
drostatic pressure, measured with a sodium lamp (4 = 589.3 nm) the elastic moduli of Jones.8 The dielectric permittivity
at room temperature. decreases gradually with increasing hydrostatic pressure;

this is quite similar to the behavior in alkali halides 3 and
behavior is associated with the normal nonlinear piezo- cubic perovskite-type oxides. 5 The electric-displacement-
optic behavior. At the same time it is felt that further op- related electrostrictive coefficient Q is obtained from the
tical, dielectric, and x-ray studies are necessary before we pressure derivative of Ae/ as Qh =0.24 m C - 2 , by us-
can definitely conclude that the unusual piezo-optic ing Eq. (5).
behavior above 9 kbars is due to a phase transition. Final- It is well known that the low-frequency dielectric con-
ly it may be mentioned that the pressure derivative of the stant E (e=6.97) can be separated into two parts, ej and
refractive index an lap is almost of the same magnitude ej., which originate from the electronic and the ionic po-
as those of alkali fluorides such as LiF and NaF (see larizabilities, respectively. The high-frequency dielectric
Table I). constant e,, can be estimated from the optical refractive

index n as

B. Pressure dependence of dielectric constant eel--n 2 [4e=(1.404)2] (7)

The effect of hydrostatic pressure on the dielectric con- The pressure dependence of ed can, therefore, be derived
stant has been investigated up to I kbar using a square from the experimental data in Sec. IIA, and is inserted in

TABLE I. Refractive index n and its pressure derivative an lap, low-frequency dielectric constant e,
electrostrictive coefficient Q,, and bulk modulus K for several alkali fluorides, pervoskite-type oxides,
and fluorides at room temperature.

Refractive Electrostrictive Bulk
index Relative coefficient modulus

n a permittivity QK K

Material (A = 589.3 nm) (10-4 kbar-) ('C - 2) (GPa)

LiF 1.392 1.9b  9.06 0.32 65'
NsF 1.328 2.17 b  5.08 0.46' 46'
KTaO3 2.252 - 1.14 173d  0.045" 230'
SrTiO3 2.407 -0.85' 330 0.0478 1750
KMnF 3  1.450' 9.75 0.22 h. 65'
KMgF 3  1.404 2.46 6.97 0.24 75J

')L=632.8 nm.
bE. D. D. Schmidt, Ph.D. thesis, Solid State Science, Pennsylvania State University, 1972.
J. L. Kirk, Ph.D. thesis, Solid State Science, Pennsylvania State University, 1972.

dAt 450 K.

'Reference 13.
'Reference 14.
'Reference 15.
'K. Gesi (private communication) and Ref. 16.
'Reference 17.
)Reference 1 8.
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stant ej. is dependent on the crystal structure as well as
0.1 - the ionic species. It is concluded that the electrostrictive

6n 2 jE Q1 coefficient of fluoroperovskites lies near 0.23 m'C - 2 ,
" - - intermediate between the Qh values of alkali fluorides and

o...05- "perovskite oxides. In other words, it appears that the elec-
E°0 6.97 trostrictive coefficient in fluorides is larger than in oxides,0 """ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

40 2 0 0 0 I and that the Qh value in perovskites is smaller than in

Uj ,rocksalt compounds. It is important to mention here that
-05 Hydrostatic Pressure the bulk Modulus K in fluoroperovskites also lies between

k-b05-,,,ar) those in alkali fluorides and in perovskite oxides. This in-
terrelation between the electrostrictive coefficients Qh and
the elasti,. moduli K of fluorides and oxides can be under-

U stood on the basis of the discussion presented in our previ-
-_ 1.5- os paper. 9

3 Consider a rigid ion model of the rocksalt structure
with +q and -q ion species as the simplest case, for

- 2 at 10 kHz xwhich the ion-pair potential energy is represented by the
Room Temp. following anharmonic function:

-25 AU=U(r)-U(ro)=f(r .- ro)2 -g(r -ro) 3
, (8)

where r is a distance betweern a cation and the neighboring
FIG. 3. Relative dielectric constant change A/e " in KMgF 3  anion, and ro denotes the equilibrium position. Using a

with hydrostatic pressure, where e' denotes the initial dielectric Boltzmann distribution, the averaged induced strain (x,)
constant at p--O kbar. The An 2/c3 value which represents the under an applied electric field El is calculated to be
dielectric constant Ae,4/e originating from the electronic polari-
zability is also plotted with a dashed line. x I (3gq 24f'ro)E' (9)

Taking account of the polarization P, per unit volume of
Fig. 3 as a dashed line. The subtraction AE/EO-An 2/c 0  the form
gives Aej,,/co. Taking account of the initial dielectric P, =(q 2/4fr')Ej , ('))
constants 4,o = 5 and ea= 2, it is very interesting that the

pressure derivative (acioe/ap) is about 30 times as large as the electrostrictive coefficient Q I Iis given by
the (&,l/ap) value with the opposite sign. This leads to
the conclusion that ionic shifts are the principal contribu- 0 2gr~o/fq2 • (11)
tion to electrostriction rather than electronic polarizabili- Note here that the hydrostatic Q1 is related to the Qj,
ty. coefficient through the Poisson ratio or:

11. DISCUSSION Qk=(!-2o)QI, . (12)

The refractive index n and its pressure derivative If we assume that f, g, and r0 are of the same order of

an"lap, the low-frequency dielectric constant e, the elec- magnitude for the same crystal structure, the Qh value
trostrictive coefficient Qh, and the bulk modulus K of the will be nearly inversely proportional to the square of thei+thatroftoxideseisoaboutienttheeaectrostbuctivedcoefficienttof
fluoroperovskite crystal KMgF 3 at room temperature are valence q. Since the ratio of the valence of fluorides to;" smmaizedin abl I, nd ompaed ithcorrponing that of oxides is about 1, the electrostrictive coefficient of
summarized in Table I, and compared with corr.~sponding2
data for several alkali fluorides (LiF, NaF), perovskite ox- fluorides should be about four times larger than that of
ides (KTaO3, SrTiO 3), and KMnF 3. oxides. This rough estimation is comparable with the

The refractive indices of perovskite-type fluorides are averaged ratio 0.23/0.046 obtained experimentally for the
similar to those of alkali fluorides, and are much smaller fluoride and oxide perovskites (see Table I). In a similar
than those of perovskite oxides. Very similar pressure manner a relation between the elastic modulus K and the
derivatives are observed for the fluoroperovskites and al- Q1 value,
kali fluorides, in marked contrast to the negative an /ap K C Q;, (13)
values in oxide perovskites. In conclusion, the high-
frequency dielectric constant Eel originating from the elec- can be obtained.
tronic polarizability depends mainly on the anion species Detailed calculations taking into account the crystal-
(fluorine or oxygen") and is largely unaffected by the structure difference and the electronil polarizability (e.g.,
crystal structure (rocksalt or perovskite type). a shell model), will be required for further quantitative

On the other hand, the low-frequency dielectric con- discussions.
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ABSTRACT

Simultaneous measurements of electric polarization and elastic strain

around the high electric field polarization loops in PLZTs of (7, 7.5, 8, 8.8,

9.5) 65:35 and in 8:70:30 show that for compositions where the base state is

macroscopically nonpolar, the strains are dominantly electrostrictive. Both

of the polarization related constants Q11 and G12 are almost independent of

temperature and of the same order as in other perovskites, but decrease in

magnitude with increasing La2O3 content.

I. INTRODUCTION

The properties of lanthanum modified lead zirconate:lead titanate

ceramics (PLZTs) have been mapped over a wide range of compositions 'by several

authorsl-3.  Much of this investigation has centered upon compositions with

zirconia: titania rat io 65/3 5 because of the interesting

rhombohedral:tetragonal ferroelectric:ferroelectric phase change near this

composition. However, data still appear to be lacking upon the shape changes

accompanying polarization in these compositions, and their possible

interpretation in terms of the electrostriction constants of the parent phase.

The present study is concerned with an eramination of the elastic strains

accompanying changes of polarization induced by electric fields in ?LZT

cera= ics with compositions (7, 7.5, S, 8.8, 9.5) 65:35 and 8/70/30. The

longitudinal and transverse strains aere measured as a function of applied

electric field at various frequencies and temperatures. Polarization changes

[1



induced by the field were measured at the same time. it was the objective of

this study to see how well the strain changes could be modelled on the basis

of a simple polarization related electrostriction, and if as in the relaxor

ferroelectric lead magnesium niobate4 , the constants 0.11 and Q12 for

longitudinal and transverse effects would be largely independent of

temperature.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ,1ETHODS

The ceramic samples used in these studies were supplied from several

different sources. .,aterials with composition (7, 7.5) 65:35 and 9:70:30 were

from Honeywell Company. Fabricated by mixed oxide processing abd uniaxial hot

pressing . The 8:65:35 and 8.8:65:35 compositions were from the Shanghai

Institute of Ceramics and were chemically prepared and hot pressed to optical

transparency6. The 9.5:65:35 is a standard Motorola Company slim loop ceramic

7
fabricated by a part chemical mixing , again being hot pressed to theoretical

density and optical transparency.

All samples were cut to rectangular bar shape -4x7xl2 mm using a wire

saw, then ground and polished to final dimensions. After processing and

cleaning, the samples were annealed at 600 0 C for 2 hours to remove residual

stress then slow cooled to room temperature. Electrodes used were of

sputtered gold.

In order to explore electrostriction behavior strain and polarization

were measured simultaneously under slow cyclic field drive. Both longitudinal

and transverse strain were measured using a bonded strain gua;e technique

The polyimid foil guage (Kyowa KFH-02-CI-1) was bonded to the sample surface

using a Kyowa PC-6 cement. Guage resistance was measured using a DC double

bridge method. At room temperature, the transverse strain was checked by

direct dilatometer methods using a linear variable differential :ransfCrmcr,

S_7 i .- . . 'i



i.e. LVDT guage (Schaevitz 050 MER 602). For all measurements, strain Suage

and LVDT methods agreed to better than ±10%.

Dielectric polarization figures were measured using a modified Sawyer and

Tower method 9 reading out into a Nicolet sampling digital oscilloscope and

strip chart recorder.

Before each measurement, at a specific temperature, the sample was

freshly de-aged by heating to a temperature well above the dielectric maximum.

This de-aging was found to be essential for obtaining reproducible

measurements.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Detailed polarization and strain data were recorded for several samples

at each composition temperature and frequency. For brevity only

representative data will be shown for samples exhibiting typical response.

Such typical strain response curves for transverse strain s12 for PLZT

7.5:65:35 and longitudinal strain S11 for 8.8:65:35 are shown in Figures 1 and

2 for several fixed temperatures encompassing the permittivity maximum and the

depoling transition temperature. Hysteresis loops for the same temperatures

are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

When the temperature is well below the Curie range, the strain curves are

the typical butterfly shape expected for polarization reversal in a normal

ferroelectric. As the temperature approaches that of the Curie maximum,

however, the loops become very thin, and the strain minima move together. In

the region of temperature between the depoling transition (a-0 change and the

Curie maximum, the ceramics can be poled to a strong 'ferroelectric like'

level, but there is no stable remanence, i.e. a high electric field can

enforce a macroscopically ferroelectric state with a corresponding lattice

3



strain, but both strain and polarization decay to zero on removal of the

field.

To obtain a measure of the electrostrictive Q constanrts induced

longitudinal and transverse strains at room temperature are plotted in Figure

S and 6, respectively, as a function of the square of the electric

polarization read off from the hysteresis loop for 7.5 and 8.8:65:35 and

* 8:70:30 PLZTs. The straight lines evident, which pass through the origin

* "clearly confirm the dominantly electrostrictive character of the strain with

Sl2= QIIP 2 and s12 - Q1 2 P
2 yielding the values for QII and Qiz listed in

Table 1. The values are in reasonable accord with the general order 1.10-2

observed in most perovskite ferroelectrics and Q1 1 is 1 to 2 x Q12 as expected.

To check the temperature dependence of the Qs, plots of polarization

squared vs strain taken at a series of different temperatures are superposed

in Figures 7 and 8 for 8.8:65:35 and 8:70:30 compositions respectively.

* Except for the temperature of -500C and -800C in the 8.8:65:35 composition,

the curves superpose remarkably well and demonstrate the near temperature

independence of both Qll and Q1 2 across the whole relaxation region of the

maximum in dielectric response as evidenced in Figure 9.

It may be noted that even in the low temperature curves for the 8.8:65:35

compositions in Figure 7, the slope is the same, but the zero of strain

appears to have been offset. We believe that the enhanced strain at these

temperatures wiay be due to a ferroelectric mechanism of polarization

reorientation in which the P5 vector rotates through intermediate domain

orientations. In this case the zero in measured P1 may correspond to an array

of domain polarizations which are dominantly in the 23 (yz) plane. Such a fan

of polar domains would contribute a spurious elongation to the =easured zero

polarization base state in the 2 or 3 directions, and thus to an offset in the

zero and an arparent increase in the measured contraction s!. induced by the

4



field. Indirect evidence that unlike the higher temperatures where

polarization breaks up into random micro regions, the low temperature

switching is by a direct ferroelectric domain reorientation.

Frequency dependence of the induced strain has been measured over the

range from 0.02 to 0.3 Hz. Typical data for the 7.5:65:35 composition is

given in Figure 10. Evidently there is no strong frequency dependence in the

temperature range of the diffuse phase change for these low frequencies.

From the data in Table 1, there does appear to be a tendency for the 0

constants to decrease with increasing La 2 03 concentration in these PLZTs and

(10)this would be expected on the model of other relaxor compositions

IV. SMURY AND CONCLUSIONS

The most important results from these measurements are that the elastic

strains associated with the development of polarization in this whole range of

PLZT ceramics are electrostrictive in origin. It is startling to find that

the electrostriction constants Q11 and Q12 are independent of temperature

across the whole range of the diffuse phase transition about the maximum in

dielectric permittivity. Only at low temperatures do these materials give

evidence of departure from simple electrostrictive behavior which can be

* explained by 'normal' ferroelectric domain switching.
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Table 1. Electrostrictive CoeffiCient3 for PUZT Ceramics at Room Temperature.

Compositions Q11 (10-3 M 41C2) Q12 (10-3 M4 /C2)j

7:65:35 22.5 -11.5

7.5:65:33 16.3 -8.7

8:65:35 18.3 -8.1

8.8:65:35 21.2 -9.5

9.5:65:35 21.0 -.

8:70:30 9.7 -7.5

7



Figure Captions

Figure 1. Transverse strain s12 vs electric field for PLZT 7.5:65:35 for

several fixed temperatures.

Figure 2. Longitudinal strain sll vs electric field for PLZT 8.8/65/135 for

several fixed temperatures.

Figure 3. Hysteresis loops for PLZT 7.5:65:35 corresponding to the strain

curves shown in Figure 1.

Figure 4. Hysteresis loops for PLZT 8.8:65:35 corresponding to the strain

curves shown in Figure 2.

Figure 5. Transverse strain s12 vs square of polarization P in 7.5:65:35,

8.8:65:35 and 8:70:30 compositions at room temperature.

Figure 6. Longitudinal strain sll vs square of polarization P in 7.5:65:35,

8.S:65:35 and 8:70:30 compositions at room temperature.

Figure 7. Polarization squared P vs longitudinal Strain sll taken at a

series of different temperatures for 8.8:65:35 composition.

Figure 8. Polarization-squared P vs transverse strain s12 taken at a series

of different temperatures for 8:70:30 composition.

Figure 9. Temperature dependence of the electrostriction Qll and Q1 2 for

7.5:65:35 and 8:70:30 PLZTs.

Figure 10. Frequency dependence of the induced strain for 7.5:65:35

composition.
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Ferroelectric Components

LESLIE E. CROSS.
Pirninsiyvainia State University. Univeraity Pant. PA 16802

T reare two mialor areas of application for ceramic dielectric More recently, a reduced strntum tiassui is often used as the
7zterials in electrionic ceraitic comonents. In electrical ca. conductive gain. Sintered mith excess TflO,. 'ti barrier -n (he

rruiitors.;gfcsa leiuu toigmau lcrcleeg SriO is formed by infusing a bismuth oxide-lead oide liuuid
in a litilimnumi voiluiiic (volumectric efficiency) and thus the interest phase to form a bismuth cead mianlite insulating *3arorer .1ihase.'
is in high permittivity dielectrics with fermoeectric or near fenro- Under proper control the we-ak positive temperature coeficient of

- -clxtieproperties. Current technology emphasizes the monolithic the bismuth oxide layer structure pnoase can be compensated by the
muitilaircr iceramic capacitor IMLC) in which a stacked very thin negative coefficient of the rcoxidized srriO. layer on the train
plate acomentr is achieved by co-ifiring electrode and dielectric surface to give a remarkcably tnat capacitance temperature curve.'
layers into a cornpact impervious monolithic chip. The low base resistivity of the SrTO.. and 'ne iorupt

For clectrical insulation, which is the second major area of use. semiconductor-insulaior tranisition ifforded 'y the liquid onase
thle cceramiic dielectric is used to support and to separate electrical infusion combine to lift the .Aaxwell Wagner relaxation frequency
coductors. Often. che otijective is to minimize the electrical en- towards 104 H~z ;ling a mtde useful frequency range.
cray snored in the dielectric so that materials of low permittivity are To maintain high effective permittivity. the zrain iizC us

fm iajor interest. Applications for insulators ame us diverse as the be large and (the barrier Now= lein. s0 (hat t is not yet poibile
pazckagig wood *%upport of initercontnection structures for integrated to exploit the high effective K ind low TC in a riultiltiver forn.

ci it IICs and the mechanical and electrical support of high but a number of researchers are exploring possibilities in till
volilc power transmisswion lines. direction."~

In this paper. the emphasis is upon electronic comoonenas1111 so that The vast majority of MLC structures are 'till fabricated -with
the larger insulator structures will nott be considered. Packaging BaiO1, based dielectrics, out develonric-its are in progress to-
Ind interconnects are the subjcta of a separate article in this issue -ads other more versatile antife-roelectritc and relaxor superoan-

and thus will not be covered here. For both capacitors and insu- electric comrpositions. In the Ba rio. based systems, the hich cost
lau-rs. the frequency rante of maximum inteest is fromDC to high of precious metals has forced the change o-att. highilyi fluxed
radio frequency (10A HZ ). Recently with the broader use of satellite conipositions which will densify at temperatures compatible -with
syitetm fr TV and communications. the- need has opened for high silver palladium alloy electrrxles"' or to heavily 3cceptor

*souctal dielectric resonator materials with very stable low. loss doped materials which can be co-hired at law oxygen partial prei-
properties at I0"' Hz frequency. There are also signs of emerging sure with nickel metal electrodecs."' Iii U.S. practice thoiugh. there

* seeds for very high loss broad bund dielectrics in radar absorbing. are oihl doubts that these highly acceptor dooved %v,:tenssq can b:e
materials and structures (RAM-RAS) and for filtering and inter. stabilized against DC degzradation due io oxygen vaca.ncy iriiout.
lerence suppression. In Japan. it is evident that NEJlC has invested considlcrahle cffort

* CaocltorOlaiatnlesupon te lead based perovslcite relA0Mr and has material% wroich
% ~will densify at temperatures helow XKF*C with pure silver cfcc-Histonrically, the ceramic capacitor has evolved froom the simple trades."-" Similarly, in the U.S. there is indicauia"' from ioratue

diskt Ind tube types of WW 11 vinitage. through the mome compact Elctrnic Company oe i PLZT base~d %11.C dielectric cornipauhiet .rrsr layer structures with effective dielectric pernictivities ii the with silver electrodecs." The PLZT dielectric is in in ino-
rauiee IIAJJJUO to 200.0W( to the oresent generation multilayer ferrociectrie phase and inoears to oiler significant idvatitage in
inlonoithics; with dielectric layers spacing now in the 2.5-12 4, low power factor. high dielectric linearity and lower hysteresis ioss
meter range. Evolution has been from high towards lower voltages, under huuh fields."

* tiallowing the trends in semiconductor integrated circuits. so con- It would appearthat both tlie huse metal and the ilver tiectrodcti
icuucusilv :hc cagoacitor has moved from thick cowards much unt can be;odc at a cost. and in sizes to begin to comoce

thoier alecuve ielctri laers.-moth larger electrolytics Ind to offer lower ;eries resistance at
It is interestingl to note that the changes have been effected high freueny.q

-: - ~larely not by the p ohasig out of need for the higher voltage types. fniresnye. otedri h !edo ALs: aa
ot by substantial growth nnd escalation of demand for the comouct offers a range tof Ba rio. huscd cronpositions -with contrioiled iub.

low voltage IC coitinle caoacittsrs. and this rapid irowth IS iuao ri i. rdcd~n'rnl vrrai ytei n
csp-cted to continue. Over the whole period ruin 1945 to (he agiutlznhihivr lldiitetrnd.'
Prmsnt. terroemectric 'Jauium titanate f~aTiO,) in a number of A, technique -Mitch very neatly sidesteps mtimv n fhe dielctric-
modified or duped forms has dominated the ield as tile dielectric t:Iectrode compatibility problem .s is rhe Ciu-nint At'C' proc-ess !n

ol ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .cioc nhg emtiit ih< plctos hich the unit is facrinated with porous -niertcavinot averq anti me
Carrent, Emotass anld 1Aaure rferlos electrode injected hy i scoarate 'ow ;cmnrture ilctl liter 'i1 i1n1.

* Il iarter layer n'#oe capactors, current etrionhasis mould aoioear In the near future. M.e imay surmise that with inc zdvancinit mcT.u
'o 'm n(etrmianSudr ahrtan the iafc are of VLSI 'on silicon circuaits. 61ci nd intercrinnect !nauctance .ill

lacr lvienas.' : arlv anus ot the grain--train ooundarv type W"ere )ecome muen more itmportant ouaieter in '-ILI- and e- ;c,% oft
*iad "ram modified btarium tianate comoicosimons tired under re- ae-fsms b esie.Eetuavrfemy;ge-tta i'i
itiieing :tdiuiaoni 'm ive i hiun conductivity train core. nmen ver soohisticatetf sysems ti :nuctitir Mill iccanne in ntegrml
rcsititimd to orod4uc: a narrow insulatine boundary ohnse. Eftec- p-art of :he puckamviil Ind itiuiintinji ;iiaure.
ivv ricirmitiivitv increases mnarkcdly %with grain size, Ind comnmer- Just trmm the rrniv :il Sasic 'fis-sics. -oi trminc htlj 'ic
tal timtli live ve~ry large average grain size :Ind consetfueitl Y pour !.ld bused Demnvtkinc, indl tui,sicn ?sritmmi~csruczures -niv 'cct'mre

iiiiixhaiiical utrnigth. at more iportunedC 3S dteICl1Z_!tu zitit !hi..wcr'a* .i'mfi'
.Intlferrelectric indl itipcrptiruclectric iliisc% wiwn :31ii 'ave

'%i..,. i e ateic~in C-rum.ic Sucieiy. lolmer dielectric loss levels. niuner 7erimiiviii, ireticr 'tncritv



- * u .iu~a urive ;cvcts inu .ujwcr processing :eniperatures. as corn-r
-pared to (he traitona1 auariOl bwd systems. (A) Electric F~eldin XvIcim

-25 -20 -15 -tO0 - -5 -10 !-45 -20 -25
* Plezoelrtics (a) o

The device aoplicauions of piezoelectric cetramics fall naturally
-in two generically difterent categories. Piezoelecmric transducers
* make direct use of the dlectromechanical coupling to convert
* i~!ectncal to mechanical energy andl vice-versa. In mechanical to " '4

-lectrical change. :he aolplicationstt run the gamut of extremely low2 ;
level signals such as in hyuirophontes and microphones where the/

-weak sound field generates microvolts tir less in electrical signal. .3
in the shock "xcited phase change transducers which cail generate 1

hundredis of kilovolts or many kiloanips of current far ioecial,4
military fusing applications. In electrical to mechanical change. the

* piezoelecmrically controlled surface detormable mirrors to (he very
large deformations encountered in the power transducers ot sonar

- ritraitrasoanic cienning and sonification baths.
Piezoelectric resonators ind Fijias maike use of the fact that F0

mechanical motion ot (he sample interacts through (he electro-
mechanical coupling to modify its -lectrical imoedance. Thus 25-

* tzhe meenanical resonances of a regularly shaped solid jves rise
to extrema in the imcdance wriose trequencies depend dominantly ;I -

Only upon the dimensions. .lcnsity and elastic properiesa. constants
*whose tertiltirature .haructeristics can be much mome easily con- -

crolled than the inductance and caoacitane of an equivalent pure -

clectricl resonator. These piezoeletric resonators can be designed i
i n have exceedingly stable electrical impedance characteristics. 0
and by multiple clectroding and so called crioped energy con-

* (lewuauions. very sharp square edged liltering characteristics ca1
be achieved. MorMal (ilters Make use of sound waves in the bulk
of the ceramic, however, by suitable electrode conigurations0
it is puobic to excite waves just on the surface (like waves on -20-o 0 20 3( 0
the ocean t. There is now a complete science af these Surface -20-0 0 C on 40 5

Acoustic Waves, to czllcti SAW devices, which again put new erceau -C

*and interesting demands upon the materials designer and the * a .- framic 311cin"Ien it
ceraic eginer.Fig. t. (A) Transverse strain in . o
ceramic egineer. .9 Pmm -0. 1 PT (al arid in a typical herd P'ZT 3 oieozoceramnic under

slowly .iariiri sleetne tields. Strain levels are mmnoaracian inch
Miateectic Transducers two matental but mte retaxor is more rearoaucible aecause of field

-Pulycrymial ceramic piezoelctric transducers stemmed from the induced dc-aging in the. PZT (81 Thermal strain in ceramic
immediate post W W 11 interest in ficrroelectric barium titanate 0.9 PmN:.l~ PT Ljnea excansboni s about t0-1 C" at 400*C and
caiucittirs and (he era was Cornally Initiated by the P. 03. Gray low tian 10' C-" at room seroature.

- patnt' in 1949 for a polarized Bai(O, ceramic transducer. e%
* major 'quantum jump' in performnance occurred with the discovery

of the very sarong piezoelectric activity in oclauized lead zirconaze
ritainatc. by S. Jafe and ca-workers who correctly :raced the-
very iiieti activity to the imoortant morcowroic phase boundary these composites otfer a new Oppiortunity to the lesign mnvineer

near the PblIZA, 11 I.4j,1 comooatlon. With the detailed assess- -and may have important aoolication also at nigner trequency in

iiiiun th _ihC *:t of donor and acccptor ion substitution joon biomedical and other, N 0 E. systems. -eei oical
.ocrcivity and *rortics in N:~ cxstllent studies at Clcvite For tranisducertarrays and acoustic ImactIg.ter scosdca

Citroorunitn. ' the basis was etablished for the modemn family oft Interest in the new lead titanate comoitimons modified with samar-

PZT transducers. iurn (Sm) or calcium IC-ai ions. These materials. after suitaole
orocenti and poling. show high transverse but almost zero nlanar

- CurieAittAcivitni and Ain,,e PI&Ct5 coupling.""m With different modilicr ions. lead otanate also ao-
*The lead zirconate figanate Faily still form the basis for most Cpears to offer interesting zomoositions with very low *emottro-
* :ramic otezoelectric frrssucets. An immense amount Of -itors ture coetfictents at delay for inexpoensive surface icutustic wvv

has been concentrated. paricularly in Jaoun, upon modiications (SAW) materials.t'
to the PrZT cmotasuons to trim Ciniourlius and Facilitate fabrica- In high power 'ransducers. "Isiabilities for -moedlance criniml
t ion for wrectu device structures. and a wide range of options are using co-fired internal -lectrode ruonicatiari. noc inlike mne 'vllC

now ivatlavile. troin verv low ctuercivltv luitru-3itl high icn- cnoucitor structures are rieing teuolorcd. The -ossiole *.ontroi )i
iivilv C.oOnsiions to hieavily suif-biascd hign *:oercivitv hard hardness ':) auite manugeuole !x~tcrnul -aias 4iet; in such 11riJc*

* .uionitiois.tures otter new intriguing :onseauecC!.
Fn~r simnie largte area hydrorthone aoplicatiois. ?ZTI is however kging 3f -he 3)oled iaate. and :oncuent Jito ititmensions

*far trom ideal Thie nign densit'y naukes t a ooor acoustic match to have alwavs oeen a orobler m ltan ustniv PZT -,.ow :moo%iiuns hir

-ater. a is brittle anu the cani.cIinoun hutween the auSitive otezo- DreCise 0vi on control Necw tanuituis )I cuad Munesium ntuoute
:tectric J.,. and (he nettative ill maKe tie hytarostatic :ocfilent bascd ilectrostnictlve materials iciocar now 0 -liteIr in *nturtsiinq

* d.n~ :~i*ncumitirtabiv niall :- Recently it his ,cen altcrnuve with ociter renrcifucibiliiv. lower Iritt. 'atuer iiirc!: itiu

inown. asing :onniies it a PZT ind a ciolviter 3htise with much lower hermul exnansion. I.J r~iu ..l;tta or 2 eau m~lic

-ucntrolled phase interconnection. that a more nearly ooimum in- nesium niolsace oused relaxor comooiflo" is )ho-n in F-iPr

* urnal itress can be zcncr2tcd and inc hvdrtuonone rigure ot meri(t nira-red wavelength iurface ivotrmatole 'irinrs. 'hese natenis

idg.j Improved by two orders of magnitude. b-L It appears that are already finding Important ippliciaoun.
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:iiaaeticRestor aFls sohitcae otensaor ieii ujc properties than those of the simle poled terra-

Initi the outset iii t cay 1920*1 to the present time sinli crystal For"eait
?uartz in its temperature compenstcid cuts has taken the oulk of the Both capacitors and transducer components irequently use ferro-
trequentcy control market. Some idea of the importance of quartz ~ mtrasi hi srcinadbtenmm hs w

rcsosu~s ca bejuded fom opis attheAnnal Fequncy applications represent the bulk of the market. fliere are. however.Cvnmrol Svmocosiusn. now in its 381h year. In this meeting. attended a nube of 'more ;peeialized anid quite itiuing cinnonern
~~~4i~~~~~~~u 70O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 tiigiCiaui.qat sth aemtra O oe aications which rely directly upon one or anotner of the proper-~ 5J'. f te acrs reened.Ealydisesusd quarn ties of fereecn: wnicll am coupled to the onset of etlectrical

from Brazil. but now (he nydruthermnally grown synthetic crystals

re s uioc ror. and purified druzeicd' quartz c= n be obtained w ith polarizaetir si t rson.. i. th c

~utiaiucd~ovrl~ftremum of the dielctric permnittivity -it the terroelectric Curie pointwith Owu incrasing -wohstrcution of electronics emerging in the r and tho build tuo of polarizatioin -inelow r of mcnioultcd toMY%~ indl hW. the needs for are-tuned filter circuits which could mody a potential bamer itructure at ,he grain bouridnz-v and toavoid the complexitis of multiple L.C.R. tuned filters lend to control electrical current flow in a 4eMIContluctint ferroelecmei.
mouch expluraitowy work on compound resonators dnenri by piezo- For etectro-octtic applicarrons. single crymatls "3f ferroelectric,
clectrius.- At higher frequeci~es. needs for IF circuits for rad~io. rV ceramic compositions are I.requentli used. though there is now also
asid FM lcud to the evolution of the tracoped energy thickness muds the alternative family n( hot pressed or hot .F.orged fransoiarent
resonuutrs " which re the basis tor much 01 current filter desgns polycrystal form. In both cases, the ionic motions in the crystal for

crystallites). which can ho modulated by electric !iefl. mnodify the-materials for Rescnror anria~ters eetoi owaht n hscnrlterfatv rdi
-X oifizrli prioolemn with quartz resonators is the frequency thectri al. bl~ hscnrl h ercieidxo

slant Induced by onnizing radiation. aid there is much research in Both linear and quadratic clectro-optic elfects can oe made large
ruspoie to the iiilitary need for radiation-hard timing foe navign- in difftent Iforroefeerric systems.
tion sid control. In precise circuits, the only tential contender to In iutlialy doped Itc rrelcctnc crystals. phot~on energy can be
i4uanz is the tSOniWhous berlinite IAIPO.J. an equally difficult used to excite carrers which imove in preferred directions relative
crvm*4 to %Tow. out with iiiiiair temperature compensating mi to (he feffocleetrie polaniraanon aid become re-traoped in (he tnsu-
Ilirder piewuctnc coupling and potenuiAl ippicatiots also in lator to 3enerate very strong internal sPace Cnarqe fields. Such
SAW systems." fields in tutn mtodulate the reiractive index. givinst nse to a farnily

For inexptensive resinrators. compound systems using magnetimin of pfsoto-ferraelectic elfeets which ind application in hologram
4puttred ZnO thums amre inding increasing applications and theme storage and in the exciting new field of four wave mixing.is interest in ZnO said AIN filims on silicon for SAW devices.i Per"aps oo the siniplest applications of Fetroelectirici comes
Lithium teiruipocate (Li,8.O,i has been shown to have higher cou- from the direct use of the fempierature dependence or remantent
piling and temperature comoensating SAW cuts.' polariZton IP*). the so called pyrieleesnec effet in crystals and

As an alternative to quartz in SAW devices needing broader ceramics. The chnrige-mrceaf on heating is such that ProoenVbandwidth andl higher coupling. terroelectric Ui~b01, is widely interfaced with a low; noise iemiconductor F E.T a thin flaie orf
applied but the 66 ppm temperature caticlent of dolay s 01 ferroelectric can become an exceedingly sensitive broad !iand 'in-
desirable for precise filter application. frared detector. Vidicons using pyroeletric sensing have ieen

Fe-roelectic strontium barium miooiat in the teirrgonal tungsten developed of [one waveilength lR imaiog. ind ire necormig
b3ronze fcrvoelectnic structure has been shown to have temnoerature widely used in Europe to aid fire fighting by providingvii
comipensating properties for SAW* but fr a ferroelectric its cou- biiy *through heavy smoke.
pilmi, coetficirn. is disappointingly small. Lead otassium niobte The cuf thrust jiuse UJSA is towards large arrys ot vyro-
in the isame structure faily has Ooth high coupling andl commin- dclesic elenients mated to cniaree coupled or other semicondzuctor
soting cuts, but ferroelastic -,winning makes it exceedingly difficult interrogation to produce a hign sensitivity fical plance array for
to ertiwi and orocess for ievices. Cleadry other bronze swxtur infrared imaging at motvelengthi where onoton detectors must be
crystals ;hould be explored,. cooled and thus become cumoersome and logistically 1wkwardl.

In 'rapped enserey filters. P'ZT compositions are widely ised
bcause 06 (he nigh coupling. Much workt has been carred out in
iwnv coviinies in the US. Eurcoeand Jaoann to incoroorate modi- PTC Assisars

ficr !on% to contlrol and reduce agine ind temoernture coefficients
iihut dastc owrio orno pezolecrre uplng.In PTC resistors, the otoecive or ccranic lirocessing IS to tormn

a semiconducting grain structure interleaved vith a :iery .iarrow-
~asnc'Jndrswanmnq arrer laver system at the grain houndary " The 6arrier hetahr and

For the future. here ire tncouragine signs that the coniplexities thus the imoedance to current flow througri the ceramic dcoenos
uf the ceramic piezoelecric can be deciohered -mith intrinsic and Quoon the base permilttivity -)( the ,ssmer muterial, and 't -nay b)e
crrrinsic contributions to piezoelectricity separated and the ohysics modified also by comoensting polanirotion cnaree 'Jumnedd*;no
if qvsicrnis more fully understood. In al~l current piezoceraMICs. :he the burster structure oy the onset or Iferroelectric polariration in the
a'jsic couoli meweent electric and elastic resoonses is the teeero- grains." Thus at low tcmocrutures in (the terroeleric ohase woe-ce
ution of 'he TAraecctric otarent 3nase in he ,'erroetectric cc- 'he niarrier hettght is low, the reitivity o; also low Aoiprtacniog s.
r-~sii. There is now meat progress cowards a oetter theorctcal ind P. Jccavi ravidly ind iouve r the -..e-rnmtlvitv ' iso dccreascsl.
::tne-inlcnil 'kscriowion oi ::ectrostiron both in simple solids io thut -mith incrcasing tetiocram rsistivity c!iinos raoniuly jiving
and -n 4oit mode ;arroetectrcs. cte PTC tihenonienion

PracticII'w !herm is ;fill need to imorove ind diversify 'he mate. In 3alO, Afiich -s a continncor '-i it 71'C -esistot 'misten'tis.
itis jotions :or 'he .tcsign tigtneer. The comoosite structures the resistivity criange )ccur-s near nme Cisrie 'errocrwure it t"'

orrivide %ome iossihglitici. out now -with the imaroving soonistic2- and mav triconlousi more 'han 3nracrs :oianee A v. cical 7T-
'ion mn tlectirrcerimic tlrncesimig. 'he ooissiiolity eres to inake charactrinstic qliowinit iresittitce xs 1 itnction "i -cmiertture s5
.ery ;tron tly irain 1rientcd ::raniics wnicn can nave intriguinq inown in Fie. ?. to criunee the nst I r rne ?rC :rfec -eauires
'ciosr Irommrles :ntcrmtiisjatc ,)etween Those mf he nieriect iine control or 'he lerroelcctric Curie .enirrrature 'n the cet-atnic ano
:rvmi mid the r:injdoijilV j.sed PolyCryStal. Such oconr mani crvi- this is iccomplished iv tnrniing uilid iiutii mith "ftilr icr-
'ifs. c'uiil ixrili th in iiuti. 'it. monoitun maniflufumiin )vskitc ;nasCs U.nlr'nuciv inly1v 1 ijO. uai..ct r' mu it*
'&hicli is tie otenieon 0 the ceramic mit in systems with more difficult to maintain resistivut.' step icight in srre..tead corn-
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Control a( a semiconductor pricess in a ceramic system is par-L
ticularly difficult b:ecauste of the tendency fur impuarittes to =cu-
mnuhue in the grain boundaries. which in KrC ame the regions .
requiring nms careful control. However, with mocdem powders
and refined process control. 4 good measure of reproducibility both
in location on step height for the resistivity change has now been
achieved.10.

Theral applications lor FrCP. components cover a very wide
range. from simole auto-stabilizing bad socks and nlee wormers to
more sophistic ated temoerature stable honeycomb heating F1

* ~elements" tor hair dryers and in automatic warm up devices forF i
automobiles. Electrical 4opticauions; jgain cover a wide range of &
circ runcitons from automatic overloud orotection to surge Sul--

* bilizacion as in the delcuwing Sirdles; for color TV sets.

It is perhaps a little premature to discuss single crystal optiical L_____________
components since much of the work is still a the research and very .0Mo 10
tarly lIevelooment level. however. it is clear that with the wide
adoption of optical Fibers for sOurter haul high density telephone
circuits. aid the raoidly -aocoming transocean tiber -.2bles. die Ag. 2. OTCS etect in Sb, dooed SaflO,
needs for optical signal processing .ar expanding with phinomi- (Md. .uwazars. Ji. Amser. Cdtrarm. Sac.
mi rapidity. 841):539-4s" (198 1)).

* For hybrid systems. lithium moazae is clearly the single crystal
feruetectrsc of choice fot current exoientnentation. Excellent in-
diffused surface guiding structures have been demonsirated using
TIi diffusion into LNbOu"' and a number of modulator and switch-
ing circu have been demonstrated in these guided structures." for achieving very high fields at the low voltage drive levels comn-

Damnage thresholds have been a problem limiting power density patible with silicon and GW&A3 circuitry.
in guidus. but recently alternative doping and labricatioa Strategies

* a~ppear to be .Licviiiiina the constrainis.
The newer field of phaste conjugate optics, image processing and pyroediculcca

dynamical holographiy are driving new needs for ferroeiectm ryc For most pyroelecinc bolometric systems. the materials igure of
tail% with cxceuiniy high eevro-optic coefficients. Old favorites merit lies between that (or a' vudicon material.
like itinalc domain l(N4bO,. BaTiOi. Sa,. -SrNbO. and
li1aN-b.O,, ame in new demand, since for thene applications the P

f igure IIUt menut contains the 344ua of the linear S.O. :oerficient ,

Al the research level. interesting questons begin to emerge as to and that (or a point detector of radiation
the possibility of musitive effective E.O. coefficients for mnm waveP
3oplications in terroelecitc and more work to establish loss levels F-M
Ind nonlineurity for irequtncies close to die 'oit moie' reCsonancei
is urgently needed. where P is (he pyroelectrie coefficient pmidPfdT). C* is the ther-

niiil caoacty (volume specific heatl. K the relative dielectric per-
Acittoycrysal Materials mit1tiviry, and tan 6 the loss factor.

rhe cead lanthanum sirconse itanate PLZMf family of hot For t'erroefectnic with second order Cine points. p rises racidlv
oresseid tranisourent ceramnics is sill the basis for most applications 15 r is approached from below. lout K rises even faster-thus :cor
using polycrv.tal ceramics."' a iven capacitance Iflout (here is in octimum ooeratinq Point

Mlust oraiaical -mork has been done using 'he 9 j: 55: 35 PLZT below T. which maxmiizes F
Conioosoiion in the itlim looo ohuse which has -,cry hiugh quadratic In single crystal ceramics. Sr,. Ba,_.2'b.O, is a preferred material
-lecini.optIC nesocrnse. The last switching Possible letween 6i- both for high weced laser detectors. and for pyroefectn: image
rcirineui firanisuinting) and isomtoic (non-itnansmittinq) phase us- planes."
Ing luirt'ce or urfacc gruttvi :luctrudc: s 5uxooted -n current Poled polycryial c.-ramic is also widely ised, with comn-
USAF flablh orotect-ion ioegies." mew iimoie numeric and 13ar positions in tile 0=T family 1close :.0 the iinie zzil:rrnuli czll
araon color disolays have bee~n based on the Newtonian itoractioi tcmielectric:ferroelectric phase cianqe n the rhomnbohetiral coin-
mflhtr ioctra .ilaolu under hiurs feld in these ceramic3," Ind It positions being Pref -erred. In (he ce-ramic. :omoicx comousitions
will be ist interesting !Q chiserve their market penetration in ame used to-inmear" he aoruo( onust chunits -icn is first order.

* oftimio.with li LCD lisolaiy tiateris. and to control !he resistivitv or . ne cararnic tO 'nut !m 'he 'ullow-
tn nuiire iuowisicacd 'c5.iarvh 1%evcl cflorts. here is continuing Ing FET circuitry the txoensive hign pte drain 'esastor v:un xe

imoroverment in the icattercri (node 'Jilstxys Mrich -Ise -on iM- eitmin-aied."
e..Placed onut zonauctivL- uvcrs to index 7he swowtning itgions. Flr focal olante arrays. 'he maior nrooiein -i to Trovide t&eC*rtcal

Resaolution iopruacning I(M) line pairs/mmr has beun reouned -n contact from ecrn cioel -lemnent on te ermniconctuctor, nicrqctsaion
the maguc A miuc -.rtey )cilc is'possible Ind ihotun ,cnsinvitv armay Mifl herrnailv ihon c:rcuiotin :lC erv ow inerniul ca

:3ouriale to niM51uthi W.icon oxide SILNl'i hus Ween acnieved. but puctty oulomneter :hia.
!nistems wnicis now have permanent memory 11A number of new Inid finnovite r':ofliic' ivitemai .re ifltcir

Frill terroeleetric-.2tcc-ro.,oiic wistems, in the iolid frather orciarietarv de-,elomerit. ind !t -.iil v ritencsotn o ,z flow
han liquid crystal )iaicbi. 'nu high riekis1 required 7or itubstaniul Progress here influences hne :omnretioun itc-cnm ivrodlecc-ric
ofIC3l ..hunee ire ratlr ivinal inl butlk ,Jevicces. One cannot 40O bulomrriers and cooled Photon ietec:ors :or iracticit macmein

;elnil that thin limi structures tmght be much more advantageous application.
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A phenomenological theory., based on the Landau-Ginsburg-Devonshire formalism is developed to
explain phase transitions in perovskite ferroelectrics with oxygen octahedron tilts. In this approach, the
Gibbs free energy function is expanded as a power series involving polarization and tilt angle as order
parameters. After giving the general solutions, we apply the theory to the PbZr 0 9Ti 0 1

0 3 system.

INTRODUCTION

Many ferroelectrics, especially those in the perovskite family, exhibit phase transi-
tions involving tilts in the oxygen octahedral chains.t The solid solution PbZrj _ Ti O3
between the antiferroelectric PbZrO3 and the ferroelectric PbTiO 3, named PZT, has
been used extensively in the electronics industry.2 The difficulty in growing single
crystals of PZT and the availability of a wide range of compositions to choose from
make it desirable to have a workable theory for predicting dielectric, piezoelectric
and other properties and phase transitions in PZT.

The PZT phase diagram' is shown in Figure 1. For mole fractions of PbTiO 3 in
the range 0.06 to 0.37, a phase transition from a higher temperature rhombohedral
ferroelectric phase FIHT) to a lower temperature rhombohedral ferroelectric phase
F, LT, is observed. The lower temperature phase has the oxygen octahedral chain
twisted, with neighboring corner-linked octahedra tilted in opposite directions. The
tilts are about the [111] axis and are denoted by a-a-a- in the notation of Glazer.3

The space group for the FroHT) phase is R3m and that for the FR(LT) phase is R3c.
PZT in the cubic paraelectric has the perovskite crystal structure ABO 3, as shown in
Figure 2.

In PbZr0 9Ti 0 103,4 for example, the transition from the cubic paraelectric state P,
to the rhombohedral ferroelectric state FmHT) takes place at 250°C, and a further
transition to the FRI LT, phase takes place at 100°C. The spontaneous polarization P,
is. in both the rhombohedral phases, along the [1111] direction. The FI LT, phase has,
in addition, oxygen octahedron tilts around the [111] axis.

We present here a Gibbs free energy function capable of explaining such phase
transitions with octahedral tilts. A similar thermodynamic phenomenological ap-
proach was used by Darlington5 for the NaNbO 3-KNbO 3 system. The thermody-

tPresent Address: 0 hysics Department. State University College. Fredonia. NY 14063
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FIGURE 1 PbZrO3-PrTiO, phase diagrami (see Reference 14).

namnic theory of ferroelectricity based on Landau's treatment' of phase transitions
was originally developed by Devonshire.' Recently, this treatment has been ex-

- - tended by Amnin, Cross, and others3 to explain the existence of the morphotropic
#1 phase boundary (MPB) near x = 0.5 in PbZrl-,,Ti,,O3 and also to predict its

properties near the MPB. The region considered there does not have tilts of the
oxygen octahedra.

(b) -o00

FIGURE 2 Two equivalent rep~resentations of the perovskite structure (see Reference 1).
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In this paper, the focus is on developing a thermodynamic phenomenological
theory which includes the transitions with tilts in the oxygen octahedra. This is
carried out in Section 2 by considering both the polarization and tilt angle as order
parameters. with the free energy function expanded as a power series. In Sections 3.
and 4, we give the possible phase transitions and general solutions that result from
the theory. In Sectio.\..5 and 6, we evaluate the constant coefficients and apply this
model to PZT. Finally in Section 7, we discuss possible improvements and other
applications.

2. PHENOMENOLOGICAL THEORY

Consider a single domain single crystal of PbZr0 9Ti0.10 3 or any similar structures, in
which the polarization (P) direction does not change during the phase transitions
and in which the octahedral tilts can be described by an angle (0) of rotation about
a single axis.

From the first law of thermodynamics, for a polarizable, deformable solid subject
to an electric field E, stress field X and a sublattice torque 7 we can write assuming
reversibility and extending Devonshire,'

dU - TdS + EdP + Xdx+7d8. (1)

Here U is the internal energy, T is the temperature, S is the entropy and x is the
strain. The torque r is responsible for the tilt dO. Since this tilt exists only in a
portion of the crystal lattice, it cannot be considered a regular shear strain of the
entire crystal. We can then write, for the elastic Gibbs energy G - U - TS - xX,

dG - -SdT + EdP - xdX + rdO (2)

making it a function of T, P, X and 0.
At constant temperature T and zero stress (X = 0) conditions, we can expand G

as a power series in 8 and P. Assuming a centrosymmetric paraelectric state, the odd
power terms in the expansion vanish yielding the following energy function:

G = Go -
4 g29 2 + 4g48" + 1g6 8 6 + .. + f 2P2

4 + Jf6 + ... + 8 2 2 + .... (3)

We neglect terms higher than the fourth powers resulting in

G = Go + g28 2 + g4  + 4fP + 4- + d82P2 . (4)

Further. we assume

g, -2 =e(T- T).

.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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and

= - T,). (5)

where ye, and -y,,. are positive constants. To and T, will be related later to the
transition temperatures between phases. We will assume T, > T , but the case
T < T can be worked out in an analogous manner. We also required that /4 > 0.
and g 4 > 0 in Equation (4) to prevent G from becoming negative infinity. The phase
transitions obtained will be of second-order.

For the equilibrium state, G should be a stable mininum with respect to P and 0.
Therefore, we need

dG
.-" -0 (g 2 +g 4

2+dP)=0O (6)

d2G

o 0 - g 2 + 3g4 02 +dp 2 >0 (8)

* 092G
2 G - - "'1f2 + 3-p 2 + do2 > 0, (9)

ap-

and

02G 2 G 2G 2

J02 ap2  da- 
>  0

(3g4 d)0 4 + (9g4 f4 - 3d 2 )8 2p 2 +(3f 4d)P 4

+ (3gJ + g2d)O 2 + (3f 4g 2 + df2)P 2 + g2 f2 > 0. (10)

We now solve Equations (6) thru (10) simultaneously. If (8) and (10) are satisfied. (9)
will be automatically satisfied. There are four possible solutions for the equilibrium
values ( 0, P).

Phase A: 0 = 0, P, = 0,

G-- G,. f2>0. and g 2 >0. (11)

Phase B: 0,= 0 p 2 = _ f2
/4"

MG G o + If 2 P52. f2 < 0. and df2 <g 2 f 4 . (12)

. . . .. . 9 2 -..

~~~~~~. ..... .. ...... ..... ,- .i
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Phase C: 8> -- 1 - P, 0,

G= G+ 'g:, 2,  g2 < 0 , and dg, < f,g 4. (13)

PhaseD: 82 = dr2 - g2f4  _dg 2 - g4 ffggf 4 - d 2  g4j 4 - d2

G o + 'g 2O + Ps'

df2 > g2f4, dg2 
> f 2g 4 , and d 2 < g 4f4. (14)

The three inequalities in the Phase D solution, Equation (14), are not always
independent. For example, when f2, g2, d, f4, g4 are all positive, the first two
inequalities require d 2 > f4g4 , and so all three of them cannot be satisfied simulta-
neously and phase D will not be available.

3.. PHASE TRANSITIONS

We will now examine the consequences of the temperature dependences of g2 and 12
as given by Equation (5) as the crystal is cooled from high temperatures toward 0 K.
We also have assumed f4 > 0, g, > 0, TP > To, and d2 < g 4f 4 . This last condition
is necessary for phase D to be available.

At high temperatures (T > T > Te), we have f2 > 0, g2 > 0 and phases B and C
are not possible. Phase A is always possible for this region and phase D may exist
under certain conditions but has higher free energy than phase A. All these
conditions can be seen easily from the results given above for the four phases.

To investigate what happens when T is lowered, it is necessary to examine the
four temperature-dependent inequalities f, < 0. g < 0, df, < g2 f4 and dg2 < f 2g4 .
For this purpose. .Wis convenient to define two additional temperature parameters T,
and T, such that

df.ITr, = g2f4IT-T,, (15)

and

dg21 T-T, =If2g41T-T,. (16)

We then have

f4yT - dyT, (17)
f .- - d, -

.- . . . . . .

. .•?
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TABLE_

Phase transition sequences for different %ajues o_ T, T in
relation to T9 . T, where' T, > T

No. d Temperature parameters values Phase transition sequences

7-

, T-

1 To<T,<T r<T, A-B-.D

2 0 T 9 T.T< T
., :. ZTe T < , < TpA --" ..,7 N op Stable .-7

Phase
3 . T,< T < T< T A-'B "T D

:-:..: 4T < T< T ,< A-B-D -,C

5 T, P A-B-(B.C)-C
6 T<T,<T A -B --(B.C)

rT< <T<T"  A -B

T,:7, < A-

5 U T < T < T < T A - B- BC C

'To generate phase transition sequences when 7 < T replaces T by T, T by T,
-, by T, T, by ,. B by C and C by B in this table.

and

_gy,,T, - dyT

4-Yr - d .e (18)

Several sequences of phase transitions are possible depending on the sign of d and
the relative values of T, T> T, and T,. These are listed in Table I.

For purposes of illustration, we discuss the case T, < T, < TP < T, which occurs
when d is positive and small. The analysis is made simpler by drawing a diagram as
shown in Figure 3. In this diagram. gf,4 f2 g4, df., and dg, are plotted as a function
of temperature T. The intersection of lines dfr and g2f 4 gives the temperature T,
and the intersection of the dg2 and f 2g, lies gives T,. For T > ,. we see from the
diagram that dg2 < f 2g 4. d 2 < g 2f 4 , f2 > 0. and g 2 > 0. so that phase A is the only
possibility. For TP < T < T, also only phase A is possible. But when T decreases
below T, then 12 < 0. and df2 < g 2f4 . Now only phase B can exist until the
temperature is lowered to 7,. Although g2 becomes negative as T crosses T, we do

*,0 not stabilize phase C. because dg > f2 g 4 for T < T, and this non-availability of
phase C, continues down to 0 K. But for T < T,, we have f2 < 0, g, < 0, df2 > 92h,
and dg2 > f 2 g 4. These inequalities are consistent with d 2 < f 4 g4 and phase D is the
only equilibrium state in this region down to absolute zero temperature. Thus we
have the phase transition sequence

A- B- D

tie:-
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TR -TToTP TS

FIGURE 3 Diagram to aid understanding of the phase transition sequence for the cas T < r, < TP

for this case. If the numerical values are such that T, < 0 K, then only the A--' B

transition will be observed.
The other transition sequences listed in Table I can be derived in a similar

manner. It is found that in two of the cases, for certain temperatures, the phases B
and C both correspond to energy minima. In such a case, one of the two phases will
correspond to a metastable state.

The case for TP < T can be worked out similarly. It can, in fact, be deduced
directly from Table I if we replace T by T, T by T, by T "T-byT,BbyC

and C by B in Table. We will then have the transitions A -- C - D.

4. GENERAL SOLUTIONS

In this section we derive general expressions for the physical properties of the
polarization, dielectric constant. tilt angle and torsion constant for octahedral tilts.
These results are applied to PZT in the next section.

A. Polarization

Phase A: P, 0.

Phase B: P,2  - T - T,)

• .(T, - T), (19)

. . -.. ,
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where

a Ylf4. (20)

Phase C: P, 0.

Phase D: - g 4 2

* =I(T - T), (21)

where

g-yp - d-ye
g9 4 d (22)

It is easy to show by definitions of a, fl, T,. and 7;, that

a(TP -T") MBT, -T'). (23)

*T
This implies polarization is continuous during the B -*D transition.

B. Dielectric Constant

The dielectric constant e.R is defined in terms of the inverse susceptibility X by

= £~(,~ 1)(24)

where we have

x= Gffif2 +3f4p 2 + d82. (25)

We can then show for the different phases,

Phase A: Xf2

-yp( - T(26)

Phase B: f 2 + 3f, p.,

-M -yv(l, T). (27)

Jb
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Phase C: f2 + d8,

g4vyp - dye
-(T - T,). (28)

where T, is defined by Equation (18).

Phase D: f2 + 3f4P, +dO2

-2f4P52

=2f 4 fi(T, - T), (29)

where fiis given by Equation (22) and f4 by Equation (20).

C Octahedral Tilt Angle

We get the following results:

Phase A: 8.,=0.

Phase B: 8,-0.

Phase C: 82= -g2/g 4

Its To -T).(30)

8, df2 - g 2fhPhase D: g2 g -f d 2

A A(T, - T), (31)

where

A=f4yp - dy,
94 A4 - d 2  (32)

It can be shown by definitions of X, 7T, and T, that

YO(T - TI) -Ag 4(T, - 7I). (33)

This implies continuity of the tilt angle in a D -*C transition.
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D. Torsion Constant for Octahedron Tilts

The torque T acting on the oxygen octahedral sublattice is from Equation (2) given
by,

dG
do g 2e + g4

3 + dOP2. (34)

The torsion constant of the octahedron is then given by

- g2 + 3g402 + dP2 . (35)

The frequency w of the rotational phonon soft-mode is given by kii -. with the
proportionality constant I giving a measure of the inertia of the octahedra for
rotational motion. We can, therefore, obtain the following results for k and w in the
different phases.

Phase A: k g 2 -'=y(T - T).

•", = - TO), (36)

where

J. = Ye/I. (37)

Phase B: k =g 2 
+ dP ,

-_ A- ay. (T- T,).

- T ),(38)

where

" "tlol f- dytr, - d(39)
- I, I

Phase C: k = 2ye(T e - T).

= 2 p(T- T). (40)

Phase D: k = g2 + 3g40,' + dP 2

= 294 
2

= 2g 4 X,(T,- T).

IV(T,- T) (41)

I

o-
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where

S -2g,X, (42)

We see here that the phonon soft-mode frequency varies as IT - T10 in phases A
T

and C. and as IT - TJ0 5 in phases B and D. Looking back at Table I, the A -0 C

transition is not possible since T > T#, but the B - D transition is possible. and we

see here that it involves the condensation of a soft-mode.

5. EVALUATION OF THE CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS

In order to compare theory and experiment, it is necessary to evaluate the various
constant coefficients. The Gibbs free energy function of Equation (4) has seven
independent constant parameters -y, 1,, fT, "y#, T, g4 and d. All the other
adjustable parameters such as T,, T, a, B, and A that we have defined for
convenience are functions of these seven independent constants. However, one has
to proceed with caution in using experimental data to evaluate these constants. For
example, one can use experimental values of polarization and tilt-angle at different
temperatures to obtain constants like a, T, and y, but it will not be proper to get
the Gibbs energy coefficients directly from them. The latter are deduced from the
experimentally determined constants. We show here how this can be done.

The experimental data that are normally available are the polarization, dielectric
constant, tilt-angle, and soft-mode phonon frequencies measured as functions of
temperature. In order to be self-consistent, it is important that the relationships
between the different parameters are established fully and only seven independent
parameters determined by comparison with experiment, with the others being
derived from this independent set. For example, we can consider T , To , T, T. "yp.
a. and X as an independent set, whose values can be conveniently determined from
the experimental data of the polarization, dielectric constant, tilt angle and rota-
tional soft-mode frequency. To derive the other constants from these, we make use
of equations (17), (18), (20), (23) and the relation

-yp - /fif X d, (43)

which follows easily by definition of X and ft. There is another similar relation

78 - Ag 4  f ld, (44)

but it is not independent of the others used here.

. .

):!i:::: :!iii~i:i::; i : /: ?:: ?i::. .. . . " .. ." ... " "
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We can then show that

f4 = -/a. (45)

d=

T, T7, (46)
-. T 5-T"

'4. dv(T- T,)

ye "4 (T,- ,)

= A , - Tr)(T, - T) (47)

and

dyo(T - T#)
94 =

-v,(T,- ;,)

Ya (T,- T)(T - TP)(T, - To) (48)

V (,- Tr,) 2(, - TO)

Now, using the above results we can further show that

S ( f4-d) Tr- T' (49)

and

=(T T (50)
8 2g4X 2(T, - T ) (

Sets other than the one we have used here (for example T, T, T,, T, Vp, Ye. and fP)
can also be used.

The results presented in this section are applicable to all the cases listed in Table 1.

6. APPLICATION TO PZT

We now apply the phenomenological theory and the results derived in the previous
sections to the case of PbZroTi 0.103. The experimental single crystal data of Glazer,
Mabud and Clarke4 are used to calculate the values of the frequency parameters to
provide comparison of theory with experiment. The treatment given here is only

.. .- -.-.S. .- .? -.? -- " .i i , -i i , .i i ..? --' : , ' ' ? -i ' ? ~ -i . --.... " .' " ' .' i " .. -. : ..- i -
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preliminary, because higher order terms in the Gibbs free energy expansion are
needed for greater accuracy. especially if these phase transitions are of first order, as
some authors assert.' 0

The transition sequence in PbZro9 Ti0 1O3 is A -. B - D. The A - B transition is
at 250 0 C and the B - D transition takes place at 1000C. By reference to Table I. we
identify Tp = 2500 C and T, = 100*C. It can be shown easily that our model requires
both transitions to be second-order i.e. P lr,. D = P IT,. B. Using data from reference
4, at 100oC,

a(250 - 100) (0.38)2, (51)

and

fl(, - 100) (0.38)2. (52) '"

Also, at 20 0 C, P. , 0.45 C m- 2 from Reference 4, so that I-.-

#(, - 20) = (0.45)2. (53)

Solving Equations (51), (52) and (53) we get

a = 9.62 ×1 - C2 m 4 /°C, (54)

,= 7.262 x 10- 4 C2 m- 4/oC, (55)

and

T, 298.8 0 C. (56)

Thus.

0 for T > 250 0 C
p = 9.626 x 10-4(250 - T) C m 2  for 1000C < T < 250 0 C (57)

V /7.262 x 10-(298.8 - T) Cm 2  for T_< 1000 C.

The polarization P. is plotted versus temperature in Figure 4. The general
behavior is well described by our model, but there is not good quantitative
agreemeni. As a further comparison, our model predicts in phase B.

T - 0.5, (58)

P21T, , 2 ar

whereas experimentally this ratio is approximately 0.7. The dielectric constant for
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00
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0. 00 200' 300
Temperature Tin *C

FIGURE 4 The polarization P, plotted versus temperature. The solid curves were determined from the
theory presented in this paper. The experimental data points are from Reference\4. The circles indicate
the data points that were used for the evaluation of the constant parameters.

PbZr0 9Ti0 1O3 at different temperatures has the form

S+ t IpT 20 for T> 2500 C,

I + 1for 1000 C < T < 250 0C, and (59)

1 2cofP~(298.8 - T) foT<00C

Using the data from Reference 4 that cR = 5000 at 3000C, we give

4 x 10-6 /C(0

Also

Lp .1554 X10 3 (1
a t

The tCR given by Equation (59) is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of temperature,
along with the experimental curve from Reference 4. Again, the overall pattern as
predicted by our model agrees with experiment, but the numerical values differ. As a

.. . . . . .
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Ir 2000

S20000
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0100 200 300
Temperature T int *C

FIGURE 5 The dielectric constant cR plotted versus temperature. The solid curves were determined
from the theory presented in this paper. The experimental data points are from Reference 4. The circle
indicates a data point that was used for the evaluation of a constant parameter.

further comparison, our model predicts.

(CRIT~ - ) 2

(CXI2r-,, 2, (62)

but experimentally this ratio is about 5.
Using 8, 4.830 at 60'C as given in Reference 4, we calculate

A 1.776 X 10-4 rad 2/oC, (63)

so that the temperature dependence of 0, is given by

(0for T 100*C, and
176x1 iO(100 - T) radian for T s 1000 C. (4

The tilt angle 0, is plotted versus temperature in Figure 6. Experimentally only
one other value of 0~, 5.420 at 25*C, is known from Reference 4. However. Michel el
al."t give 7.50* as the room temperature value. More experimental data are needed for
a better comparison.
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FIGURE 6 The tilt angle 8, plotted versus temperature. The solid curve was determined from the
theory presented in this paper. The experimental data points are from References 4 and 11. The circle
indicates a data point that was used for the evaluation of a constant parameter.

- - For the phonon frequency w associated with the rotational soft-mode. we have

! p(T - T) forT> 250-C,

w VPT - 100 forl1 0 C <T <250'C, and (65)

"V8(100 - T) forT < 1000C.

The constants 14. P, 8, and T#, which are related by Equations (49) and (50) can be
determined by comparison with the observations of Raman or other spectra suitable
to the present case. The temperature dependence predicted by Equation (65) can
then be verified. Experimental data for such comparisons are not yet available.

Looking at Table 1, with T, = 10011C, T~ = 250 0C, and T, = 299'C (we could not
evaluateTdue to lack of experimental data) we conclude that thepresenthexample
corresponds to the aT < < < T, case for which d is positive and small. This
leads to the A B D transition sequence, as expected.

7,. DISCUSSION

Considering the til( angle and polarization as order parameters. we have succeeded
in developing Cx. LDG type phenomenological theory for phase transitions in
ferroelectrics involving tilts of sublattices like the oxygen octahedral chain in
perovskites. By restricting the power series expansion for the free energy to fourth

Sorder terms, we ended up with second order transitions (fe> 0. and g, > 0). For

,:. Cosierig te i-aglean poaizto as orde paaees we havesuceede
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better accuracy higher order terms will be needed. Also to treat first-order transi-
tions. it would be necessary to make f, < 0. and g4 < 0. and therefore to include
terms of at least up to sixth powers.

In this paper we have restricted discussion to cases where the polarization
direction and the direction of tilt axis do not change during the transitions. This was
done to keep the treatment simple for a first application. But extensions to relax
these restrictions are straightforward and would include terms involving polarization

i* components P , P , P. and rotation components 0., 0, 0.. A further extension can be
made to allow for tilts where successive octahedra along an axis can have either the
same or opposite sense of tilt. [If we choose any particular axis, then in a direction

-. -perpendicular to it, successive octahedra are constrained to have opposite tilts about
that axis-see Glaxer.3 ] This can be done by using two interpenetrating sublattices a
and b with rotation angles 0o and 0b about a given axis for the two sublattices.
When 0, = b, the tilts are of the same sense and if 0 = -8 b, the tilts are of the
opposite sense. This technique is similar to that used for anti-ferroelectricity by
Kittel 2 and Cross.1 3 Extensions along these lines to PZT and other tilted systems
will be made in the future.
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ABTACT-The ADAGE computer graphics system has been used to
develop a modified Devonshire form for the elastic Gibbs

function to describe the simple proper ferroelectric phases
in the PbZrO 3 :PbTiO 3 family of crystalline solid solutions.
The unusual morphotropic phase boundary between tetragonal
and rhombohedral forms has been used to help delineate the
coefficients in the function at that composition. For the
Devonshire formulation, spontaneous strain in the

ferroelectric phases is assumed to be electrostrictive in
origin and an x-ray determination of the strains as function
of composition and temperature has been used to derive the
composition and temperature dependence of the high order
stiffness coefficients. The Gibbs function which has been
derived permits for the first time the calculation of the
full family of thermal, elastic, dielectric, and
piezoelectric parameters for the ferroelectric single domain
states and an evaluation of the manner in which these
parameters change under different elastic and electric
boundary conditions.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In many ferroelectric crystals, it has often proven useful to
correlate the dielectric, piezoelectric, and elastic properties of
paraelectric and ferroelectric phases by phenomenological
thermodynamic theory. The change in the thermodynamic potential
associated with the onset of the ferroelectric phase is described
through a Taylor series expansion in powers of the order parameter
(e.g.. of the dielectric polarization in the simple proper
ferroelectric) and of the coupling parameters to other interesting
thermodynamic variables.

The permitted terms and coupling parameters are limited by
the crystal symmetry of the prototypic paraelectric structure, and
the coefficients of these terms are assumed to be continuous
through any of the phase transitions into and between
ferroelectric phases.

1",1
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For many crystals this Landau:Ginsburg:Devonshire formalism
gives an excellent semiquantitative description of the dielectric,
elastic, piezoelectric, and electrothermal properties when only
the lowest order terms are linearly temperature dependent, higher
order terms temperature independent and often for a very truncated
series expansion ( - 3 . For a more accurate description over a
wider temperature range, additional higher order terms, and/or
tempera tu e dependent higher order coefficients can be
included

A valid general criticism of the application of the LDG
formalism to the description of the elasto-dielectric properties
of a general non-linear solid is that in using the simple
infinitesimal strain formulation and the simple conventional
definition of polarization, the electrostriction tensor
coefficients resulting are not strictly invariant under rotation
of axes. The proper variables as discussed by Toupin(6) are the
Legrangian strain and the material measure of polarization (MMP).
Unfortunately, however, in this more rigorous formulation, much of
the simplicity and transparency of the original simple
thermodynamic argument is lost.

For the special case of the simple proper ferroelectric,
materials in which the dielectric stiffness is anomalously small
while the elastic compliance is almost normal, it has been
shown (7 ) that the correction terms to the simply formulated
electrostriction constants are quite small. In application of the
phenomenology to a ceramic system, in which most of the material
parameters are not known to better than ±10%., the application of

. the simpler thermodyanmic method is probably justified, and is
used in this paper.

In ferroelectric polycrystalline ceramics, a complete Gibbs
function is particularly valuable since often the mechanical and
electric boundary conditions upon the individual crystallites are
uncertain, and it is frequently not clear whether 'abnormal'
properties are intrinsic and to be associated with these boundary
conditions, or are extrinsic and associated with such phenomena as
domain and phase boundary motion. The situation can become
particularly interesting when the fer.oelectric is at a
composition or temperature close to a ferroelectric:ferroelectric
phase boundary where quite minor changes in the boundry.stresses
can give rise to major changes in the property tensor .

For materials where good single domain single crystals are
available, the individual components of the property tensors can
be measured over a wide temperature range, and the development of
a suitable energy function is quite straightforward. In systems

-' . where only ceramic samples are available and good single crystals
- are unobtainable, the procedure is more complicated and must

necessarily be indirect.
* The lead zirconate:lead titanate (PZT) crystalline solution
=-.* system is an excellent example where good single domain single
- ". crystal data are unavailable even for the ferroelectric end member
- (PbTi03 ). It is a system where the technological materials of

most interest are grouped about a ferroelectric:ferroelectric

U'

. S * .



transition (the so-called morphotropic phase boundary) and for
which a representative Gibbs function could be of considerableuse .-- '

In the approach described in this paper, an ADAGE graphics
computer and an IBM 370 computer have been programmed to solve the
polynomial equations of the LGD treatment. The coefficients of
the energy function and their linear temperature derivatives are
under dial control in the analogue section of the ADAGE, with the
output presented graphically as a AG:T diagram. The high y
unusual feature of morphotropy (degeneracy between tetragonal and
rhombohedral solutions of the function) has been used to
distinguish the very limited set of coefficients which will
produce this phenomenon.

Experimental data least likely to be strongly influenced by
the ceramic character of the PZTs have been used to characterize
the composition dependence of the AG function, and to permit a
machine plotting of the full phase diagram for the single cell PZT
compositions and of the dielectric, piezoelectric, and
electrothermal characteristics of compositions in this phase
region.

2.0 PmOmOLOGICAL ENERGY FuNCTION

The elastic Gibbs free energy for a simple proper
ferroelectric derived from a prototypic phase of m3m symmetry
under isothermal conditions may be expressed in the form

G (P +P +P) +, X P+P+ + X (P2P2P P4. P2P2411123 ll1 2 -3' a12 '1 2 2"3 "3"1'"

+ 1  (P6+P6 P6)+ X p4 p2+p2 ) + p 4 p2+p2 ) + p4(p2 +p2))

41113. 23 a 1 1 2 1 2 3  2 13 31 2

+ 02 0202~P - 1/2 P(Z2+2+2 ) - sp 2 (1I12 +121 3 +13X1 )+ 123"-1"2 3 °11' "2 3 1(l2XX+31
(1)

- 1/2 s 4 (X4 +X ) - QI (XP +X 2 3 P2)

- Q1 (11 P4Pj (p
2 *p2) 2+(2 +P2)

- Q44 (X4P2P3 +15 PIP3+X6P1 P2)

where the . a.., and ai.k are the dielectric stiffness and
higher order stil'+ness coeftficients at constant stress, the sP.
are the elastic compliance coefficients measured at constan
polarization, and the Q j are the cubic electrostriction constants
in polarization notation. The expression is complete up to all
sixth power terms in polarization, but contains only fourth order
terms in electrostrictive and elastic behavior.

The first partial derivatives of the energy with respect to
the components of P, 1 and T give the conjugate parameters: the
electric field E i , the negative of the strain -xij# and the I
entropy change - S, respectively.
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8AG 8AG 8AG_
=E. (a), - i-z (b),* -S (c) (2)

Appropriate second partial derivatives give the dielectric
stiffnesses, elastic compliances and piezoelectric constants:

a2AG 82AG a28G
(a,--s. (b), i (c) (3)

a1Jp a1Jx 13ax

Equation (2a) with Ei 0, and the condition that equations
(3a), (3b), and (3c) Rust have positive values, give the
conditions for stability of the spontaneously polarized states.
The four solutions of equation (1) which are of interest for the
PZT family dielectrics are:

1 2~ 3 0 (a), AG =0 (b) (4)

Tetrazonal

2 x 2~ 11 1 11 1]11 2

3  , P1  2 ~=0a

AG -LP + x 4+ Q 1 1 P6 b) (5)

-(a X 12-2xa +Xx 1/2

2 P2 a1 1+a1 2)±((2a11+ 1 2) -1 ill+ 11 2)] a

AG - 2a1p2 + 2(aX +42 P4+2( x +ax1 2 )p6 (b) (6)

Rhombohedral

*-C C )+[(a +Q(a1 l+c 12+a)2)

AG 3 3aP2+3(a~x + x p+3x+o u (b) (7)

The a coefficients are continuous functions of composition and/or
* temperature.

The spontaneous elastic strains in the ferroelectric single
domain states, under the conditions 1. 0, may be deduced from

* - equation (2b) which leads to the following relations:
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Za = 2 = 3 = =Z =xz6 -0 (8)

X1 inX 2 X3 X S X

xI -x2 - (I+II .
"3 Q P2.a x .xs Q -2 (9o,

1mQ1 ,2 1 2 12 3 X4 (10)

1 -x 2  3 a (Q+ 2Q 2 )P.'a Q p,2 ax a .X , (10)

It Imay be noted that in eqation (10) the strain system

appears monoclinic as it is expressed with respect to the original
cubic axes (1,2,3), and that the strain tensor may be diagonalized
by a 450 rotation in the 1,2 plane corresponding to the proper
choice of orthorhombic axes.

The relative dielectric stiffnesses (X. ) were derived from
equation (3a) resulting In:

X1 2aX2o, X12 -X 23  X31 0 (12)

1tUU 2 X b

X33 = (2 I
1+l2alip 3 alllP3) o

X+ P 2+2 X P)&
aI11 - (2 21 2P 3 4 12 )o, X12  X23 X31 0 (13) -.

X X I )p4 p4 to I 2a a(2(L+(12a +.2(L)P4.(30j11 +14J 1  )z~s
X11 - X22411212 111ill1112)1 o

X33 a (2aI 4a12Pj (4al12+2423)P)o )(1 2 a(4.2Pl-l6all2P)So

X23 - X a 0 (14)

I X X 2 n

X1 a a2 3 (2a(121tl+4 2)P(30a*28a 2+2a 2 3 )P3)s0

a12 X23  X31 (4l12 3  
1  

2 4a23)P3)s (1)

S .



To yield units of energy for the free energy functions, the a
coefficients were divided by the permittivity of free space (so),
as shown in Section IV. Thus, the multiplication by go was
required in Equations (12) through (15) to give relative
dielectric stiffnesses.

" In the rhombohedral state, the polarization can be along any
of the <111> directions of the original cubic axes. By rotating
these axes so that the new x 3 axis is along the [111] direction,
the new dielectric stiffness coefficients (indicated by a prime)
can be related to the old coefficients (defined by equation 15)

. with the following equations:

Xi l  X i 2 "-Xll - X1 2 . X " 41 2X1 2

Xi2 X b - -il 0 (16)

The dielectric susceptibility coefficients (tq. .) can be
determined from the reciprocal of the dielectric itiffness
matrices. For a diagonalized stiffness matrix, such as the
matrices defined by equations (13) and (16) for the tetragonal and
rhombohedral states, the diagonal susceptibility coefficients

(1111 T122 and '133) are simply the reciprocal of the corresponding
stiffness coefficients, and the off-diagonal susceptibilities

(1112 123 and 131) are zero. The susceptibility coefficients for
the non-diagonalized stiffness matrix defined by equation (15) for
the rhombohedral state can be determined from the following

.- relations:

qll 1 122 q 133 2 2X 3
.+ Xll3)(1lX12-2 12

2
X12 -X1 IXI 2

112 = 1123 131 =  (17)
Xll-3XlX12 +2x12

Equation (17) gives the dielectric susceptibility coefficients for
the rhombohedral state based on the original cubic axes.

The piezoelectric polarization related bij coefficients can
be derived from equation (3c) as shown below:

bij = 0 (18)

b33 " 2QllP3

b3 1 - b3 2 
= 2Q1 2 P3

b15 = b 2 4  Q44 3 (19)

6
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Orthorhombic

11 - b 2 2 - 2Q11 P1

b12 m b13 =b21 - b23 =2Q12P1 ,-

b16 - b26  b34  b (20)

bll = b2 2 - b3 3 - 2Q11P3

b1 2 = b13 m b2 3 - b2 1 o b31 = b3 2 w 2Q12P3

b1 5 a b1 6 , b2 6 = b2 4 : b35 = b34 - Q4 4P3  (21)

The piezoelectric strain coefficients di. for the tetragonal
or rhombohedral states can be related to the j coefficients by:

d3 3 m q3 3aob3 3 n 2i3 3eoQ1 1P3

d3 1 m ii3 3 6ob 3 1 M 2T1338oQ 12P3

d1 5 - T 11 6 0b1 5 M % 1loQ44P3  (22)

The dielectric susceptibilities il1 and 133 in equation (22) are
based on the original cubic axis, and thus for the rhombohedral
state should be determined from equation (17).

The piezoelectric voltage coefficients S., are related to the
bij coefficients by a factor of (k-1)/k. where k is the dielectric
constant. PZT compositions have a k >> 1. thus the Si.
coofficients are approximately equal to the b.. coefficients.
Hence. for the tetragonal or rhombohedral states, the ij
coefficients are:

133 : b3 3 = 2Q1 1P3

931 b3 1 = 2Q1 2P3

91, b15 - Q44P3  (23)

If the temperature and composition dependence of the
dielectric stiffness, higher order stiffness, and electrostriction
constants are known, then the full family of spontaneous strains
and polarizations, and dielectric and piezoelectric properties can
be determined. In the next section values of these constants will
be found that reproduce the morphotropic boundary between the
tetragonal and rhombohedral phases. Then experimental data will
be used to scale and refine these constants to give quantitative
agreement with the properties of PZT.

7



3.0 COMPUTATION PROCEDURE

To give the observed Curie Weiss behavior of the dielectric
permittivity in the paraelectric phase, it is evident from
equation (12) that the coefficient a, must be a linearly
increasing function of temperature Iassing through zero at the
Curio Weiss temperature 8. where a, changes from negative to
positive values. The temperature 0 must be below the
ferroelectric transition temperature (T). The dielectric
stiffness and higher order stiffness coefficients may be functions
of both temperature and composition, but in any crystalline
solution system, it is expected that the variation be smooth and
continuous across the whole phase diagram.

Initial studies have suggested that even if the parameters

Ql* al# a12' and 1a are given linear temperature dependence,a
proper tetragonal: rhombohedral morphotropy cannot be developed
from the simple Devonshire function (aX

(a112 ma 123 m 0). However,
by adding a positive a1 1 2 paramfter to destabilize the
orthorhombic phase and a negative a1 2 3 parameter to restabilize
the rhombohedral phase, tetragonal and rhombohedral phases can be
made coincident over a wide temperature range without any inter-

*leaving of the orthorhombic region.
To permit ready visualization of the influence of the a

parameters on the resulting phase stabilities, the ADAGE was
* programmed to operate in a split screen mode. The right-hand half

of the screen plots AG1 vs T for all possible stable phases. AG
" was derived from a computer solution of the equations (5) and (71

which yield the appropriate values of P. at each temperature. On
the ADAGE, the a coefficients were under dial control and linear
temperature coefficients could be added to either the parameters
,o a or 2 .  Markers were inserted at each of the intersections

the diferent phase stabilities, marking the equilibrium

transition temperatures. This information on phase stabilities
was then transferred to the left portion of the screen. The a
parameters were then incremented to new values under machine
control, and the process was repeated. In this manner, a
hypothetical phase diagram can be rapidly built up for any given
initial choice of parameters and any chosen scheme of parameter
increments. Since the starting values and progression increments
are under analog control on the ADAGE system, new combinations can
be 'dialed' in at the start of each run and a wide range of
parameter combinations can be tested in quite a short period.

Experience using this plotting program has confirmed our
earlier expectations in that:

1. We cannot reproduce morphotropy with the simple
Devonshire function.

j 2 In the Devonshire formalism, as expected, the parameter
6- 1 controls the relative stability of tetragonal to

orthorhombic and rhombohedral phases. However, the orthorhombic
phase always interleaves or is degenerate with the rhombohedral.

8
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3. To generate a near vertica tetragonal-rhombohedral
bjundary requires a positive value of a11 2 and a negative value of

4. For all parameter combinations which generate a near
vertical morphotropic phase boundary (at Zr:Ti ratio -1:1) the
orthorhombic phase is always very close to (but metastable with
respect to) the overlapping tetragonal and rhombohedral stability
curves.

Having developed a small family of dimensionless parameters
which generate a sharp morphotropic change between rhombohedral
and tetragonal phases, the task. is to scale and refine the fitting
so that it describes quantitatively the properties of real PZT
compositions. For this purpose, it is clearly necessary to draw
upon additional experimental data. rt is desirable that in
choosing the appropriate results care be taken in selecting those
parameters and measurements which are least likely to be perturbed
by the ceramic boundary iinditions.

In this fitting we chose:
1. The composition dependence of the ferroelectric phase

transition temperature (Tc).
2. The temperature dependence of the spontaneous

polarization Ps for a series of carefully characterized
compositions across the tetragonal and the single cell
rhombohedral compositions in the phase diagram.

There appears to be rather general agreement as to the nature
of (1) with good accord between several sets of measurements by
independent observers. For (2) it is not possible to measure Ps
directly In these ceramic solid solutions. However, making use of
equations (9) and (11) we may relate the spontaneous strains xl.
X2. and x 4 to the appropriate calculated values of p.

The strains zl , x 2 , and z4 were determined by high
temperature x-ray powder diffraction for well character t lej powder
samples of PbTiO3 and several PZT compositions . The
experimental data for compositions with tetragonal room
temperature symmetry are shown in Figure 1 and for rhombohedral
compositions in Figure 2. Using equations (9) and (11), P2 was
derived from the experimental data, and calculated and measured P
values were fitted using Q 1 Q1 2 8 Q4 4 1 0. and PS(Tc (the
spontaneous polarization P3 of the tetragonal state at Tc) as
fitting parameters. Values of these parameters were determined at
each of the compositions where the spontaneous strains were
measured, and are plotted versus composition in Figure 3 for Qll,
Q1 2 , and Q4 4 , and in Figure 4 for a and Ps(Tc)"

Even given complete lack of constraint, the required Q values
do not change markedly with composition, and a good fitting of
observed and calculated strains can be obtained with composition
independent Q parameters. Thus composition and temperature
independent Q values were used for the theoret cal calculations,
with Q1 1  6.6 x 10 -2 m4 /C , Q1 2 w -3.2 x 10 - m4 /C , and Q44
1.S z 1602 m4 /C 2, as shown by the solid lines in Figure 3.

To obtain the composition dependence of the e and PS(Tc)
parameters, the values were fit with polynomial equations, as

9



Pshown by the solid curves in Figure 4. The experimental values of
the transition temperature T0 from the PZT phase diagram were also
fitted with a polynomial equation. These equations were then used
to calculate values of 9, ,S(Tc)' and for the theoretical

calculations, and are:

T - (211.8+486.0x-280.0x2+74.42x3)oC

9 = (208.2+489.6x-322.8xZ2+164.7x3-63. Slx 4) C

-S(Tc) - (0.1194+0.2001x-O.04854x
2-O.OO2914x3) C/r2  (24)

x is the mole fraction of PbTiO, in PZT.
After adjusting the Qll, Q12 1 Q44

o 9, and PS(Tc) parameters#
recalculation of the phase diagram confirmed that minor changes
had not significantly degraded the initial fitting of morphotropy
and a final trimming of the equations lead to the following
parameter scheme:

4 Xa(T-G), Xo = .-- , where C is the Curie constant.

X - (T)
pxl(Tc)

- -: a1 2  = OaX. where @ 9.8 in PbZrO3 changing linearly with
composition to -12.0 in PbTiO 3

X

p4

5 (Tc)

X

1 2 3 
=-[-45,000(1-x)-20.000xl/eoC. where x is the mole

fraction of ?bTiO3 in

PbZrO3 :.PbTiO 3

The temperature independent relation given above for a1 and 11
were required to cause the free energies (AG) of the cubic and
tetragonal states to be equal at the transition temperature Tc.

To quantify the Gibbs function, it is necessary to select the
scaling parameter X .' In materials with lower Tc values, this is
readily accomplished by a direct measurement of the dielectric
permittivity as a function of T above Tc in the paraelectric phase
and a fitting to the Curie Weiss law.

10
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For the PZTs, the high Curie temperatures lead to
considerable difficulty, and values of the Curie constant have
been reported ranging from 1.5 to 15 x 105 'C- 1. An indirect
method has been used to determine the compositional dependence of
the Curie constant (%) from a combination of calorimetric and
phenomenological data 0 as shown by the data points in Figure
S. The solid curve is a Gaussian distribution used to fit the
experimental data, and is of the following form:

C M aeb(x-d)Z-e. (26)

where a - 6.2x10 5 , b = -37.2, d - 0.5, • 1.5xlO5 o and x is the
mole fraction of PbTiO3 in PZT. Using this equation to determine
the Curie constant as a function of composition, the values of TcO
, P Os(Tc) s and the a stiffness coefficients were determined at
various compositions across the PZT phase diagram, as shown in
Table 1.

4.0 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED PARAMETERS FOR PZT

4.1 Phase Diagram

The experimental phas diagram for the PZT solid solution
system is shown in Figure 6 . The region of interest which is
accessible to the simple phenomenology involves the single cell
compositions in the regions marked PC* FT. and F
Antiferroelectric orthorhombic and multicell rhombohedralFR(LT)
phases have not been accounted for.

A first trial at the phenomenological fitting, usin& a linear
T vs composition to explore the possibilities of morphotropy is
shown in Figure 7. The final fitting using the parameters listed
in the previous section is shown in Figure 8, plotted over the
experimental data for comparison.

For the region between 0.25 and 1.0 mole fraction PbTiO3 , the
free energy as a function of composition is shown in Figure 9 for
temperatures of 259C. 12SOC, and 3006C. The dashed curve labeled
MPB is the crossover corresponding to the morphotropic phase
boundary between the tetragonal and rhombohedral phases.

4.2 Soontaneous Polarization

Data are not available in the literature for PS in any of the
PZT compositions of interest. There are some single crystal
valuts for pure lead titanate, and one set of measurements of PS
vs T( 1 3 ) is summarized in Figure 10. The agreement between the
experimental measurements and phenomenological calculation is
fairly good considering that the higher order dielectric stiffness
constants were independent of temperature. The theoretical
temperature dependenct of PS originated from the dielectric
stiffness coefficient a,. which was given a temperature dependence
based on the Curie-Weiss law.

.' .' - . • - ." " .- ." ' " ° / - "" •* • • .j ," . . . . ., % ., . ,1,1, .
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The calculated temperature dependence of the spontaneous
polarization for several PZT compositions in the tetragonal phase

' field are shown in Figure 11. From these curves the trend of P
at 25°C as a function of composition across the phase diagram is
depicted in Figure 12.

4.3 Dielectric and Piezoelectric Sinle Domain Properties

The calculated single domain dielectric susceptibility
coefficients for PbTiO3 (Fig. 13). PZT 50:50 (Fig. 14). and PZT
60:40 (Fig. 15) have been derived. It should be noted that in
these figures the susceptibility q is almost identical to the
normal dielectric permittivity, and that the scales for values
above and below Tc are different. The change in the room
temperature components of n calculated as a function of

composition are shown in Figure 16. The susceptibility
coefficients for the cubic (1 ) and tetragonal (11 and 'R33) state
were calculated from the reciprocal of the stiffness matrices
defined by equations (12) and (13), respectively. The
susceptibility coefficients (11, and q3j) for the rhombohedral
state were based on the principal axes of the rhombohedral unit
cell with the spontaneous polarization along the x3 -axis. Thus
the reciprocal of the stiffness matrix defined by equation (16)
was used for the calculation of the susceptibilities for the
rhombohedral state.

The piezoelectric constants d3 3, d3 1, and d were calculated
as a function of temperature for PbTiO3 and PZT 30:50 as shown in
Figures 17 and 18. respectively. The corresponding temperature
dependent g values g3, g3 1, and g1 5 are given in Figures 19 and
20. Modifications o the room temperature d values as a function
of composition at room temperature are depicted in Figure 21, with
the related g values in Figure 22.

5.0 pISCUSSI

The agreement between experimental and phenomenological
descriptions of morphotropy exhibited in Figure 8 is obviously
very good and has been achieved without any abrupt changes in the
energy parameters. The Gibbs free energy difference between
stable and metastable phases at the PbTiO omposition agrees well
with that proposed by Henning and Hardtl '4' on empirical grounds,
though from our calculations the free energies themselves are not
linear functions of the composition.

For the parameters chosen the calculated polarizations agree
quite well with those derived from spontaneous strain measurements
though there is some evidence from the more rapid rise near Tc in
the calculated data that the series expansion is too rapidly
truncated or correspondingly that temperature coefficients on the
highest order terms are needed. The electrostriction constants
derived in this analysis are comparable with the measured
constants for PbTiO3 and as expected do not change significantly
with composition across the whole phase diagram.

12
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With the constant X chosen to provide a good fitting with
the available thermal data, the calculated permittivity
temperature curves are not unreasonable, with values of the Curie .

Weiss slope being as expected towards the lowest values measured
in PZTs. At the lead titanate end of the composition system, the
high stability of the tetragonal phase is exhibited in the lower
values of transverse susceptibility (111). However, on
approaching the morphotropic phase boundary all begins to increase
markedly. Calculated values for T are, however, still only about
half the room temperature values usually measured even in hard
PZTs.

A probable explanation for the observed discrepancy between
theory and experiments at room temperature is that a major part of
the dielectric polarizability in the ceramic is extrinsic arising
from the motion of polar domain or phase boundaries. Some support
for this hypothesis can be derived from recent measurements of
perm ttfvity and piezoelectric response of PZT ceramics down to
4.2t -i . At this very low temperature, extrinsic effects should
be frozen out, and indeed both donor and acceptor doped PZTs of a
common Zr:TI ratio do come to the same value of permittivity 833
and to very similar values of d3 3 and d3 1 . These lower
temperature data are in excellent accord with low temperature
projections from the present thermodynamic theory, suggesting that -

it does in fact model the intrinsic response rather effectively.
A startling feature of the response of the doped PZTs is the

manner in which dielectric and piezoelectric response scale
together.

It would appear that the domain or phase boundary motion
driven by the weak E field must be shape changing, i.e. that 1800
wall processes are not strongly involved, but that the active
domains must be of ferroelastic type.

A more detailed discussion of the fitting to the low
temperature data, and of the influences of elastic and dielectric
boundary conditions on the phase stability will be presented in a
later paper.

The behavior of the piezoelectric 4 and g coefficients again
appears to reflect the significantly lower dielectric
polarizability of the single domain state - the calculated g
coefficients being on the whole slightly larger than the measured
values and the calculated d coefficients being small even for very
hard PZTs.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Spontaneous strain data plotted versus temperature
measured by high temperature x-ray powder diffraction
for PZT samples in the tetragonal phase field. The
scatter ing of the data points is +0.2x10- 3 for x, and
_+0.110 -  for x2 .

Fig. 2. Spontaneous strain data plotted versus temperature
measured by high temperature x-ray powder diffraction
for PZT samples in the rhombohedral phase field. The

-4scattering of the data points is O.x10- for x4.
Fig. 3. Values of the polarization related electrostriction

constants Q1 1, Q1 2, and Q4 4 required to fit calculated
and experimental spontaneous strain data.

Fig. 4. Values of the Curie-Weiss temperature G and the
spontaneous polarization of the tetragonal state at T
required to fit the experimental and phenomenological
spontaneous strain data. The solid curves are
polynomial fits of the data (see equation 24).

Fig. 5. The Curie constant plotted versus composition. The data
points are from reference 9, an the solid curve is
Gaussian distribution used to fit the data (see equation
26).

Fig. 6. The phase diagram for the FbZrO3 :PbTiO3 solid solution
system (from reference 12).

Fig. 7. The initial fitting tP senerate a morphotropic boundary
between the tetragona. (FT) and rhombohedral (FR(HT))
phases using a linear Tc vs composition.

Fig. 8. Superposition of experimental and phenomenological PZT
phase diagrams. The T. curve is a polynomial fit of the
experimental data (see equation 24). The curve between
the FR and FT phase was determined from the cross-over
of the tetragonal and rhombohedral free energies (see
Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. The elastic Gibbs free energy for the tetragonal,
rhombohedralo and orthorhombic states plotted versus
composition across the single cell region of the PZT
phase diagram of 25, 125, and 3000C.

Fig. 10. The spontaneous polarization Ps plotted versus
temperature for PbTiO3. The data points and solid curve
represent experimental single-crystal measurements from
reference 13. The dashed curve is the phenomenological
calculation using equation (0a).

Fig. 11. The spontaneous polarization plotted versus temperature
for several PZT compositions in the tetragonal phase
field. Equation (Sa) was used for these calculations.

Fig. 12.. The spontaneous polarization plotted versus composition
at 250C. Equations (Sa) and (7a) were used for the
tetragonal and rhombohedral phase fields, respectively.

Fig. 13. The calculated dielectric susceptibility plotted versus
temperature for PbTiO3 .

Fig. 14. The calculated dielectric susceptibility plotted versus
temperature for a 50:50 ZT composition.

Fig. 15. The calculated dielectric susceptibility plotted versus
temperature fo' a 60:40 PZT composition.
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Fig. 16. The dielectric susceptibility plotted versus composition
at 20C.

Fig. 17. The calculated piezoelectric strain coefficients d.

plotted versus temperature for PbTiO0. ij

Fig. 18. The calculated piezoelectric strain coefficients dij

plotted versus temperature for a 50:50 PZT composition
(the tetragonal state was assumed).

Fig. 19. The calculated piezoelectric voltage coefficient $ij
*.--'* plotted versus temperature for PbTiO3 .

Fig. 20. The calculated piezoelectric voltage coeff icieuts S..

plotted versus temperature for a 50:50 PZT composition

(the tetragonal state was assumed).
Fig. 21. The calculated piezoelectric strain coefficients dij

plotted versus composition at 2SC.
Fig. 22. The calculated piezoelectric voltage coefficients Sij

plotted versus composition at 250C.
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Piezoelectric Composite Materials for Ultrasonic Transducer Applications

Part I. Resonant Modes of Vibration of PZT Rod-Polymer Composites

T.R. Gururaja, W.A. Schulze*, L.E. Cross and R.E. Newnham

Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University

University Park, PA 16802

B.A. Auld and 3. Wang

Ginzton Laboratory
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305

Abstract

The objective of the present work was to gain a deeper understanding of

the behavior of PZT-polymer composites for applications such as ultrasonic

medical diagnosis in the MHz frequency range. These composites were originally

developed for low frequency hydrophone applications. PZT rod-polymer

composites have been prepared with 5 to 30 volume percent PZT using 0.28 mm

and 0.45 mm rods. In a disc of PZT rod-polymer composite material, there are

three principal types of resonance: the planar mode, the thickness mode, and

various lateral modes caused by the regular periodicity of the PZT rod in the

composite. These resonance modes have been studied by the following

techniques: 1. Electrical impedance measurement as a function of frequency.

2. Laser probe dilatometry of the dynamic displacement as a function of

frequency and position in the composite lattice. The observed resonance

behavior is found to be a result of lateral interactions in the composite

through the epoxy medium. The effect of temperature on the electromechanical

properties of the composite has also been investigated. Implications of these

results for design optimization of ultrasonic transducer are discussed.

*Present Address: New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred University,
Alfred, NY 14802.
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I In troduc tion

The design and fabrication of composite materials optimized for a special

application has been the subject of extensive research recently. The

applications range from mechanical structures to electronic devices. In

designing composite materials, primary importance is given to the proper

choice of component phases and the way in which they are interconnected to

maximize a predefined figure of merit for the application envisaged. An

important class of these new materials is the family of piezoelectric ceramic-

polymer composite transducers. To date, most of-the work on piezoelectric

ceramic-polymer composite materials has been focused on hydrophone

applications in the low frequency (<40 KHz) range, where the dimensions of the

transducer are much smaller than the acoustic wavelength [1-8]. Heretofore,

there have been no studies to investigate the usefulness of these composites

*- at higher frequencies (1-10 MHz) for medical diagnostic and nondestructive

testing applications. At these frequencies, the acoustic wavelength is

comparable to the scale of the composite microstructure. The acoustic

impedance, bandwidth, and radiation patterns of the composite transducer can

be controlled in such a sophisticated manner which is impossible in single

phase materials. The results of a systematic investigation of the composite

materials made from piezoelectric lead zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramics and

piezoelectrically inactive polymer are reported here. The study was described

in the present focused on understanding electromechanical properties of the

composite materials in resonant configurations. The knowledge of the high

frequency dynamic behavior of the composite was then used to evaluate the

composite materials for ultrasonic transducer applications with an emphasis on

medical diagnostic applications. The results are discussed in the

accompanying paper (Part II).
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In Section II, the requirements of a piezoelectric transducer for

ultrasonic imaging applications and the limitations of the existing single

phase transducer materials are described. In Section III, a brief review of

the earlier works on piezoelectric ceramic-polymer composites of relevance to

the present work is given. Advantages of the use of composites for ultrasonic

applications are pointed out. The criteria used to select an appropriate

composite structure for a detailed investigation for high frequency transducer

applications are also described. Bulk mechanical properties of the polymer

phase that strongly influence ultrasonic proper-ties of the composite are

summarized in Section IV. The characterization of all the different resonance

modes in the composite are discussed in Section V. Laser probe measurements

* are presented in Section VI. The effect of temperature on the resonance modes

in the composite are dealt with in Section VII. Finally, the implication of

the results on the high frequency vibration behavior of the composites in air

for the ultrasonic imaging applications are summarized in Section VIII.

II. Piezoelectric Transducer Material Parameters

The basic requirements of a piezoelectric transducer for ultrasonic

diagnostic imaging are an ability to generate short acoustic pulses and

receive them with high sensitivity in the frequency range of 1-10 MHz. The

transducer should also exhibit good axial and lateral resolution to visualize

structures with dimensions of the order of a millimeter or less [9]. In terms

of the material parameters, these requirements can be summarized as follows:

1. The piezoelectric material should have a high electromechanical coupling

coefficient for high sensitivity. 2. The acoustic impedance of the

transducer should be well matched to that of the load to mirimize reflection

losses at the interface. The acoustic impedance matching at the interface

determines the Q (broadband nature) of the transducer.

3
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It is well known that the piezoelectric ceramic materials such as PZT

with high electromechanical coupling suffer from a severe disadvantage when

operated with a low impedance load like that of the human body. The acoustic

impedance of PZT is around 30x106 kg/m 2 -sec while the tissues have acoustic

impedance near that of water, 1.5 kg/m 2 -sec. (Henceforth all acoustic

impedances will be given in units of 106 kg/m 2-sec called M rayl.) As a

result of the acoustic impedance mismatch, the coupling of the acoustic energy

at the transducer-load interface is very poor. The resonance behavior is thus

high Q (narrow bandwidth). The consequence of a high Q in a transducer is a

slow pulse-rise time and a prolonged ring down with a detrimental effect on

range resolution.

VIn practice, two methods are used to increase the transducer bandwidth.

In the first method, the resonance of the piezoelectric element is

mechanically damped with a well matched backing medium [10]. As a results a

large portion of the available energy is transmitted into the backing material

resulting in a lower sensitivity. In the second method, the frequency

bandwidth of a transducer is increased by the use of an impedance matching

layer of quarter wavelength in thickness and characteristic impedance equal to

the geometric mean of those of the transducer and load [10]. More recently,

Goll and Auld [11], Desilets et al. [12], and Souquet et al. [13] have made

complete theoretical and experimental analyses for obtaining optimum acoustic

matching. Depending on the specific requirements of sensitivity, bandwidth,

and impulse response, the optimum acoustic impedance of the matching layer for

a PZT ceramic disc operating into a water equivalent load varies from 4 to 7.

Since no readily available material has its acoustic impedance near this

value, a matching layer must be prepared synthetically, which is not always

easy. However, in practice, such material is prepared by mixing suitable

metallic powder such as aluminum with some epoxy resin [10,13,14]. The

6. 4
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composite matching layer configurations have relatively large attenuation

coefficient and add to further loss of acoustic energy.

Desilets et al. [12] and Goll [151 have further improved the bandwidth

and the sensitivity of their disc transducers using multiple layer impedance

matching schemes. Although two layer matching schemes work very well with

readily available materials, the transducer fabrication is quite involved. As

the frequency of operation is increased, the thickness of the matching layer

decreases which makes the fabrication more difficult.

The recent development of piezoelectric polymer materials such as

polyvinylidene flouride (PVF2) has opened up new possibilities for transducers

operating with low acoustic impedance media [161]. PVF 2 has a low acoustic

impedance, reasonable piezoelectric coupling, high g3 3 coefficient and offers

wide bandwidth frequency response which are excellent properties for acoustic

imaging in low impedance load. Several intrinsic limitations of PVF2

* .! transducers, as discussed in detail by Collerame et al. [17] and Hunt et al.

* . [18], restrain their extensive use in ultrasonic imaging applications. Major

limitations are mentioned below. First of all it is very difficult to produce

samples with resonance near the typical operating frequency in medical

ultrasound; although recently some researchers have been successful in

producing 1-2 mm thick polarized PVF 2 films [19]. The d 33 coefficient of PVF2

is only 10 pC/N, and hence PVF2 is a poor ultrasonic transmitter. In addition

PVF2 has a dielectric constant of only 11 at 1 K z which decreases at higher

frequencies. Thus, the electrical impedance of PVF 2 transducers is high and

is in general more difficult to match than the piezoelectric ceramics. The

dielectric loss tangent in PVF2 is 0.25 at 2.5 MHz and acts as a major source

of absorption of electrical energy applied to the transducer. In the receiver

mode, the dielectric loss is found to diminish the signal to noise ratio.

-. 5
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As discussed above, single phase piezoelectric materials (ceramic or

polymer) are far from being optimized for ultrasonic imaging applications.

Thus, a composite material combining the desirable properties of two different

phases might be superior. This concept has proven to be highly successful in

designing composite materials consisting of PZT and piezoelectrically inactive

polymer. The hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficients of these composites were

2 to 3 orders higher than that of the piezoelectric phase used in the

composite. Although the design and fabrication of different types of

piezoelectric composite materials for hydropkone applications at low

frequencies (<40 [Hz) has been reported in several papers [1-8], for

completeness a brief summary is presented here in the next section.

III. Composite Piezoelectric Transducers

PZT ceramics, which is commonly used as a piezoelectric transducer

mat.erial, suffers from several disadvantages when used as a hydrostatic

pressure sensor. The hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient dh(=d 3 3 +2d 3 1 ) of

.,-. PZT is low due to opposite signs of piezoelectric strain coefficients d33 and

" .d 3 1 , even though the magnitudes of both d 3 3 and d3 1 are large. The

hydrostatic voltage coefficient gh (dh/cok) is also small because of its high

relative permittivity k.eo is the permittivity of free space.

To improve the magnitude of dh and gSh a number of different diphasic

composites using PZT and passive polymers have been fabricated. It was shown

that the phase connectivity, defined as the manner in which the individual

phases are interconnected, is the key feature in designing the composite
9
* materials. The electrical flux pattern and mechinicl stress distribution

* .together with the resulting physical and piezoelectric properties depend

strongly on the phase connectivity. In a disphasic composite, there are ten

possible connectivity patterns designated as 0-0, 1-0, 2-0. 3-0. 1-1. 2-1, 3-

6



1, 2-2, 3-2, and 3-3. A 1-3 connectivity pattern, for example, consists of

parallel PZT rods embedded in a three dimensionally continuous polymer matrix

[3]. In the notation used here, the piezoelectric phase appears first.

Dielectric and piezoelectric properties of different types of PZT-polymer

composite materials designed for the hydrophone applications are summarized in

Table 1. Hydrostatic d and g coefficients were measured by a substitution

method [7]. As listed in the table, a 3-3 composite comprises of PZT and

polymer phases continuously self-connected in three dimensions to give two

interlocking skeletons in intimate contact with one another [1,6]. A 1-3-0

composite is a 1-3 PZT rod-polymer composite with a third phase such as hollow

glass spheres or pores not in contact with each other [20]. In composite with

0-3 connectivity, piezoelectric ceramic particles (PZT, pure and modified lead

titanate) 1 to 10 p in size are loaded in a polymer matrix [8]. Composites of

PZT and polymer with 3-1 and 3-2 connectivity patterns have been fabricated by

drilling holes in sintered PZT blocks and filling the holes with epoxy [7].

In designing all these composite matertal, the primary goal was to decouple

the transverse d3 1 coefficient and lower the dielectric permittivity to

augment the hydrostatic d and S coefficients. The product of dh and gh listed

in Table 1 was used as the figure of merit for the hydrophone applications.

From Table 1, it is evident that the hydrostatic pressure sensitivity of

some of the composites was orders of magnitude larger than the corresponding

values of the piezoelectric phase used in the composites. The density of the

composite could be adjusted between the densities of the component phases.

Composites with porous polyurethane phase were prepared to have positive

buoyancy in water. By choosing soft polymers such as silicone rubber and

polyurethane, composites were made flexible.

PZT polymer composites have several advantages over conventional

piezoceramic materials for ultrasonic applications. In composites most of the

7 -,



PZT (70-95%) is replaced by a low density polymer, and hence results in a

better acoustic impedance matching to the human body. The composites also

have a relatively low mechanical Q (3-10) [21]. These properties of the

composites appear well suited for the broad bandwidth applications. Although

PZT has a high d3 3 coefficient, the voltage coefficient g33 is low because of

the high dielectric constant. Thus, PZT is a poor receiver of ultrasound.

The concept of composite transducer allows designing a composite structure to

7enhance the g3 3 coefficient and improve the sensitivity in the receiving mode.

If the receiving voltage sensitivity of the transducer is enhanced, the human

* body can be interrogated at lower ultrasonic energy and the biological effects

of ultrasound, if any, can be minimized.

The following criteria were used here to select composite material of an

appropriate connectivity for a systematic investigation intended towards

ultrasonic transducers. Transducers for ultrasonic imaging applications are

operated in a half wavelength thickness mode for maximum sensitivity. Thus,

the major requirement of a composite was to have a well defined thickness

resonance with a reasonably good piezoelectric coupling coefficient and a low

Q. Pulse-echo amplitude and bandwidth of air backed composite transducers

operating with water load in the low megahertz frequency range determined by

the tone-burst pulse-echo method [22] were used as additional parameters.

Among all the different composites, only those with PZT rods embedded in

Spurrs epoxy* matrix with regular periodicity (1-3 connectivity) appeared to

be very promising for the ultrasonic transducer application [21). The
S

' thickness coupling coefficient for these composites was determined to be about

* *i 60-70%. This value compares favorably with the thickness coupling coefficient

*Polysciences, Warrington, PA.
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of 49% for PZT-5 disc used in commercial transducers. Mechanical Q of the

composites was low (3-10) compared to that of PZT-5 (80). The pulse-echo

amplitude of these composite transducers was large (2-3 V to 10 V input

signal) and comparable toAof commercially available transducers. 1-3

composites had additional advantages. There are many variables including PZT

rod diameter, volume percent of the PZT and polymer phases, which can be

varied relatively easily to optimize the properties for particular

application. The continuous poling technique [23] can be used to polarize

long PZT rods, which can then be arranged in a polymer matrix in such a way to

obtain a desired radiation pattern. Since the composite structure resembles a

transducer array, the knowledge of the high frequency dynamic behavior of

these composites might be helpful in resolving some of the problems

encountered in array applications, such as minimizing the acoustic cross talk

between the adjacent elements. Because of the above advantages, 1-3

composites were chosen for an extensive investigation aimed at high frequency

transducer applications.

A detailed procedure for fabricating composites with 1-3 connectivity has

been reported by Klicker and co-workers [3]. In brief PZT-501A* rods were

extruded using an organic binder and then fired at 1285@C for one-half hour.

Fired rods were aligned using an array of appropriately spaced holes drilled

in a pair of brass discs bolted parallel to each other. The array of PZT rods

was then cast in Spurrs epoxy matrix. The composite so formed was cut

perpendicular to the length of the rod and lapped to the required thickness.

The composite was then electroded with silver paint on the major surfaces and

poled conventionally by applying an electric field of 20 kV/cm for five

minutes in a heated oil bath at 804C. Different composites were prepared with

*Ultrasonic Powders, Inc., South Plainfield, NY.
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approximately 5, 10, 20, and 30 volume percent PZT using 0.45 mm rods, and

with 10 and 20 volume percent PZT using 0.28 mm rods. Table 2 gives the

periodicity (distance between the centers of neighboring PZT rods) of PZT rods

in each of the above composites. The composite samples were shaped as

circular discs of diameter 19 mm and varying thickness from 0.5 mm to 5 mm. A

picture of typical composite samples is given in Figure 1.

Results on the average properties including density, piezoelectric d 3 3

coefficient, and dielectric permittivity of PZT rod-polymer composites have

been reported earlier by Klicker et al. [3]. Data- for the composite samples

*-'- used in the present work are listed in Table 2 along with the properties of

single phase PZT-501A for comparison.

IV. Bulk Mechanical Properties of SDurrs Epoxy

Spurrs epoxy is the piezoelectrically inactive phase in the composite

-. material considered here. However, its function in the composite transducer

is quite critical. When the composite is used as an ultrasonic transmitter,

the epoxy has to effectively couple the ultrasonic energy from a high acoustic

impedance PZT to a low acoustic impedance load. Similarly in the receiving

mode, the ultrasonic energy incident on the composite should be transferred

effectively to the piezoelectrically active PZT. The important parameters of

the polymer which influence the performance of the composite as an ultrasonic

transducer are its acoustic impedance, longitudinal and shear wave velocities

and attenuation coefficients and their dependence on frequency. These

properties of the polymer determine the interaction among the neighboring PZT

rods, and hence the high frequency dynamic behavior of the composite.

Xeasurement techniques used to determine these parameters in Spurrs epoxy are

described elsewhere [24]. Only the results which are useful for analysis of

the vibration behavior of the composites are presented here.

10
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The longitudinal and transverse wave velocities in Spurrs epoxy were

determined to be 2060 m/sec and 1150 m/sec, respectively. The acoustic

impedance of the Spurrs epoxy was calculated to be 2.27x10 6 kg/m 2 -sec. The

attenuation of the transverse wave in Spurrs epoxy was measured to be 6 dB/cm

at 0.5 MHz. The attenuation coefficient was found to increase with the square

of the frequency. The glass transition temperature T is another
9

characteristic parameter for polymeric material. The glass transition

temperature is defined as the temperature below which the material behaves

like a glass and above which the material is rubberlike and soft [25]. In the

present work, T and its dependence on frequency was determined by measuring

dielectric loss tangent of Spurrs epoxy as a function of temperature and

frequency. At the glass transition temperature, the loss tangent goes through

a peak and can be easily identified. For Spurrs epoxy, Tg was found to be a

function of frequency varying from 700C at 100 Hz to 1210C at 1 MHz with a

shift of 12-150C per decade of frequency.

V. Resonance Modes

Resonance modes in composite materials, as in single phase materials, are

defined by the geometry and dimension of the specimen. In a circularly shaped

1-3 composite material, the resonance modes observed are the planar mode, the

thickness mode, and a number of lateral modes related to the regular

periodicity of the PZT rods in the composite. Characterization of the

different resonance modes in 1-3 PZT rod-polymer composite will be described

in the following subsections. Knowledge of the resonant vibration behavior of

the composites in air is important and helpful in the evaluation of the

composites as an ultrasonic transducer operating into water equivalent load.

11



a. Planar Mode Resonance

The planar (also called radial) mode vibration in thin disc, as

illustrated in Figure 2a, involves simultaneous mechanical motion in the 1 and

K> 2 directions driven by the electric field in the 3 direction (poling

K. -.

*direction). Since the diameter was the largest dimension (19 mm) in all the

composite samples, the planar mode was the lowest frequency resonance mode.

The IRE Standard on piezoelectric measurements [26] was used to determine

the electromechanical coefficients and elastic constants. The most important

parameters for calculating these constants are- the series and parallel

* - resonance frequencies f5 and f., the geometric capacitance Col, and the

*impedance minimum IZmI at resonance. A spectrum analyzer (HP 3585A) which

* provides a circuit similar to the transmission network recommended by the IRE

Standard was used in measuring frequencies fm and fn corresponding to minimum

and maximum impedance. In the presence of high mechanical lostes, fm andf

m n

are quite different from f5 and f p. The IRE Standard recommends th.. following

*approximation to calculate Af f f-f from the measured value of fm andf

. 26

f-fm

Af (f-fs)-(1
p5 4

M2

where the figure of merit M is given by

M2nf5R1 C0  
2nfm(co~i) IZI(2

where C p C1 are the capacitance of the parallel and series branch and the

Sresistance of the series branch of the equivalent circuit of the piezoelectric

--
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measured at a frequency well below fundamental resonance, for instance at 1

KHz. These approximations are valid for resonances with M > 3.

The planar coupling coefficient k was calculated from the expression
p

-given by [271

R2-(I-a2k2  Af 1- 1 (3)
f s +

where a is the Poisson's ratio of the material. Since the Poisson's ratio of

both PZT and epoxy are approximately 0.3, the Poisson's ratio of the composite

was assumed to be 0.3. The value of RI = 2.05 for a = 0.3. fs was

approximated to fm.

The mechanical quality factor Q can be evaluated from the relation [26]

=2Rtf5IZmI (Co +C)(- -) (4)
f2
p

For M > 3, the above expression was simplified to

S4nAfIZm (Co+Ci )  (5)
10210

The calculated values of k and Q from Equations (3) and (5) for several
p

composites are summarized in Table 3. The frequency constant N for the

planar mode (product of resonance frequency and the diameter) is also listed -'

in the table. The data are divided into two groups depending on the thickness J

of the sample. The first group investigated consisted of thin samples with a

thickness of about 0.6 mm. The second group comprised of all samples thicker

than 3 mm and were classified as thick samples. The properties remained

virtually constant in the two extreme limits. The data listed in the table

are an average of the measurements of at least five samples.

13
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As it emerges from Table 3, the figure of merit M for the radial mode

resonance of all the composites was between 1 and 2. As mentioned before,

Equations (3) and (5) used for calculating kp and Q are not fully valid for

values of M < 3. Subsequently, the values of k and Q listed in Table 3 are
p

far from being exact. However, since the value of M is approximately the same

for all the samples, the uncertainty in assessing kp and Q is of the same

order. Hence the results can be used for a relative comparison of samples

having different volume fraction PZT.

Table 3 indicates that the planar coupling coefficient kp of the

composites increases with increase in the volume fraction of PZT. Thick

composites have a higher kp compared to thin composites of the same volume

fraction. Lower values of k in thin samples indicate that the mechanical

energy is not efficiently coupled from the PZT rods to the polymer and from

the polymer back to the PZT rods. The coupling becomes more efficient for

thicker samples indicating a greater homogeneity. A similar explanation can

be given for the difference in the frequency constant between the thick and

thin samples.

In the last column of Table 3, the longitudinal velocity Ct perpendicular

to the length of the rod is listed. The value of C was calculated using the

relation [27]

2.05 [(Et/p(1-a 2)] (6)

where fs is the series resonance frequency of the planar resonance. Et is the

elastic modulus of the composite perpendicular to the PZT rod axis, p is the

density, and a is the radius. In the above expression, (Et/p)1 /2 corresponds

to the longitudinal velocity Ct perpendicular to the rod axis. In calculating

14



Ct from Equation (6), f. was measured and a was assumed to be 0.3 as already

mentioned.

An attempt was made to theoretically estimate the longitudinal velocity

Ct by obtaining an expression for the elastic modulus Et perpendicular to the

rod axis as a function of volume fraction of PZT. Knowing Et and the density

of the composite (Table 2), Ct was calculated from the expression Ct .

(Et/ ) 1/2

The effective modulus Et in the transverse direction can be calculated by

the Reuss constant stress model [141 which assumes that the two phases

experience equal stress. This assumption seems appropriate for a combination

of hard filler in a soft matrix, because the matrix should deform more than

the filler and the stress in such a solid should be fairly constant. The

effective modulus by the Reuss model is given by

1 Vi v21 = - + - (7)

Et El E2

where v1 and v2 are the volume fractions and E1 and E2 are the elastic moduli

of the two phases. Elastic modulus for the PZT phase perpendicular to the

length of the rod is given by E = CE1 = 12.1 x 1010 N/m 2 (elastic stiffness

under constant electric field) (281. Elastic modulus of epoxy was calculated

from the longitudinal velocity (2060 m/sec) and density (1.1 gm/cc) to be 4.7

x 109 N/M 2 . The experimental and calculated values of Ct are plotted in

Figure 3.

As it can be seen from Figure 3, there is a large discrepancy between the

experimental and the measured velocities at low volume percent PZT. At high

volume fractions, the measured velocity approaches the calculated value.

However, a good agreement was observed between the theoretical and

experimental value of C t in composites of steel filament in an epoxy matrix of
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similar structure as the PZT rod-polymer composites (29]. The above explained

discrepancy in the present work is probably because of the velocity

calculations using Equation 6. Equation 6 was derived for a single phase

ceramic material and is probably not completely valid for the composite

materials considered here.

The figure of merit M for radial mode resonance of the composite samples

was less than two [Table 31; hence, the approximations suggested by the IRE

Standard are not applicable. Therefore, the exact coefficients were

determined by using the vector impedance metho& (30]. An LCR bridge (HP

4192A) was interfaced with a computer (HP 982..A) to measure the complex

impedance as a function of frequency around the resonance frequency of the

sample. A computer program was designed to measure the impedance at very

small frequency intervals (-10 Hz) of frequency close to the series and

parallel resonance frequencies for the exact determination of these two

frequenc ie s.

The results of the above experiment for selected samples with 20% PZT of

thicknesses varying from 0.6 mm to 5.15 mm are given in Table 4 and are

compared with the results from the IRE Standard method. A comparison of kp

and Q determined by the two methods shows clearly the limitations of the IRE

method for resonances with low M. From the vector impedance method, it is

observed that kp is large for thick samples and decreases gradually as the

sample thickness is reduced. Q increases as the thickness decreases,

approaching the Q of single phase PZT-501A (80) [28].

The planar mode resonance was studied as a function of temperature up to

1000C. It was observed that the planar coupling coefficient remained

virtually constant with increase in temperature. However, the amplitude of

the resonance spectrum decreased gradually with temperature and was suppressed

below 0.1 dB at 1000C. Measurements could not be made on the radial mode
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resonance above 1004C. It is interesting to note that this temperature

corresponds to the glass transition temperature of Spurrs epoxy (Section IV)

at the resonance frequency f. (50 [Hz). It is conceivable that the

suppression of the radial mode above 1000C is due to the very lossy nature of

the Spurrs epoxy around the glass transition temperature.

Figure 4 shows a plot of frequency constant of the radial mode resonance

as a function of temperature up to 1000 C. Since the elastic stiffness is

directly proportional to the square of the frequency constant (Equation 6),

the plot is a measure of softening of the epoxy at higher temperatures. A

reduction of 40% seen in the frequency constant from 0 to 1000 corresponds to

softening of the epoxy by about 65%.

Thus, in general, the planar coupling coefficient of the composites

*- increased with the volume percent PZT. For a given volume percent, thick

samples had higher coupling coefficients than thin samples (28% and 13%

respectively for 20 percent PZT composite). The planar mode resonance was

defined mainly by the elastic modulus of the Spurrs epoxy modified to some

extent by the mass loading of P2T rods.

b. Thickness Mode Resonance

The thickness mode resonance of the composite samples (Figure 2b) is of

greatest importance in this study as it is utilized for transmitting and

receiving longitudinal ultrasonic waves. In this mode, PZT rods vibrate in

the fundamental lengths longitudinal 33 mode and the unclamped piezoelectric

coupling coefficient k3 3 is applicable for this mode [28]. But if the PZT

*] rods are considered as being an integral part of the composite, this mode

-. corresponds rather to the laterally clamped thickness mode with coupling

coefficient kt. The planar mode resonance, discussed in the preceeding

sections, occurs at a considerably lower frequency and is the fundamental

17
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resonance mode. Since the composite is treated as a monolithic transducer

material, the resonance of the composite corresponding to the 33 mode of the

PZT rods will be referred to as thickness mode resonance.

The thickness mode coupling coefficient kt, mechanical quality factor Q,

and the frequency constant ND (at constant D) were evaluated from the

following equations [261

2 It fs i
kt 2 tan (- 2) (8)

p p

Q = 4lAflZml(Co+Ci) (9)

and

ND = fpt (10)

where t is the thickness and meaning of the other terms in the above equation

are described in Section Va. The RE Standard method was used to calculate

these properties of the composite corresponding to the thickness mode

resonance.

The experimental results are summarized in Table 5. The data are again

divided into two groups: thin samples with thickness around 0.6 mm and thick

samples with thickness above 3 mm. As it can be seen in the table, with the

exception of the 5% PZT composites, the figure of merit M for the thickness

mode resonance of all other samples was above three. Hence, the

approximations recommended by the IRE Standard to calculate kt and Q are

* valid. Indeed the values of the kt and Q determined by the vector impedance

method on a selected number of samples were within 2% of the values calculated

by the IRE Standard method.

Data listed in Table 5 indicate that for the thickness mode resonance of

thin samples (t _ 0.6mm), kt was 60-70% and Q was 3 to 10. For thick samples

u" 18
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(t > 3 mm), kt was approximately 50% and Q was 20 to 30. In general, thin .

composites had higher coupling coefficient kt and frequency constant ND

compared to thick samples while the mechanical Q showed the reverse trend.

The coupling coefficient and the frequency constant of thin samples were close

to that of single phase PZT-501A (k3 3 = 70% and N 3700 Hzm fbr PZT 501A)

and were independent of the volume percent of PZT. In thick samples, both kt

and N were proportional to the volume percent of PZT.
t°

The observed behavior of the composites in the thickness mode resonance

can be explained as follows. At the resonance frequency, PZT rods vibrate

with a large amplitude. The vibrating rods act as a source of complex

transverse waves in the epoxy propagating in a direction perpendicular to the

axis of PZT rods. These transverse waves generated in the epoxy interact with

the array of PZT rods. In the first approximation the interaction is assumed

to involve on.y nearest neighbors. Effectiveness of the interaction depends

on the amplitude and phase of the transverse wave relative to that of the PZT

rods. For thin samples resonating around 2.25 MHz, the wavelength of the

transverse wave is approximately 0.5 mm (taking the transverse wave velocity

to be 1150 m/sec from Section IV). It is also known that the Spurrs epoxy is

extremely lossy for transverse waves at this frequency. This results in only

a weak interaction between the vibration of of neighboring PZT rods. The

relatively low Q of thin samples indicates that the rod vibrations are partly

damped by the surrounding polymer.

The thick sample resonate around 0.5 MHz and the wavelength of transverse

waves in the epoxy is approximately 2.3 mm. The wavelength is 1.5 to 3 times

larger than the separation distance between the PZT rods in the composites of

different volume percent PZT. Since the attenuation of the transverse waves

in the epoxy is relatively low at 0.5 MHz (-6 dB/cm), the amplitude of the
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transverse wave must be significant to cause a strong interaction between the

rods through the epoxy medium. The low coupling coefficient in thick samples

is probably a result of the phase cancellation effect between the vibrating

rods (due to the electrical excitation) and the mecha-nical interaction between

the rods through the epoxy. The low mechanical loss in the epoxy is reflected

in the high Q of the composite.

" The longitudinal velocity C& along the length of the rod can be

theoretically estimated by calculating the elastic modulus Et of the composite

parallel to the PZT rods. At frequencies where the transverse wavelength is

. much larger than the separation distance between the rods, the Voigt constant

strain model [14] can be applied. The composite modulus using the Voigt

4average is written as

-" vEI+v2E2  (11)

where El and E2 are the moduli and v, and v 2 are the volume fractions of the

two phases (PZT and epoxy). For PZT rods with diameter small compared to

length, the modulus along the length is given by E = 1S33 - 10.5 x 1010 N/m2

(the Young's modulus of the rod at constant electric displacement). The

longitudinal velocity Cl was calculated from the relation CZ (E'/ ) 1 1 2 .

The experimentally determined longitudinal velocity CZ expressed as twice

the frequency constant ND , is given in the last column of Table 5. This

velocity is compared with the calculated values in Figure 5. The excellent

agreement between the experimental and theoretical values further supports the

.* equal strain model for calculating the effective modulus of the composite

along the rod axis.
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c. Lateral Mode. Resonances

In addition to the radial mode and thickness mode resonances and their

overtones, other resonances were observed in the frequency range 0 to 2 MHz.

The frequencies of these resonances were independent of sample thickness, but

were related to the lateral periodicity of the PZT rods in the composite.

Absolute value of electrical admittance was measured on samples as a function

of frequency in the ambience of air and water using a spectrum analyzer (HP

3585A). Here samples of different thickness and volume fraction were examined

to identify the different resonances observed in the 0 to 2 MHz frequency

range. The three major resonances of interest are designated as f , ftl, and

ft2 as categorized in Table 6.

The resonance corresponding to ft was inversely proportional to the

thickness of the sample. This resonance was heavily damped-when the resonator

was immersed in water. Such behavior suggests that resonance at f, is the

longitudinal thickness vibration. The longitudinal velocity of sound,

calculated using the formula C 2tf agrees very well with the theoretically

estimated value for the composites of different volume fractions, as discussed

in detail in the previous section.

The resonances at ftl and ft2 were very similar in nature. For a certain

volume fraction, these resonances always occurred at specified frequencies

regardless of the thickness of the sample. As can be seen in Table 6,

increase in the volume fraction results in closer spacings of rods (reduction

of the unit cell) and the resonances ft, and ft2 move to higher frequencies.

The behavior of the composites could be explained by simple averaging

schemes such as the constant strain model and the constant stress model for

wavelengths large or small compared to the lattice periodicity (section Va and

Vb). In the vicinity of the resonances of ftl and ft2' the wavelength of the

transverse shear wave is comparable to the unit cell dimensions of the array
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and the analysis is more complicated. A Brillouin theory of elastic wave

propagation in a two dimensionally periodic lattice corresponding to the PZT

rod-polymer composite was developed by Auld et al. [31]. For laterally

propagating shear waves with polarization along the rods, the lowest stopband

frequencies were calculated. The existence of stopbands was related to Bragg

scattering from planes of rods having various orientations in the square

lattice. The essential phenomena can be explained by reference to Figure 6.

Suppose in Figure 6a that a z-polarized, x-propagating shear wave is incident

on the grating. At a frequency for which the rod spacing d is one-half the

shear wavelength (Cs), constructive reflection (Bragg scattering) occurs from

vertical planes of rods, and resonance occurs between adjacent vertical

planes. The x-propagating wave is also scattered from planes of rods at 45

degrees to the x and y axes; but in this case, Bragg conditions are not

satisfied and resonance does not occur. A stopband exists at d = Xs/2 for an

x-propagating wave, but there is no resonant scattering into y-propagating

waves. At the stopband edge, the solution is a standing wave along x. From

the square symmetry of the lattice, a similar standing wave solution along y

also exists. This behavior corresponds to the first stopband of the lattice.

When the rod spacing d is one shear wavelength, a completely different

standing wave pattern results, as illustrated in Figure 6a. In this case a z-

polarized, x-propagating wave is again Bragg scattered with a phase shift of

2n from one vertical plane of rods to an adjacent plane. However, it is

easily verified that the wave is also Bragg scattered at the same frequency by

the 450 planes of rods, so that resonant scattering of the x-propagating wave

into a y-propagating wave occurs. These y-propagating waves also experience

resonance scattering of the same type. As a result, the solution is a two

dimensional resonant standing wave pattern as shown in Figure 6a. Here the
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rods all vibrate in phase and correspond to the second stopband of the square

lattice.

For a z-polarized, z-propagating wave incident on the lattice, no Bragg

scattering can occur because the structure is uniform along z. However, a

spatial modulation of the phase fronts is produced by the difference in the

properties of the rods and matrix. Consequently, space harmonics are

generated but none are resonant. Similar conclusions are obtained for z-

propagating waves of other polarizations.

In the following section, detailed laser probe-measurements of the actual

-*: displacement on the composite to analyze the nature of vibration at these

frequencies are reported.

VI. Laser Probe Measurements

The measurements of actual displacement on the composite samples were

performed using the laser heterodyne technique [31]. The samples were fine

polished (± 1 gm) and electroded with highly reflecting gold electrodes for

the laser probe measurements. Relative amplitude and phase of the ultrasonic

displacement was measured along two scan paths along a row of PZT rods and on

the epoxy surface in between two adjacent rows of PZT rods as shown in Figure

6. Figure 7 gives electrical input impedance data taken on one of these

samples (Sample #101 in Table 6) showing the existence of three strong

resonances. Figures 8, 9, and 10 show laser scan plots of vibration amplitude

and phase taken at frequencies f ft2' and f,, respectively for this sample.

.9

a. Vibration Pattern at Frequencv fti

The plot in Figure 8 shows the complex vibration pattern at frequency f

corresponding to the second stopband along the unit cell, (Figure 6a), where

the rods all vibrate in phase. (Vibrations at the first stopband discussed

earlier have a 1800 phase shift from one plane of the rods to the next and
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cannot be excited electrically in a uniformly electroded sample.)

Superposition of the x and y standing waves illustrated shows that the z-

displacement has a positive maximum at a, negative maximum at b, and zero at

c. Because of symmetry, these statements apply at all equivalent points in

the lattice. In the scans of Figure 8, the maxima of the standing wave

pattern at a and b are 1800 out of phase, as predicted. The predicted zeros

at c in Figure 8a and at the equivalent point in Figure 8b are less

satisfactorily reproduced, possibly due to imperfections in the lattice and

inaccuracy in alignment of the scan. The velocity of the transverse waves,

Cs = dftl is tabulated in Table 6.

b. Vibration Pattern at Frequency ft2

The plot in Figure 9 shows the complex vibration pattern at frequency ft2

corresponding to the stopband in Figure 6b. This is another of the higher

stopbands for which the rods vibrate in phase and can be excited by uniform

electrodes. At ft2, standing transverse waves along the unit cell diagonals

are superposed to give maximum displacements 1800 out of phase at a and c, and

maximum in phase displacements at a and b. These features are clearly

observable in the scans of Figure 9, except that the maximum at a is smaller

than that predicted from the assumed standing wave pattern. This is

attributed to the presence of higher space harmonics such that the standing

wave patterns are not simple sinusoids. It can also be seen from Figure 6b

that the displacement at point d, midway between a and b, is predicted to be

* zero; and this has been verified experimentally. The velocity C. of

transverse waves, as tabulated in the last two columns of Table 6 is lower

* than the measured velocity of 1150 m/sec (Section V). This is possibly due to

" the mass loading by the PZT rods.
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c. Vibration Pattern at Frequencv f

Figure 10 shows plots of complex vibration pattern at the frequency f ,

which corresponds to the simple longitudinal thickness resonance of the

homogeneous plate along z. It was noted earlier that no resonant space

harmonic exist in this case, so that weaker standing wave patterns are to be

expected in the xy plane. This is clearly visible in the figure. The small

phase variations are attributed to the damping in the composite which was not

considered in the theory outlined above [31].

As is clearly seen in Figure 10, the amplitudf of vibration on the epoxy

at f is about 5 to 8 dB larger than on the PZT rods indicating an effect--re

coupling of the ultrasonic energy from PZT to epoxy. The PZT rods vibrating

due to electrical excitation act as the source of transverse waves in the

epoxy travelling in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the PZT rods.

The transverse waves produced interact with neighboring rods to produce the

resultant vibration pattern. The vibration pattern depends very much on the

wavelength of the transverse waves in relation to the periodicity of the

lattice. As the wavelength of the transverse waves becomes larger compared to

the lattice periodicity, ultrasonic displacement on the composite is expected

to be more uniform.

Figures 10, 11, and 12 compare the ultrasonic displacements on the

surface of composites 101, 102, and 103 (Cf., Table 6) resonating in the

longitudinal thickness vibration at frequencies 620, 414 and 270 KHz,

respectively. All the samples have 10 volume percent PZT with a periodicity

of the lattice equal to 1.27 mm. The only variable in the samples are the

wavelengths transverse wave at the thickness resonance frequency, which are

respectively 1.9, 2.7 and 4.3 mm for the above three samples (calculated using

the transverse wave velocity in Spurrs epoxy of 1150 m/sec). The difference

in amplitude of vibration between the PZT and epoxy observed in sample M¢1 is
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greatly reduced in sample 102. This is directly attributed to the longer

wavelength of transverse waves in sample 102. For sample 103, the transverse

wavelength is more than three times the periodicity and there is no noticeable

difference in amplitude between the PZT and epoxy. The composite vibrates

uniformly across the surface with almost equal strain on the PZT and epoxy.

Small phase variations seen across sample 101 are not measurable for sample

103. This is probably because of the reduced attenuation in the epoxy at

lower frequencies (Section IV). The vibration pattern observed in sample 103

is in accordance with the assumption in Section Vb of the constant strain

model used to calculate the effective modulus along the fiber axis, when

transverse wavelengths are large compared to periodicity. This uniform

0 .ultrasonic displacement observed on the surface of the composite is a clear

indication of efficient coupling of the mechanical energy from PZT to the

epoxy. Since the acoustic impedance of the epoxy is relatively close to that

of the human body, an effective coupling of acoustic energy from the composite

transducer to the human body is ensured.

VII. Effect of Temperature on the Resonance Modes

In this section, the effect of temperaturQ on the electromechanical

properties of the composite is discussed. It is clear from the preceding

sections that the high frequency dynamic behavior of 1-3 composite is strongly

dependent on the mechanical properties such as the velocity and attenuation of

ultrasonic waves in the Spurrs epoxy. These properties of Spurrs epoxy are

very sensitive to temperature. Te Spurrs epoxy is glassy at room temperature

and goes through the glass transition temperature to a rubber like material in

a temperature interval of only about 100OC. In the glassy state, it was also

shown (Section Va) that the compliance of the epoxy increased by approximately

65% in the temperature range of 0 to 1000C. Thus, a study of the temperature
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dependenct. of the resonance modes will help in understanding the

electromechanical properties of composites with different polymer matrices,

having a wide range of elastic properties.

In the experiment, the resonance behavior of composites freely suspended

in air was studied as a function of temperature from 0 to 1500C. Thickness

mode coupling coefficient kt, mechanical Q and the frequency constant ND of

- the composite were determined at 20C intervals both in beating and cooling

cycles. The heating and cooling rates were maintained at approximately 20C

minute.

Figure 13 shows plots of absolute value of admittance as a function of

frequency from 0.1 to 1.1 MHz for sample 103 (10% PZT composite with 0.45 mm

rods, thickness 5.15 mm) at different temperatures up to 1700C. The behavior

is typical of all thick (thickness > 3 mm) composites. According to the

analyses given in the previous section, the three major resonances observed at

room temperature (Figure 13a) were identified as follows.

1. Resonance at 0.262 MHz was identified as a half wave resonance along

the thickness of the composite and is denoted by fQ.

2. Resonance at 0.644 MHz was identified as the standing wave pattern in

the epoxy arising from lateral periodicity of the PZT rods. This resonance

is denoted by ftl*

3. Resonance at 1.030 MHz was identified as the third overtone of the

thickness mode.

Weak secondary resonances. below the thickness mode resonance frequency

were ascribed to the overtones of the planar mode resonance of the composite

disc.

The effect of temperature on the above resonance modes (Figure 13) is

explained below. As the temperature was increased from 250C, the epoxy is
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expected to mechanically soften at a faster rate than PZT. Therefore, the

resonance frequency fti, which is mainly determined by the elastic modulus of

the polymer, decreased at a faster rate than the resonance frequency Q which

is defined by the composite modulus EZ. As seen in Figures 13 b to d, at

higher temperatures ftl gradually approaches Q and finally merges with Q at

approximately 1100C. In the temperature range from 10 to 1300C, the two modes

interfere with each other. At temperatures above 130CC, ftl passes through f

and eventually disappears at a temperature around 1350C. This disappearance

can be attributed to the fact that above the glass-transition temperature the

epoxy is less viscous and cannot support a standing wave pattern of the

transverse wave (glass transition temperature of Spurrs epoxy is around 110 0C

* at 200 KHz, from Section IV). It is worthwhile to note that above 1300C, the

amplitude of thickness mode was increased (Figure 13 e to h). ihe secondary

. low frequency resonances clearly seen at 25CC disappear at approximately

1000C. This disappearance is again ascribed to the lossy nature of the epoxy

around the glass transition temperature.

The coupling coefficient kt and Q of the thickness mode resonance for

sample 130 are plotted as a function of temperature in Figures 14 and 15,

" respectively. The value of kt (0.48) determined aV room temperature (250 C)

' did not change substantially up to approximately 1100C. In the temperature

I range from 100 to 1300C, kt exhibited a minimum. Above 130 0 C, after the

transverse mode had disappeared, k increased significantly to about 60%. As

shown in Figure 15, the mechanical Q at 250C was about 20. The Q remained

.| constant to approximately 1000C a~id decreased to a value of 5 at temperatures

above 1300C.

The observed coupling coefficient kt and Q in a thick sample at room

,| temperature were attributed to the strong mechanical interaction among PZT

rods through the epoxy matrix. At temperatures above the glass transition
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temperature Tg 1100C), the epoxy is rubber like and soft. As a result, the

mechanical interaction among PZT rods becomes weaker as also indicated by an

increase in the amplitude of the resonance spectrum (Figure 13 e-h). In

effect, kt of the composite approaches k33 of a freely suspended PZT rod (70%)

and Q decreases because of the damping provided by the lossy polymer. It may

be recalled here that for a thin (thickness 2 0.6 mm) composite sample, kt was

60-70% and Q was 3-10 (Table 5). These values are very close to those

measured for thick composites above the temperature Tg. It appears that the

nature of vibration of a thick composite above T resembles that of a thin

composite at room temperature.

In thin samples, since the coupling among the PZT rods is very weak at

room temperature, the increase of temperature above T is unlikely to affect

the resonance behavior. This seems to be confirmed by the plot of kt versus

temperature for a typical thin composite sample with thickness mode frequency

at 2.25 MHz (Figure 16). No significant variation of kt was seen over the

entire temperature range of 0 to 150 0 C. Thus, the temperature dependence of

the electromechanical properties of composites further supports the proposed

model describing the nature of vibration for different resonance modes of 1-3

composites.

VIII. Conclusions

The resonance modes in circular shaped 1-3 PZT rod-polymer composites

were fully characterized. In general, the planar coupling coefficient

increased with increase in volume percent PZT. For a given volume percent

PZT, thick samples had better planar coupling coefficient than the thin

samples.

For thickness mode resonance of thin samples, k t  60-70% and Q 3-10.

For thick samples, kt 50% and Q = 20-30. The difference in the observed
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behavior was explained by considering the strength of the interaction among

L the PZT rods through the epoxy. At the thickness mode resonance, the coupling

of acoustic energy from PZT to epoxy was found to be most efficient, when the

transverse wavelength in epoxy at the resonance frequency was much larger than

the periodicity of the lattice. When this condition is satisfied, the

composite vibrates like a homogeneous body and it will be shown in the

following paper [part II] that the composite materials exhibit excellent

sensitivity operating into water load. From the effect of temperature on

resonance behavior, it is clear that the interaction among the PZT rods

through the epoxy matrix can either be enhanced or suppressed depending upon

the properties of the polymer phase. Composites with low transverse coupling

*. could be utilized for linear and phased array systems.

In addition to the above two modes of resonances, additional modes were

observed because of the regular lateral periodicity in the structure. The

results showed that these resonances arose from the superposition of the

standing wave pattern of the transverse waves in the epoxy. The experimental

results were in excellent agreement with the theory of wave propagation in two

.*.- dimensionally periodic solids.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Typical 3-1 composites with PZT rods embedded in Spurrs epoxy.

Figure 2 Resonance modes in a disc-shaped piezoelectric material.

Figure 3 Longitudinal velocity perpendicular to the PZT rod axis as a

function of volume percent PZT in composites.

Figure 4 Effect of temperature on the Frequevny constant of radial mode

resonance of 1-3 composites.

Figure 5 Longitudinal velocity along the PZT rod axis as a function of

volume percent PZT in composites.

Figure 6 Unit cell geometries and laser scan paths. (a) Standing waves at

the second stopband, along the unit cell edge. (b) Standing waves

at the second stopband, along the unit cell diagonals

Figure 7 Measured electrical input impedance of composite transducer #101

(10% PZT in Spurrs epoxy, PZT rod diameters - 0.45 mm, period

1.27 mm, thickness - 1.93 mm. Transducer diameter = 19.0 mm.

Figure 8 Laser scan measurement of relative amplitude and phase of the

acoustic vibration at f. 'r 801.9 KHz (sample #101). (a) Scan

along rods. (b) Scan between rods.

:Figure 9 Laser scan measurements of relative amplitude and phase of the

acoustic vibration at ft2 = 801.9 KHz (sample #101). (a) Scan

along rods. (b) Scan between rods.

Figure 10 Laser scan measurements of relative amplitude and phase of the

acoustic vibration at f 620.7 KHz (sample #101). (a) Scan

along rods. (b) Scan between rods.

Figure 11 Laser scan measurements of relative amplitude and phase of the

acoustic vibration at f 414 KHz of sample #102. (a) Scan along

rods. (b) Scan between rods.
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Figure 12 Laser scan measurements of relative amplitude and phase of the

acoustic vibration at f 270 KHz of sample #103. (a) Scan on

rods. (b) Scan in between rods.

- . Figure 13 Temperature dependence of various resonances in a composite samples

S"(sample #103).

y-axis - frequency 0.1 to 1.1 MHz

y-axis - relative admittance (50 dB).

Figure 14 Typical effect of temperature on the thickness coupling coefficient

of a thick composite sample (sample #1034.

- Figure 15 Typical effect of temperature on the Q of thick composite sample

(sample #103).

Figure 16 Typical effect of temperature on the thickness coupling coefficient

of a thin composite sample (sample #201).
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Table 1. Dielectric and Piezoelectric Properties of PZT-Polymer Composites.

C4

0 --.

I I

,-,o ,.J. > 4 I
"e s T 0 3

00 c'" ~ S -~ -

i PZT-Spurrs Epoxy (BURPS) 4.5 620 20 110 2200 6

PZT-Sil icone Rubber
(BURPS) 4.0 450 45 180 8100 6

" PZT Rods - Spurrs Epoxy 1.4 54 56 27 1536 3
,-4

PZT Rods - Polyurethane 1.4 40 56 20 1100 4

PZT Rods - Spurrs
I Epoxy + Glass Spheres 1.3 78 60 41 2460 20
-4

PZT Rods - Foamed
Polyurethane 0.9 41 210 73 14600 4
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Rubber -- 40 100 35 3500 8

Bi 0 M.odified
PbEiO 3 - Chloroprene
Rubber 40 28 10 280 8

Perforated 3-1 Composite 2.6 650 30 170 5100 7

"Perforated 3-2 Composite 2.5 375 60 200 12000



Table 2. Physical, Dielectric, and Piezoelectric Properties
of PZT Rod-Polymer Composites.

Volume 53 Rod Periodicity Density Dielectric d33 Coefficient
PZT Diameter (mm) d (mm) p(sm/cc) Permittivity, K (pC/N)

*5 0.45 1.78 1.41 79 155

10 0.45 1.26 1.64 109 194

20 0.45 0.90 2.29 2300 320

-30 0.45 0.73 3.08 380 375

10 0.28 0.78 1.62 -94 183

*20 0.28 0.55 2.36 217 339
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Piezoelectric Composite Materials for Ultrasonic Transducer Applications:

Part II. Evaluation for Ultrasonic Medical Applications

T.R. Gururaja, W.A. Schulze*, L.E. Cross, and R.E. Newnham

Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University

University Park, PA 16802

Abstract

The electro-acoustic properties of PZT rod-polymer composites relevant

for ultrasonic transducer applications are reported. Acoustic impedance of

the composite materials was measured by three different techniques in the

frequency range from 0.3 to 3.5 MHz. Dependence of the acoustic impedance as

a function of volume fraction of PZT and frequency was also modeled

theoretically. Time delay spectrometry was employed to calibrate the free-

field transmitting and receiving voltage responses of the composite materials.

The acoustic impedance of the composite materials were in the range of 3 to 10

M rayl. The figure of merit in the receiving mode of composite materials was

three times that of PZT. The figure of merit of 20 percent PZT composite (Z

7.3 M rayl) was further enhanced by fifty percent using a single layer

impedance transformer of: lucite (Z = 3.3 M rayl). These composite materials

were molded into curved shapes by simple thermal process to fabricate focused

transducers. The axial and lateral beam profiles of focused composite

transducers are presented.

I. Introduction

A detailed study on the resonant modes of vibration of PZT rod-polymer

composites was already reported in Part I [1]. The results show-d that
,.

*Present Address: New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred University,
Alfred, NY 14802.
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although the polymer is piezoelectrically inactive, it plays a substantial

role in the composite from the acoustic point of view. Moreover, it was shown

that the mechanical properties of the Spurrs epoxy markedly influence the

piezoelectric response of the composite. Larger ultrasonic displacement

amplitude of the epoxy, as compared to that of the PZT at the thickness mode

resonance, was evidence of the efficient coupling of the acoustic energy from

PZT to the epoxy. Since the acoustic impedance of the epoxy is relatively

close to that of the human body, an effective coupling of acoustic energy from

the transducer to the human body is ensured. The present paper deals with the

evaluation of PZT rod-polymer composites with 1-3 connectivity as an

ultrasonic transducer for medical diagnostic applications. Since the acoustic

* impedance of the human body is very close to that of water, the transducer

evaluation was carried out with water as the loading medium.

. Initially, the compozite transducers were tested in the pulse-echo mode

(Section II). In general, understanding the behavior of a transducer solely

* from the pulse-echo measurements is extremely difficult, because those

* . .measurements combine both transmiting and receiving characteristics of the

transducer. The results are also modified by the characteristic impedance of

the transducer as a function of frequency. Therefore, these parameters are

* measured individually. Section III describes the experimental results and

-2 theoretical modeling of the acoustic impedance of the composites as a function

of frequency and volume percent PZT. The transmitting and receiving voltage

response of the composite transducers are dealt with in Section IV and V,

respectively. These results together with a knowledge of the piezoelectric

response of the composite from the previous paper (Part I) will be used to

" account for the performance of the composite as an ultrasonic transducer. The

effect of a single quarter wavelength matching layer on the performance of the

2
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composite transducer is considered in Section VI. It will be shown that these

composite materials can be molded into curved shapes by simple thermal process

to fabricate focused transducer. The axial and lateral beam profile of thus

focused composite transducers are presented in Section VII, and a concluding

discussion is given in Section VIII.

II. Pulse-Echo Measurements

The pulse-echo response of the airbacked composite transducers were

determined by the tone-burst pulse-echo method described by Erikson [2]. A

schematic diagram of the experimental set up is shown in Figure 1. The

composite transducer was mounted in a water tank at the end of a stainless

steel tube using silicone rubber as on glue. The transducer mounting had

independent angular adjustment in two orthogonal phases. The tone-burst

signal of an appropriate frequency from a function generator (Interstate-F74)

was fed into a power amplifier (ENI-411A). The amplified tone-burst (10 V

peak) of 15 to 20 cycles with a repetition rate of approximately 1 [Hz was

used to excite the transducer. A fine polished (t 1 pim) steel block (10 cm x

10 cM X 2.5 cm) was used as a reflector. The steel reflector was placed at

the a2/1 distance from the transducer, where a is the radius of the transducer

and X is the wavelength of the center frequency of the transducer. The

distance a2/X corresponds to the transition from neor field to far field. At

this distance, the transducer beam is a collimated plane wave with a smoothly i
varying amplitude and phase profile [2].

The amplitude of the echo signal for a constant 10 V peak input was

measured as a function of frequency around the peak response . The following

parameters were determined: 1. Frequency of the maximum pulse-echo amplitude

(fo) (also referred to here as center frequency) together with the0!

corresponding value of peak amplitude. 2. Frequencies (f1 and f2) at which

3
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the pulse-echo amplitude is one-half (-6 dB) of the maximum pulse-echo

response. The product of the maximum pulse-echo amplitude and the 6 dB

bandwidth (f2-fl) was used as the principal figure of merit for assessing the

performance of the composite transducer. The quality factor Q defined as

(fo/f 2 -fl) was used to characterize the broadband nature of the transducer.

The electric impedance of some composite transducers at resonance was

relatively high (>100 P) compared to the 50 C internal impedance of the

amplifier which is in parallel with the transducer. Therefore, the received

echo signal was loaded by the lower impedance of-the amplifier. Since the

electrical impedance of the composite depends on the volume percent PZT and

thickness, the echo signals were loaded to different extents. Thus a

comparison of the pulse-echo response of different composite transducers was

difficult. The electrical loading effects were corrected by using back-to-

back zener diodes, inserted between the amplifier and the transducer. The

diodes allow voltage to be applied to the transducer during excitation while

acting as a high impedance during reception. The excitation and the reflected

signals were detected using a 1OX oscilloscope probe. The total capacitance

of the probe, cables, and diodes was about 15 Pf.

The composite transducers described in this paper were fabricated

to operate in thickness mode resonance at a frequency of 2.25 MHz. This

*, frequency, often used in ultrasonic imaging systems, was originally chosen for

demonstrating the performance of the composite transducers.

The data presented in Table 1 refer to composites of thickness 0.6 mm

. with a center frequency around 2.25 MHz. With 50 G termination, the highest

, echo signal amplitude (2.4 V) was received from the composites with 20 and 30

* volume percent PZT rods of diameter 0.45 mm. These samples had comparable

voltage-bandwidth product. The highest pulse-echo amplitude (2.25 V) with the

4
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back-to-back zener diode termination came from the composite sample with 20%

PZT rods of diameter 0.45 mm.

Both types of 10% composites had higher electrical impedances and were

severely loaded by the 50 0 termination. The high impedance termination using

the zener diodes increased the pulse-echo voltage amplitude by a factor of

two. However, this was significantly below the values recorded for 20 and 30T)

PZT as shown in Table 1.

The pulse-echo responses of composites were compared with a commercial

transducer (Rohe #5601, transducer diameter = 13- mm). This transducer was

supposedly provided with backing and matching layers for the optimum

performance. The composite transducers with 20 and 30% PZT compared favorably

with that of the commercial transducer. However, the bandwidth of the

composite transducer was narrower (Table 1). It is interesting to note that

the pulse-echo figure of merit of several composite transducers is comparable

to that of an optimized commercial piezoelectric transducer.

As it emerges from the study of the thickness mode resonance of the

composites samples [1], thin composites resonating at approximately 2.25 MHz

do not vibrate as a collective unit. The PZT rods vibrate quite freely with

" only a light damping from the epoxy matrix. The composite transducer can be

pictured as acting similar to a PZT disc with a light backing material. As

the frequency of the thickness mode resonance is decreased by increasing the

thickness of the sample, the lateral interaction between the rods through the

epoxy becomes stronger and the composite acts more like a homogeneous

material. The strong lateral interaction in thick samples was found to be a

result of the long wavelength of the transverse wave compared to the

periodicity of the lattice. This was clearly seen from the observation of

vibration pattern of the composite sample resonating in thickness mode at 270

* 1Hz E1]. Since the stress transfer between the PZT and polymer is better when

5
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the above requirement is satisfied, an improvement was expected in the pulse-

echo figure of merit in composites operating at lower frequencies.

To experimentally verify the above proposition, composites with a range

of thicknesses from 0.6 to 5.15 mm were fabricated to study their performance

as a function of frequency at peak response. The results indicated some

improvement in the pulse-echo response compared to measurements at 2.25 MHz.

For example, a relatively thick composite (thickness = 3.17 mm) with thickness

mode resonance at 450 KHz displayed a loop gain of 1.0 (echo amplitude of 10 V

for 10 V excitation) and Q of 3.5.

However, it should be noted here that the evaluation of thick composites

resonating in the range of a few hundred KHz by the tone-burst pulse-echo

method was complex due to the following reasons: 1. The electrical impedance

at resonance frequency of the composite samples increased linearly with

increase in thickness. A 20% PZT composite with a thickness of 4 mm

resonating at 350 [Hz had a minimum impedance of about 400 0. At this

relatively high impedance level, even the diode isolation cannot provide the

necessary decoupling from the 50 Q termination. The transducer in the

receiving mode appears more like a current source than a voltage source. The

problem is even more serious for composites with 5 and 10% PZT because the

value of the impedance minimum at resonance frequency increases as the volume

percent PZT is decreased. 2. As the testing frequency decreases, the sound

wavelength increases' hence, the a2 /k axial distance at which the steel

reflector is positioned becomes closer. For a transducer of diameter 1.9 cm

resonating at 350 KHz, the a2 / distance is approximately 2.1 cm (assuming C =

1480 cm/sec in water at 200C). The travelling time for sound in water from

the transducer to the reflector and back for this distance is approximately 23

gsec. To establish a steady state condition, transducer was excited for a

6
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minimum of 15 cycles. At 350 KHz, this corresponds to 43 gsec, which is

larger than the pulse-echo round trip time. This means that the echoes begin

returning before the electrical excitation has stopped. This also poses a

serious problem.

A possible solution was to use the spectrum analyzer method [2]. The

transducer was excited by an electrical impulse (250 V peak) of duration less

than 100 nanoseconds supplied by an ultrasonic transducer analyzer (UTA-3, [B-

Aerotech). A time delayed gate is triggered with this excitation pulse and is

adjusted in time delay and gate length to pass onky the reflected echo. The

processed signal from the analyzer was displayed on a high frequency

oscilloscope (Gould - 053300) to determine ringdown time of the transducer.

The signal from the UTA-3 was displayed on a spectrum analyzer (HP 3585A) to

obtain a plot of amplitude versus frequency of the reflected echo. Since the

excitation pulse was very narrow, the problem of interference of the echo

signal with the excitation pulse encountered in the tone-burst method was

partly solved, however, the method was not free of other limitations. Since

the transducer is not matched electrically to the pulse, not all the pulse

energy is delivered to the transducer. The receiver has terminating impedance

of 50 1, thus, it has the serious loading effect on the received signal.

As explained above, it was very difficult to. evaluate composite

transducers and realize their advantages solely by pulse-echo measurements.

Therefore, the composite materialsNcharacterized separately for their acoustic

impedance, transmitting and receiving voltage responses, which are reported in

subsequent sections.

III. Characteristic Acoustic Impedance

The characteristic acoustic impedance (Z) (referred to as acoustic

impedance from here on) of the transducer is an important property which

-1~



determines the effectiveness of the coupling of ultrasonic energy from the

transducer to the load. The acoustic impedance is the product of density p

and velocity of sound C in the material. In a single phase material,

measurement of these properties is relatively easy and well described [3].

However, it is not so for composite materials. Composites usually exhibit

anisotropic behavior. The properties of the constituent phases must be

- averaged properly. In the PZT rod-polymer composites considered here, the

S.interaction between polymer and PZT, and among neighboring PZT rods is a

function of frequency. Therefore, dependence 'f acoustic impedance on

. frequency also needs to be considered. Three techniques, namely reflection,

transmission, and resonance, were used to determine the acoustic impedance and

*its frequency dependence. The results are reported in the following sub-

sections. The acoustic impedance of the composites were also theoretically

modeled and compared with the experimental data.

a. Reflection Technique

In the reflection technique, the acoustic impedance of a composite was

determined by comparing the amplitude of reflection of a plane acoustic wave

from the sample with that from a standard material, e.g. stainless steel, of

known acoustic impedance. The experimental set-up was the same as that used

for the tone-burst pulse-echo technique (Figure 1). The reflector was placed

at the a2 /L distance. A commercial ultrasonic transducer was used to measure

the pulse-echo signal from both the sample and the standard reflector. The

transmitting voltage response and receiving voltage sensitivity of the

transducer need not be taken into account as the same transducer is used for

measuring reflections from both the standard material and the specimen.

The tone-burst pulse-echo experiment was carried out as a function of

frequency with a stainless steel block (10 cm x 10 cm x 2.54) reflector. The

f"



driving voltage of the transducer was kept constant at 10 V. It can be shown

[4] that the pulse-echo amplitude X is proportional to the reflection

coefficient at the water:reflector interface. That is (4]

z1-z2  (1)

zi +Z2

where Z, and Z2 are the acoustic impedances of the steel reflector and water,

respectively.

The stainless steel block was then replaced by a composite s~mple and the

pulse-echo amplitude Y was noted. If Zi is the acoustic impedance of the

composite sample,

Z .- Z2

Y- (2)
Z i+Z 2

From Equations (1) and (2), the acoustic impedance of the composite

sample (Z') can be expressed in terms of X. Y, Z1 , and Z2 . Since it is known

that Z 1 - 45.4 x 106 rayl and Z 2 = 1.5 x 106 rayl [5], the expression for the

acoustic impedance of the composite sample is given by

Z' = 1.5 {46.9X43.9Y x 106 rayl (3)

By substituting the values of X and Y at a specified frequency, the acoustic

impedance can be calculated from Equation (3).

The validity of the technique was tested by determining the acoustic

impedance of a few standard materials such as lucite, fused silica and

aluminum with known acoustic impedance of 3.1, 13 and 17 M rayl, respectively.

The measured values of Z for these materials were 3.2, 12.6 and 17.1 M rayl

which are in excellent agreement. The experiments were also conducted with

transducers of different type (focused, nor.focused) and with the reflector
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placed at different distances (at a2/X distance, at the focal length of the

transducer, etc.). No substantial difference in the measured impedances was

observed.

Composite samples of thickness 2-3 cm with 5, 10, 20 and 30 volume

percent PZT rods of diameter 0.45 mm were fabricated. The samples were not

poled because such thick samples require excessively large poling voltages

(40-60 kV). Figure 2a shows a plot of the acoustic impedance of several

different composites in the frequency range from 0.3 to 1.3 MHz, and Figure 2b

extends the plot from 1 to 3.5 MHz. Low frequency data were obtained using a

lead metaniobate transducer (Ultran Lab, Inc., diameter = 2.5 cms) with a

center frequency of 0.7 MHz and a very broad bandwidth (Q 1). The distance

between the transducer and the reflector was 7.5 cm corresponding to the a2/%

distance at 0.7 MHz. Measurements in the frequency range from 1 to 3.5 MHz

were carried out using a focused t:.nsducer (Rohe 5616, diameter = 1.9 cm,

focal length = 9 cm) with a center frequency of 2.25 MHz. The separation

between the transducer and reflector in this case was 9 cm, the focal length

* of the transducer.

The following observations were made by inspecting the acoustic impedance

plots of Figure 2. As expected, the acoustic impedance increased with

* increase in the volume percent PZT. Moreover, the acoustic impedance was

- strongly frequency dependent. The composite samples showed a series of minima

" in Z at low frequency. Above 2.5 MHz, the variations are minimized and the

value of Z reached a saturation. The position of the first minimum in Z

occurred at a higher frequency for larger volume percent PZT. The acoustic

" impedance increased steadily at frequencies below the first minimum. The

* acoustic impedance of single phase epoxy, measured by the same procedure, is

also shown in Figure 2 for comparison. There was no variation of Z of epoxy

10
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in the frequency range considered in this work. The results were analyzed

carefully to find an explanation for the observed dispersion in Z.

The minima for 5, 10, 20 and 30% PZT composites occur at 0.45, 0.625,

0.825 and 1.125 MHz, respectively. The frequencies have an inverse

relationship with the lateral periodicity of the corresponding composite. The

product of the frequency at the acoustic impedance minima and the lateral

periodicity of the composite was found to be a constant of value 800 m/sec.

It is interesting to note that the frequency corresponding to the minima in Z

in each composite matches with the resonance frequency ftl [1]. The resonance

frequency ftl corresponds to the standing wave pattern of the transverse waves

with the wavelength equal to the lateral periodicity of the lattice. It

should be pointed out here that the value of the acoustic impedance at the

minima was approximately the same for all volume percent PZT (1.6 M rayl),

which is surprisingly lower than that of the epoxy (2.3 M rayl).

There is a small discrepancy in the values of acoustic impedance around 1

MHz measured using the two different transducers. This is possibly because

the transducers were operating far away from their center frequencies, and

hence were not very sensitive. Thus the measurements performed in the

transition region from one transducer to the other are not very precise.

All the above observed phenomena may be explained as follows. The

acoustic wave incident on the composite sets it into vibration. Due to the

difference in compliance between the two component phases, viz PZT and Spurrs

epoxy, a transverse wave originating at the interface and propagating in a

direction perpendicular to the rod axis is launched in the epoxy matrix. At

the frequency where the transverse wavelength is equal to the periodicity,

resonant scattering of waves by the vertical planes of the PZT rods results in -

a two dimensional standing wave pattern as described in Part I [1).

Measurements of the surface displacements of the composite at this frequency
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showed that the epoxy at the center of the unit cell of the periodic lattice

vibrates 1800 out of phase with PZT and with a much larger amplitude. This

standing wave pattern is most likely established after a few cycles of the

incident wave. The acoustic impedance minima at this frequency are caused by

the cancellation effects between the incident wave and the large amplitude

vibration of the epoxy with a phase difference of 1800.

Support for the above explanation is provided in Figure 3 where tone-

burst pulse-echo signals reflected from a composite sample are shown. Figure

3a depicts a typical signal measured at frequencies far away from the minima

in the acoustic impedance. The signal builds up to a saturation value in 1 or

2 cycles depending on the Q of the transducer and remains constant. The

amplitude is affected only by the reflections from the rear surface of the

composite sample as indicated by an increase in amplitude in the last few

cycles. The reflected signal from a composite at the acoustic impedance

minima is shown in Figure 3b. The amplitude approaches a saturation value,

* but the signal declines after the first two cycles and reaches a minimum

value. Interference of the signal with the reflected signal from the rear

surface of the composite sample makes it difficult to analyze the wave pattern

after a few cycles. Figure 3c presents similar data with an expanded

abscissa. Thus, the acoustic impedance minima observed arises from the

destructive interference between the incident signal and the reflections from

the composite sample. Therefore, the minima in acoustic impedance are only an

apparent phenomena because of the complex resonance in the composites.

Resonance experiments [1] indicated another strong lateral resonance

mode, referred to as ft2" This resonance was associated with standing waves

along the unit cell diagonal. For a 57 sample, ft2 was approximately 0.7 MHz

and a corresponding minimum was seen in the acoustic impedance plot as

12



expected (Figure 2a). Acoustic impedance for the 10% sample is also seen to

approach a minimum around 1.00 MHz (Figure 2a), which corresponds to ft2 for

the 10% composite. In addition to the acoustic impedance minima just

described additional minima were observed up to about 2 MHz possibly due to

- more complex lateral modes.

b. Modelinx of Acoustic Impedance

The acoustic impedance of the composites was modeled to explain the

observed frequency dependence discussed in the previous section.

Above 2 MHz, the acoustic impedance was found to be relatively

independent of frequency. At this frequency, experimental evidence showed

that the PZT rods were vibrating without an appre iable lateral interaction.

Therefore, this situation can be modeled using Reuss averaging [6] which

assumes that the constituent phases experience the same stress. According to

the Reuss averaging scheme, the modulus of elasticity parallel to the length

of the rod Et is given by

1 Vi v2= =- + - (4)El El E2

where vI and v2 are volume fractions and E1 and E2 are the appropriate elastic

moduli of the constituent phases. For unpoled PZT rods, the elastic modulus

is E = l/SE = 6.098 x 1010 N/M 2 [7]. For the epoxy, the elastic modulus was11

found to be E = 4.7 x 10 9 N/M 2 [I]. From the calculated values of EZ using

Equation 4 and the mean density listed in Table 2 of Part I [1], the

acoustic impedance of the composites was evaluated from the expression Z = ( E )1/2

E . Both the measured and calculated values are compared in Table 2. The

frequency range above 2 MHz, where the wavelength of the transverse waves is

much smaller than the periodicity of the lattice, is called region 1 for

discussion purposes. There is a good a,:,-eement between the theory and the

13



experiment supporting the explanation of the mode of vibration outlined above

for frequencies above 2 MHz.

At frequencies below the minima in Z corresponding to ft1' the lateral

interaction increases gradually and the two phases vibrate in a cooperative

mode. The displacements of PZT and epoxy were found not only to be in phase

but also with almost equal amplitude [1]. Thus, the Voigt averaging scheme

[61, which assumes constant strain on the constituent phases can be used to

estimate the effective longitudinal modulus EZ of the composite. The

composite modulus according to the Voigt model is given by

E Z = viE I + v2 E2  (5)

Using the values of the elastic moduli for the PZT and epoxy given above,

the effective modulus and acoustic impedance of the composites were

* °calculated, and are compared with the measured values of Z at 0.3 MHz in Table

2. This frequency range, where wavelength of transverse waves is larger than

the periodicity, is called region 3 in this paper. The theoretically

predicted increase in the acoustic impedance at frequencies below the first

acoustic impedance minima was seen in all the composites. However, the

measured values were on the average 20% lower than the estimated value. The

discrepancy between the experiment and theory is possibly due to the

diffraction losses. Because of the relatively small size of the composite

sample (diameter = 1.9 cm) compared to the size of the steel reflector (10 cm

x 10 cm), it is conceivable that not all of the acoustic energy was reflected

* back from the composite sample to the transducer.

* .A correction to account for the diffraction losses in the acoustic

impedance measurements was applied experimentally by using the standard

reflector of exactly the same dimension as the composite sample. Then the

14
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experimental setup for the two reflections to be compared becomes identical,

and hence the uncertainty in the measurement because of the diffraction losses

is minimized. Figure 4 compares the earlier data with the new data corrected

for diffraction losses for a 10% composite sample. As can be seen, the

corrected value of the acoustic impedance approaches 4.1 M rayl at 0.3 MHz,

which is in excellent agreement with the predicted values based on the

constant strain model (Table 2). Based on the experimental and theoretical

results, the acoustic impedance as a function of frequency can be classified

into three regions.

In region 1, corresponding to frequencies above 2 MHz, the transverse

wavelength is much smaller than the rod spacing d and the two phases appear to

be decoupled. There is not much influence of epoxy on the vibration of the

PZT rods. A significant improvement in the pulse-echo response in terms of the

figure of merit cannot be expected in this region, if the composite is used as

a single element transducer. On the other hand, the situation is desirable

for a linear or phased array transducer construction, where the acoustical

cross coupling between elements should be as low as possible.

In region 3, corresponding to the frequency far below the first minimum

in the acoustic impedance, the composite acts as a homogeneous material.

Maximum stress is transferred from PZT to polymer and vice versa. The

composite is expected to perform better as a single element transducer with an

improved pulse-echo figure of merit.

In region 2, the periodicity of the lattice and the wavelength of the

transverse waves are comparable. This region is helpful in understanding the

complex vibrational modes in two dimensionally periodic structures. In this

region, the composite can possibly be used as a resonant sound absorber.
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c.Transmission Technique

The acoustic impedance of the composites was also determined by measuring

the velocity of longitudinal waves along the PZT rod axis. The method chosen

for measuring the longitudinal velocity was similar to the standing wave

method described by McSkimin (8). An acoustic wave of a particular frequency

is made to impinge on the sample. The wave transmitted to the specimen is

" . reflected back and forth giving rise to a series of transmitted pulses. At

discrete frequencies, the emerging wave trains will be in phase leading to a

constructive interference. The constructive interference occurs at a

frequency for which the path length (twice the specimen thickness) is equal to

an integral number of wavelengths in the specimen at that frequency. The

principle of the method is to determine the value of the integer at one of the

discrete frequencies when the in-phase condition is satisfied. The experiment

is described in detail elsewhere (9).

* The longitudinal velocity was determined for 20 and 30% PZT composites

around 0.5 MHz, which is below the frequency corresponding to the acoustic

impedance minima (Figure 2a). The velocity values were multiplied by the

average density to obtain the acoustic impedance. The resulting data shown in

Table 3 are in excellent agreement with the values estimated theoretically for

region 3.

d. Resonance Technigue

.. The velocity of longitudinal waves determined by the resonance technique

[. described in part I [1) was also used to determine the acoustic impedance of

composite samples. The velocities for different composites are listed in the

last column of Table 5 of Part I (1]. Values of the acoustic impedance

evaluated from the measured velocity and density of composites are listed in

Table 4. Theoretically calculated acoustic impedance are also tabulated for

16
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comparison. In the piezoelectric resonance experiments, PZT rods in the

composite are electrically poled. Hence, for calculating the elastic modulus

of the composite, the modulus of the PZT rods E = 1/sD = 10.5 x 1010 N/m 2 (7)

was used.

As it emerges from Table 4, in region 1 02 M1Hz), a poor agreement

between the estimated and measured acoustic impedance was found. This was

anticipated because the rods are vibrating relatively freely and the resonance

technique measured the velocity of PZT phase only. Hence the product of this

velocity with the average density of the sample gives a much higher estimate

of the acoustic impedance.

In region 3 ((0.5 MHz), the agreement between the theory and the

experiment is excellent (Table 4). It is interesting to note that the three

completely independent techniques give extremely consistent data on the

acoustic impedance in region 3.

IV. Calibration of Composite Transducer as a Receiver of Ultrasonic Waves

This section deals with the evaluation of composite transducers as an

ultrasonic receiver. The receiving sensitivity is considered to be of greater

importance than the transmitting response, especially in biomedical-diagnostic

applications, because only a limited acoustic energy level can be applied to

the human body. This limit has to be sufficiently low so bioeffects of

ultrasound, if any, are minimized. Hence if the receiving sensitivity is

augmented, the body can be iterrogated at lower ultrasonic levels. Therefore,

initially attention was focused on the receiving properties of the composite

transducers.

The receiving characteristics of a transducer were assessed by its free-

field voltage sensitivity (.o). The free field sensitivity is the ratio of

the output open circuit voltage to the free-field sound pressure in the
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undisturbed plane progressive wave [11]. For an ultrasonic transducer, in

addition to a highest possible voltage sensitivity, a fast pulse-echo time and

low ringing are required in order to achieve good axial resolution. In an air

backed transducer, these parameters are mainly determined by the piezoelectric

coupling coefficient kt and acoustic impedance Z of the transducer relative to

that of the human body. In composite material since both kt and Z are

dependent on frequency, the reception characteristics are also expected to be

a function of'frequency.

The time delay spectrometry (TDS) technique [12], which allows the

determination of the free-field voltage sensitivity as a continuous function

of frequency, was used for calibrating the composite transducers. The TDS

concept is based on converting a propagation time from transmitter to receiver

into a certain frequency shift by keeping a constant frequency sweep rate so

the time and frequency are linked together. Consequently, selectivity in time

is proportional to selectivity in frequency with the sweep rate as conversion

factor (e.g., 0-20 MHz sweep in one second corresponds to 20 Hz per

microsecond). Only one direct signal will be detected, if a band pass filter

receiving the electrical signal from the ultrasonic hydrophone is swept with a

suitable delay in relation to the transmitter driving signal and has an

appropriate (narrow) bandwidth. Hence, the TDS technique virtually eliminates

the effects of multiple transmission paths, standing waves, and other

interference caused by reflected signals.

The experimental arrangement employed for calibration (Figure 5) utilized

*-." * a spectrum analyzer (HP 3585A) with a built-in frequency offset unit. The

sine swept signal from the tracking generator drives a specially designed

transducer (transmitter) via a power amplifier (ENI 411A). The ultrasonic

signal in the far field was detected with a needle-like 1 mm diameter

* .".
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calibrated PVF2 polymer probe [13] and fed into the spectrum analyzer input (1

MO termination). The detected signal was compared with the calibration curve

of the probe (Figure 6) to determine the absolute pressure at the probe as a

function of frequency. The unknown receiver (composite) was then positioned

exactly in the probe location and its voltage response was recorded on the

spectrum analyzer. Ratio of the voltage response of the composite transducer

to the sound pressure as determined by the polymer rrobe gives the free-field

voltage sensitivity Mo of the receiver. The result is expressed in volts per

micropascal or in decibels (dB = 20 log(Mo volt/pP&)].

In the above experiment, the spectrum analyzer was interfaced with a

computer (HP 9825A) to record the data at each step and calculate the free-

field voltage sensitivity as a function of frequency. The result was

transferred back and displayed on the spectrum analyzer in dB relative to 1

V/gPa.

The calibration uncertainty of the polymer probe (Figure 6) in frequency

range from 1 to 10 MHz is reportedly ±1.5 dB and +2 dB from 0.1 to 1 MHz [14].

The probe exhibited good frequency characteristics up to 10 MHz with

relatively high sensitivity and gave highly reproducible calibration of the

composite transducers.

A number of commercial and custom made transducers were used as

transmitters for calibrating the composites as receivers. The center

frequency of the transducers varied from 0.3 to 3.5 MHz. The diameter of the

transducers ranged from 0.5 to 2.5 cm. Such a wide variety of transmitters

were used to make sure that the receiver was always in the far-field of the

transmitter. The distance between the transmitter and receiver was maintained

at 22 cms; the transmitter chosen in a particular case was such that this

2 2distance was greater than -r(al+a2 )/% where a1 and a 2 are the radii of the

transmitter and receiver, respectively and X is the wavelength. Under such a
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condition, it was estimated from Sabin's calculations [15] that the error

introduced due to marginal test distance is less than 1 dB.

Using Mason's model [16], Shaulov and Smith [17] have derived an

expression for the maximum open-circuit voltage response (VIa) and the 3 dB

bandwidth (Af3dB) of a homogeneous transducer without bzakiug or matching

layers.

*. The expressions are given by

49 3 3Pt Z2
IVimax = - (6)

and

C Z
Af3dB - (-) (7)

In these expressions, g3 3 is the piezoelectric voltage coefficient, P is the

incident pressure, t is the thickness of the transducer, C is the velocity of

sound in the piezoelectric medium, and Z, and Z2 are the acoustic impedance of

the loading medium and the transducer respectively.

The gain bandwidth product G, given by the product of the maximum voltage

* sensitivity and the 3 dB bandwidth is

(IV~max)4933C
G v= mx (Af3dB) = 2- (8)

p 22

For PZT 501A, g3 3 = 26 x 10- 3 Vm/N, C = 3800 m/sec, and G = 40 Volt Hz/Pa.

The gain bandwidth product G was used in this work as the figure of merit

in analyzing the receiving response of the composite transducers. The

experimentally determined value of G for the composites was compared with the

" calculated value of G for PZT. Any improvement in the gain bandwidth product

was consequently attributed to a more effective coupling of the ultrasonic

energy due to the epoxy phase.
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Composite samples with 10, 20, and 30 volume percent PZT and thickness

ranging from 0.6 to 5.15 mm were calibrated for their receiving voltage

response, and the results are summarized in Table 5. The maximum voltage

sensitivity and the 3 dB bandwidth were the two main parameters measured in

each case. From these measurements, the gain bandwidth product G was

calculated.

The measurements on each sample were carried out at least twice to check

the reproducibility. Most of the composites were calibrated using more than

one transmitter. The reproducibility in the voltage sensitivity was always

within 0.5 dB. From the consistency in the measurements performed, a maximum

error in the figure of merit was estimated to be 1C%.

From the velocity of the transverse waves in the Spurrs epoxy (1150

m/sec), the transverse wavelength was calculated at the frequency of the

maximum reception sensitivity. As discussed earlier, the interaction between

the PZT and the epoxy increases when the wavelength of the transverse wave

becomes large compared to the periodicity. Thus the data were analyzed with

respect to the ratio y of the wavelength of the transverse waves to the

periodicity of the lattice. An improvement in the figure of merit was

expected as this ratio increased.

A typical plot of the receiving vol.tage sensitivity as a function of

frequency for a composite with center frequency fo Z 2.25 MHz is shown in

Figure 7. It is very interesting to note that the minima seen in the

receiving voltage sensitivities at frequencies below 2.5 MHz correspond to

frequencies of lateral resonant modes ftl' ft2' etc. At these frequencies,

the acoustic energy is dissipated in setting up complex lateral resonances in

the composite.
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As shown in Table 5, the figure of merit G for both 10 and 20% PZT

composite with fo 2.25 MHz appears to be independent of the volume fraction

of PZT and is very close to that of the calculated value of 40 (VHz/Pa) for

single phase PZT. The resonance data and the acoustic impedance results both

" indicated that the PZT rods in the composite at fo = 2.25 MHz vibrate

relatively freely. The figure of merit G of the composite, being close to

that of free PZT rods, is a further confirmation of the inferred vibration

pattern in the composite when the periodicity is larger than the transverse

wavelength. As the wavelength approaches the periodicity, laterally resonant

modes are set up and the interference between the two modes results in a

reduced figure of merit (sample 101). The figure of merit G gradually

increases for larger ratio 7 = Xs/d, as expected. The figure of merit for y Z

4 is increased three folds over that of PZT. Samples 102, 201 and 301 are

made of 10, 20, and 30 volume % PZT and have approximately the same value of

the ratio Y (Z2). It is interesting to note that the figure of merit of these

samples is close to 80 (VHz/Pa). Similar agreement can be found between

- samples 103 and 203 with y Z 3.

The observed behavior indicated that the performance of a composite is

directly related to the ratio between the wavelength of transverse waves and

the periodicity of the lattice regardless of volume percent of PZT. The above

experimental observation suggests that one of the ways of increasing the

* efficiency of the composite for operation at high frequency (2 to 5 )1Hz) is to

scale down the composite structure.

V. Calibration of Composite Transducers as a Transmitter of Ultrasonic Waves

The transmitting characteristics of a transducer for medical imaging can

be characterized by its transmitting voltage response (SO) and Q. The

transmitting voltage response is the ratio of the sound pressure apparent at a
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distance of .one meter in a specified direction from the effective acoustic

center of the transducer to the voltage applied across the electrical input

terminals [11]. In this study, the transmitting voltage response of the

composite transducers was determined at the near-field far-field transition

region (a2/X distance) along the axis of the circular transducer. The Q of

the transducer is the ratio of frequency at peak response to 3 dB bandwidth.

The same experimental set up shown in Figure 5 was used for the

calibration of the composites as a transmitter. The composite transducer to

be calibrated is excited by the tracking generator of the spectrum analyzer

via the power amplifier. The utlrasonic signal at the a2/% distance detected

by the calibrated needle-like polymer probe [131 was fed into the spectrum

analyzer input (1 M11). The detected signal was adjusted for the calibration

of the probe to calculate the pressure at a2 distance. The excitation

voltage as a function of frequency was also measured by feeding the output of

the power amplifier to the input (1 MO) of the pectrum analyzer. Quotient of

the detected pressure to the excitation voltage gives the transmitting voltage

response. In this experiment also, the spectrtm analyzer was interfaced with

a computer (HP 9285A) to record the data at each step to calculate So in dB

re. 1 gPa/V. The test distance between the two transducers being only a2/%,

an error is introduced t! the measurement [151. Since the radii of the

composite transmitter and the probe were kept constant, and all the

measurements were performed at a2/X distance from the projector the correction

factor is a constant. The correction factor was estimated to be approximately

equal to 3.5 dB, which should be added to the measured So in all the

experiments.

Composites of different thickness and volume fraction were calibrated for

their transmitting voltage response at their thickness mode resonance

frequency. The results are summarized in Table 6. Figure 8 shows a typical
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plot of transmitting voltage sensitivity of a composite transducer with fo Z

- 2.25 10z.

It was observed that for transducers operating around 2.25 M1Hz, the

transmitting voltage response (S O) depends on the volume percent PZT. There

was a 6 dB reduction in So observed going from the 201% PZT composite to the

10% PZT composite. A further reduction of 8-10 dB was observed for the 51 PZT

composite. The observation suggests that the transmitting response of a

composite transducer is proportional to the volume fraction of the

piezoelectrically active material present in the composite. If this

hypothesis is correct, it plausibly explains why the 20% composites gave about

twice the pulse-echo signal of the 10O composite (Table 1).

* The composite transducers resonating below 1 MHz were calibrated to

* examine the effect of the cooperative interaction between PZT and epoxy on the

*transmitting voltage response. However, a frequency independent figure

of merit could not be defined to ascertain the frequency dependence of the

" transmitting voltage response because of the following reasons: 1. At low

. "frequencies where the dimensions of the projector are small in comparison with

the wavelength in water. the transmitting characteristics are well described

[11]. The piezoelectric material being stiffness controlled, a constant

voltage applied to the transducer results in a constant displacement.

* Furthermore, since acoustic pressure generated by the transmitter is

proportional to the acceleration, the transmitting voltage response increases

at a rate of 12 dB/octave [SO a (frequency)
2]. At high frequencies, where the

transducer dimensions are comparable to the wavelength, the simple source

concept cannot be applied because of resonance effects. 2. The transmitting

voltage response also depends on the directivity pattern of the transducer

(181. When the circumference of the circular transducer is less than one-half
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wavelength, that is ka 2ra/k < 0.5, the piston behaves like a point source,

and when ka exceeds 3 the piston is more directional.

In the present study, the following assumptions were made to evaluate the

frequency dependence of the transmitting voltage response of the composite.

Since all the composites are operated at half wavelength thickness resonance,

the thickness t of the sample bears a constant relation with wavelength at the

- operating frequency. Furthermore, since the amplitude of excitation signal is

kept constant, a constant displacement can still be assumed in comparing the

transmitting voltage response at different-frequencies. Under this

assumption, the transmitting voltage response is expected to increase at a

rate of 12 dB/octave as the frequency is increased 11]. Because the radius

of the transducer is kept constant, an increase in the operating frequency

makes the ultrasonic beam from the transducer less divergent, resulting in an

increased pressure along the axis [18]. From the above argument, it appears

that the frequency dependence of the transmitting voltage response should be

greater than 12 dB/octave.

Figure 9 shows the plot of maximum transmitting voltage response as a

function of frequency. The transmitting voltage responses for 10 and 20

percent PZT composites were 195.8 and 201.9 dB (re. 1 gPa/V) respectively.

With the previously stated assumptions, a reduction of 24 dB in the

transmitting voltage response was expected for the measurements performed at

0.5 MHz. However, a reduction of only 10 dB was actually measured. Also it

is observed from Figure 9 that at low frequencies (around 0.5 MHz), the rate

.* of increase of So with frequency fits a straight line of slope 8-10 dB/octave.

These results confirm that the transmitting voltage response of composite

transducers is, as anticipated, a function of frequency. At frequencies where

the transverse wavelength is large compared to the periodicity, there appears

to be an increase (=14 dB) in the transmitting voltage response. The
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enhancement can be attributed to the improved interaction between PZT and

epoxy at lower frequencies (<0.5 MHz). The improved performance should,

however, be extended to higher frequency range (2-5 MHz) typical for

ultrasonic diagnostic applications. This will require having a large ratio of

the transverse wavelength to the periodicity at the operating frequency.

The Q of the composite transducers operating at different frequencies are

compared in the last column of Table 6. For composites resonant around 2.25

MHz, Q is approximately 6 and is comparable to the values of Q measured by the

resonance technique in air [1). Coupling the transducer to water load has not

altered the bandwidth characteristics, which is an indication of poor coupling

of ultrasonic energy into water. Composites resonant around 0.5 ,IHz had

relatively large Q in air (20-30), but by water loading, the Q was reduced to

about 4. This is most likely due to a better matching of ultrasonic energy

between the composite and water.

The acoustic impedance at 2.25 MHz for a given volume percent PZT

composite is much lower than the value at about 0.5 MHz. The acoustic

impedance data suggest that the transfer of acoustic energy from water to the

composite or vice versa should be better at higher frequencies. The results

on the transmitting and receiving voltage responses indicate that at higher

frequency, the energy is not being properly coupled to the piezoelectric phase

although the transfer of energy between the two media may be more effective.

The observed behavior is again an indication of poor acoustic coupling between

PZT and polymer at frequencies (2.25 MHz) where the transverse wavelength is

much smaller than the periodicity. Thus, if the composites prepared in the

study are operated around 0.5 MHz, there appears to be efficient transfer of

acoustic energy from PZT to water via the epoxy phase. As a result,
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substantial improvement in the receiving and transmitting voltage responses

was observed.

VI. Effect of the Matchina Layer on the Performance of CoMPosite Transducers

The composite transducers showed a substantial improvement in receiving

and transmitting voltage responses, when operated at resonance in the low

frequency range where the transverse wavelength is large compared to the

periodicity. The Q of the composite transducer was reduced from about 25 to

about 4 when coupled with water load. The measured value of Q is relatively

large for medical diagnostic applications where a Q of 2 to 2.5 is usually

recommended [19] for a good axial resolution. Larger Q in the composite

transducers was also apparent from the slow pulse-rise time and prolonged

ringing in the pulse-echo response.

Relatively large Q values observed in the composite transducers was

attributed to the acoustic impedance mismatch between the transducer and the

load. The acoustic impedance of a 20174 PZT composite in the low frequency

. range is 7.3 M rayl (Table 4) which results in a pressure reflectivity of 65%

with water load. To improve the impedance matching, a matching layer between

the transducer and the load was considered. For optimum transmission, the

*. matching layer has to be a quarter wavelength in thickness and of

* characteristic impedance equal to the geometric mean of those of the

transducer and of the loading medium [20]. In the present situation, Z of the

matcbing layer was calculated to be 3.3 M rayl. Several polymer systems have

acoustic impedance in this range.

A 20% PZT composite of thickness 3.07 mm was chosen to study the effect

of a quarter wave matching layer. Since lucite (Z = 3.2 M rayls) was readily

* available and had an acoustic impedance very close to the required value, a

quarter wave matching layer of lucite material was pressure bonded to the
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transducer using an epoxy (Tracon 2115). The thickness of the bonding layer

was less than 25 pm. The frequency (fr) at maximum pulse-echo response was

0.54 MHz. This composite with the matching layer was characterized for its

receiving and transmitting voltage response.

The gain bandwidth product (G) in the receiving mode of the matched

transducer was 180 (V'Hz/Pa) which is 4.5 times higher than that of a

corresponding PZT rod. The transducer had a very broad band response with Q

- of 1.8. The transmitting voltage sensitivity was 186.5 dB re 1 pPa/V and Q in

the transmission mode was also about 1.8. Comparing the results of the

matched transducer with those of unmatched 20% PZT composites such as 201,

202, 251 (Tables 5 and 6) operating around 0.5 MHz, it can be seen that major

contributions for the enhanced response come from ,the broadening of the

bandwidth. This is quite evident from the pulse-echo response of the matched

transducer shown in Figure 10. The pulse-rise time is very fast and the

ringing is low (Figure 10a), as exemplified in the broad nature of the

*. frequency spectrum (Figure 10b). These experiments demonstrate that composite

transducers with a single matching layer can have excellent performance in

medical diagnostic applications.

As mentioned previously, the improved performance should, however, be

* extended to the higher frequency range (2 to 5 ,MHz) typical for ultrasonic

diagnostic applications. Fron the experimental results, the substantial

,- improvement can clearly be attributed to the strong interaction between the

PZT and epoxy where the transverse wavelength was large compared to the

* periodicity. This observation suggests that one of the ways of increasing the

*efficiency of the composite for operation at high frequency is to scale down

* the composite structure. This means that the rod diameter and the periodicity

of the lattice in the composite structure should be scaled down by at least a

factor of five to operate at approximately 2 IIHz.
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VII. Focused Composite Transducer

This section deals with shaping a composite transducer to focus sonic

beam to a narrow beam width. Composite materials can be molded into curved

shapes by simple thermal process as explained below.

Thin composites GO.6 mm) of 10 and 20% PZT were prepared in a flat shape

by the usual procedure. A spherical mold with a curvature of 9.5 cm was

heated in a small oven to 808C which is just above the glass transition

temperature of the Spurrs epoxy (Tg Z 700C at 100-Hz). At this temperature

epoxy was quite soft and flexible. The composite sample was placed on the

mold and allowed to reach thermal equilibrium. A slight deformation under

gravity was noticed. The backing mold was placed on top to force the

composite to conform to the spherical curvature of the mold. The mold set was

kept at 800C for an hour or so and cooled slowly (Z 1/20 per minute) to room

temperature.

To measure the axial beam profile, the focused composite transducer was

driven by continuous wave excitation at the frequency of maximum response.

The calibrated miniature hydrophone probe (Section IV) [131 was used to

measure the transmitting voltage response along the axis of the transducer.

Figure 11 shows the axial beam profile of a 20, PZT composite transducer (fo =

2.25 MHz) before and after focusing. The peak response for nonfocused

transducer was 200 dB re 1 yPa/V at 12.1 cm which corresponds to the expected

a2 /% distance. After focusing, the response peaked at an axial distance of

7.6 cm with a gain of 8.5 dB in the transmitting voltage response. Table 7

summarizes the results of the focusing studies on both 10 and 2O01 PZT

composite transducers. The maximum response in all the cases occurred at a

distance slightly farther than the expected 6 cm based on the theoretical

calculations by 0'Neil [211. This discrepancy is probably due to the fact
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that the theory was developed for a single phase material and may not be fully

* valid for the composite transducer.

-Lateral beam profile at the distance of maximum response was measured

using the polymer probe. An x-y-z micromanipulator was used to move the

hydrophone probe away from the axis of the transducer in steps of 0.63 mm.

The lateral beam width was calculated from the points where the effective

relative pressure was I/e = 0.368 of the peak [22]. The lateral beam widths

' at the peak response are listed in Table 7. There was nominally a 30 to 40%

reduction in the beam width after focusing. The beam widths are slightly

larger than the theoretically calculated value of 4.6 mm [22).

The tone-burst pulse-echo response with the stainless steel reflector at

* the distance corresponding to the peak response was measured for both the

nonfocused and focused transducers (Table 7). Since the transmitting voltage

response was increased by a factor of 2 (6 dB) on focusing, a considerable

improvement in the pulse-echo amplitude was also expected. Surprisingly, it

was noticed that in most cases there was actually a small decrease in the

, . pulse-echo amplitude. It was suggested that the spherical curvature on the

transducer affects the receiving voltage sensitivity and is the cause for the

S- decreased pulse-echo signal. A further support for this is presented in the

- -following paragraph.

The degree of the concavity h of the transducer is comparable to the

wavelength X in water at 2.25 MHz (h/, = 0.7), and hence modifies

substantially the phase profile of the reflected beam at the transducer face.

- Since the receiving voltage sensitivity is dependent on the phase profile of

the pressure at the transducer face [151, focusing was expected to affect the

receiving sensitivity. As anticipated, the average gain bandwidth product of
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a focused transducer operating at 2.25 MHz was 26 Hz V/pa compared to the

measured value of 36 Hz V/pa for a flat transducer (Table 5).

VIII. Conclusions

The composite transducers were initially characterized by the pulse-echo

method. To evaluate the composites thoroughly, the acoustic impedance, and

the transmitting and receiving voltage responses were measured separately as a

function of frequency. Frequency dependence of the acoustic impedance were

modeled by calculating the average elastic modulus at two extreme conditions.

The acoustic impedance modeled using the Voigt constant strain model showed

excellent agreement with the measured values at 0.3 MHz. Measured values of

acoustic impedance at 3.5 ',IHz were in excellent agreement with the values

modeled by the constant stress model.

The figure of merit in the receiving mode for a composite with fo =

2.25 MHz was close to the calculated value for a single phase PZT. This

result indicated virtually no contribution from the epoxy phase because of the

weak interaction between PZT and epoxy. As the operating frequency was

reduced below 0.5 MHz, the figure of merit G was increased by a factor of 3.

The substantial improvement in G provided additional evidence for the strong

interaction between PZT and epoxy at low frequencies. A similar improvement

was observed in the transmitting voltage response for composites operated

around 0.5 MHz.

The performance of the composite transducer was further improved by the

use of a quarter wavelength matching layer of lucite material between the

transducer and load. The figure of merit G in the receiving mode of the

composite transducer was increased by about 50 percent when the matching layer

was used. The Q of the matched transducer was less than 2, which is

advantageous in achieving good axial resolution.
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The results show that the 1-3 composite materials are excellent

candidates for medical diagnostic transducer applications. However, it should

be noted that the improved performance of the composite transducer should be

extended to higher frequencies (2 to 5 MHz) typical for the ultrasonic

diagnostic applications. It was demonstrated that the composite transducers

can be focused by a relatively simple technique. As a result of focusing, it

was possible to generate a concentrated sonic beam with narrower beam width.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Block diagram of tone-burst pulse-echo method.

Figure 2a Acoustic impedance of composites as a function of frequency (0 to
A

1.5 M8z).

Figure 2b Acoustic impedance of composites as a function of frequency (1 to

3.5 MHz).

Figure 3 Echo signal from composite samples

(a) At a frequency far away from the minima in Z.

(b) At a frequency corresponding to minima in Z.

(c) At a frequency corresponding to minima in Z (expanded time

scale).

Figure 4 Correction on the value of acoustic impedance due to diffraction

losses.

Figure 5 Experimental set up for calibration of ultrasonic transducers.

. Figure 6 Calibration chart of PVDF ultrasonic probe.

Figure 7 Receiving voltage sensitivity of a composite transducer (fo Z 2.25

MHz) .

Figure 8 Transmitting voltage response of a composite transducer (fo Z 2.25

MHz).

Figure 9 Plot of maximum transmitting voltage response (S.) as a function of

frequency at maximum So .

Figure 10 Pulse-echo response of a composite transducer with a single

matching layer (spectrum analyzer method). (a) Wave form of the

echo signal. (b) Frequency content of the echo signal.

* . Figure 11 Axial beam profile of a non-focused and focused composite

transducer.
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Table 2. Acoustic Impedance (Z) of Composites.

Volume % Region 1 (Frequency > 2 MHz) Region 3 (Frequency < 0.4 Mfz)
PZT

Calculated (Z) Measured (Z) Calculated (Z) Measured (Z)
at3.5 MHz at 0.3 MHz

5 2.6 -- 3.3 2.3

10 2.9 2.8 4.1 3.5

20 3.6 3.0 6.0 4.9

30 4.5 3.7 8.2 6.5

t
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- Table 3. Acoustic Impedance by Transmission Technique.

Volume % Measured Measured Calculated
PZT Longitudinal Z Z

Velocity (m/sec) 10 Rayl 106 Rayl

(at 0. 5 'v1l1z) (from Table 2)

20 2682+8 6.1 6.0

30 2780±14 8.5 8.2

U

|- .
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Table 4. Acoustic Impedance Values as Determined by Resoaance
Technique.

Region 1 (02 %Mz) Region 3 (20.4 MUz)

AVolume %Wavelength << Periodicity Wavelength >> Periodicity

PZT
Calculated Z Measured Z Calculated Z Mleasured Z

5 2.6 5.1 3.7 3.7

10 2.9 5.9 4.9 4.9

20 3.6 8.4 7.5 7.3

30 4.5 --- 10.3 10.3

I1
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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals with a new class of polycrystalline ceramic

materials, the oriented polar glass-ceramics. Very recently it has

been realized through work in this laboratory (Gardopee, 1980) that by

suitable thermal processing, a glass which can be recrystallized into

a polar crystalline phase may be treated in such a manner that the

crystallites which develop are in parallel polar array. The macroscopic

polarity thus developed gives rise to both pyroelectric and piezo-

electric activity with characteristics markedly different to those

which can be realized in poled ferroelectric ceramics or qlass-ceramics.

The present thesis work explores a number of glass-forminq systems,

the preparation methods needed to give controlled oriented polar micro-

structure and an evaluation of the usefulness of these different alass-

ceramics for piezoelectric and pyroelectric device applications.

In this study grain-oriented polar glass-ceramics have been

prepared by recrystallizing glasses of several compositions from the

systems BaO-SiO 2-TiO 2, BaO-GeO2-TiO2, SrO-SiO 2-TiO 2 , Li20-SiO 2 and

Li O-SiO 2-B203. The crystallization was carried out in a strong

temperature gradient to promote oriented growth of crystallites. The

crystalline phases identified in the glass-ceramics were Ba2TiSi 208,

Ba2TiGe2O8 , Sr2TiSi20 8, L12Si205 or L12B407 , all of which are polar
but nonferroelectric. X-ray diffraction and microstructure studies

showed that the needle-like crystals grow from the surface, parallel

to the direction of temperature gradient.

A major part of the effort in this study was devoted to the

evaluation of dielectric, pyroelectric and piezoelectric properties of

polar glass-ceramics. The glass-ceramics showed high pyroelectric

J.
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figures of merit (50 to 60% of that of lithium tantalate single crystals).

The electromechanical coupling coefficients k and kt were 15 to 25%
p

with comparatively low temperature coefficients of resonance (50 to 100

ppm). Magnitudes of hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient dh (10 pC/N),

hydrostatic voltage coefficient 3 (VO0xlO Vm/N) and dielectric

constant (l00) of glass-ceramics were comparable to the corresponding

values of the ferroelectric polymer, polyvinylidene fluoride (CH2 CF2 )n"

Glass-ceramics with a wide range of pyroelectric and piezoelectric

properties could be prepared by modifyino the composition of glasses.
Properties of Ba2TiSi2O8 and Ba2TiGe208 single crystals were also

studied for comparison; from which it was concluded that the piezo-

electric and pyroelectric properties of glass-ceramics are in good

agreement with the respective single crystal properties.

During the present study -an interesting behavior was evident in

the polar orientation of different crystalline phases in the glass-

ceramics. It was observed that the sign of piezoelectric coefficient

d and the polar orientation of crystalline phases were dependent on

the composition of the parent glass matrix. It was shown that the

growth behavior of individual crystalline phases can be exploited to

Stailor the piezoelectric and pyroelectric properties of glass-ceramics.

S-. By considering the glass-ceramic as a microscopic composite of one or

more crystalline phases and an amorphous glassy matrix, connectivity

models were developed to predict the properties of grain-oriented polar

* A glass-ceramics.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of the present work was to extend the understanding and

usefulness of the piezoelectric composite materials developed

previously for low frequency hydrophone applications to higher

frequency (low megahertz) applications such as biomedical diagnosis.

Among all the various composites, those with PZT rods embedded in

Spurrs epoxy with a regular periodicity (1-3 connectivity) appeared to

be especially favorable. An extensive investigation of the PZT rod-

Spurrs epoxy composites was carried out to understand their high

frequency dynamic behavior. This knowledge was then used to evaluate

their performance as an ultrasonic transducer with water load.

The high frequency electromechanical properties of the composites

were characterized in terms of the various resonance modes. The three

principal resonances observed in a circularly shaped composite are the

planar mode, the thickness mode, and the lateral modes. The thickness

mode resonance was of greatest importance in this study as it is the

one utilized for transmitting and receiving ultrasonic waves. The

observed resonance behavior of the composite as a function of

frequency and temperature was found to be a result of lateral

interaction in the composite through the epoxy medium.

The acoustic impedance of the composite material was measured by

three different techniques in the frequency range from 0.3 to 3.5 MHz.

.* The dependence of acoustic impedance as a function of volume fraction

PZT and frequency were theoretically modeled.

.*.. The composites were initially characterized by the pulse-echo

method. The pulse-echo figure of merit of some of the composites

compared favorably with that of commercial transducers. For a

U
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complete understanding of the performance, the transmitting and

receiving voltage responses of the composite transducers were

characterized separately. The figure of merit in the receiving mode

of a 20 percent PZT composite operating at 0.3 MHz was three times

that of the single phase PZT.

The performance of the composite transducer was further improved

by the use of quarter wavelength thickness matching layer of lucite

mounted between the transducer and load. The figure of merit of the

composite transducer in the receiving mode was increased by

approximately 50 percent when the matching layer was used. The Q of

the matched composite transducer was less than two which is

advantageous in achieving a good axial resolution. The c-aposite

transducer was focused by a relatively simple technique to narrow the

bean width in order to improve the lateral resolution. These results

demonstrate that the 1-3 composite materials are excellent candidates

for medical diagnostic transducer applications. However, it should

noted that the improved performance of the composite as a transducer

demonstrated below 0.5 MHz should be extended to higher frequencies

(2-5 MHz) typical for ultrasonic diagnostic applications. Several

suggestions of practical techniques to increase the operating

frequency of the composite transducers are made.
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AISTRACT

The electrostrictive properties have been reported previously for

very few materials vith t'.ow dielectric constants. They can be measured

by using either the direct or converse electrostrictive effect. The

converse effect involves masuring the stress dependence of the

dielectric constant of the material. The direct effect is measured by

determining the strain produced in a material by an applied electric

field.

The hydrostatic electrostriction coefficients of several fluoride

perovskite single crystals vere determined from measurements of the

converse effect using hydrostatic pressure. Non-linear behavior was

observed in the dielectric constant-versus-pressure relationship. This

indicates that higher-order electrostriction coefficients, 4ijk' are

significant. The quadratic hydrostatic slectrostriction coefficients,

Qh, of the fluoride perovskits materials are siilar to those of other

fluoride materials such as Li? and CaF 2. This comparison suggests that

crystal structure is less important in determining the electrostrictive

properites of a siaple material than the kinds of ions in the structure.

An ultrasensitive dilatometer, which had been previously

constructed, was modified to allov correct measurement of the

electrostriction coefficients of single crystal materials with low

dielectric permittivities. In order to obtain reliable results, it was

necessary to rigidly mount the crystal between stiff metal electrodes.

The complete electrostriction tensor of CaF 2 was calculated from

measurements of the electrostriction coefficients of single crystals cut

perpendicular to the (100), (110), and (I11) crystallographic
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directions. These measurements were used in conjunction with the value

of the hydrostatic electrostriction coefficient obtained from the

literature to calculate the values of the electrostriction tensor

coefficients Hll, M129 and H44 using a least-squares method. The

magnitude of the M11 coefficient is similar to those reported for alkali

halide crystals. The values of M12 and M44 are relatively different

from those determined by previous authors. However, the values in these

previous papers are incorrect because of & calculation error.

Attempts at msuring electrostriccion in sodium chloride were

unsuccessful. The measured electrostriction coefficient was found to

vary sharply with the frequency of the appied electric field.

Subsequent investigations to determine the cause of this behavior were

carried out. Electrostriction measurements were performed on a NaC1

crystal which had been hot-forged and also on a crystal which had been

irradiated with neutrons. Both of these measurements in addition to the

experiments performed on CaF2 suggest that the movement of charged

dislocations substantially increases the measured electrostriction

coefficients of sodium chloride.

Measurements of other physical properties of several fluoride

perovskite materials were completed. The measured properties include

thermal expansion coefficients, temperature coefficients of the

dielectric constants, and elastic constants. Values of these properties

were used in conjunction with other published values of properties for a

variety of materials to empirically relate electrostriction to other

physical properties. Power-law relationships between isothermal

compressibility, thermal expansion, and electrostriction were

demonstrated. A linear relationship was observed between



electroptriction and the pressure coefficient of isothermal

compressibility. These empirical results are discussed in terms of the

theory of auharmonic solids.
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A3STRACT

Unconstrained acicular particles (typically 0.5 x 0.5 x 5-15 um)

suitable for the fabrication of grain-oriented ceramics and composites

were produced by molten salt synthesis. For orthorhombic lead meta-

niobate (PbNb206) based compositions, the technique involved dry mixing

of lead oxide (PbO) and niobium pentoxide (Nb205 ) with a soluble flux.

The oxide-flux mixtures yielded grains with the desired morphology when

reacted in air within the temperature range of 800-900*C for a duration

of 3-4 h. After cooling, the insoluble products were separated by

dissolving the flux and filtering. Alkali-halide and alkali-free fluxes

were used.

The acicular grains were identified as an alkali-doped

orthorhombic ferroelectric PbNb206 based phase. This orthorhombic phase

could not be obtained from the alkali-free flux (B203) . A pure B203

flux yields only the rhombohedral form of PbNb206 ; additions of KC1 to

the B203 flux result in increased production of the orthorhombic alkali-

doped PbNb206 phase. There is a strong correlation between reaction

temperature, alkali content, and Curie temperature of PbO.Nb205 reacted

in a 0.25B20 .0.75KC1 flux.
2 3

When PbO and Nb205 were reacted in a NaCl.KC1 flux, the

alkali-doped orthorhombic PbNb 206 phase was produced along with

Pb3Nb4013 and possibly (Na,K)NbO3. The contaminant phases were

identified as small (<l vm) equiaxed grains in the scanning electron
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microscope images. The amount of the contaminant phases was reduced by

making the initial charge deficient in lead oxide. The relationship of

processing temperature and alkali content with Curie temperature

indicates that there may be a mixed alkali effect on electrical

properties.

All of the molten salt synthesized powders-equimolar PbO-Nb205

in NaCl-KCI or B2 0 3-KCl fluxes and lead-oxide deficient mixtures in

NaClKCl flux-were suitable for further processing as sintered

ceramics. The lead-oxide deficient material was selected for use in an

0-3 polymer/ceramic composite because of its higher phase purity.

Current available forming methods were found to be only moderately

successful in producing grain-oriented piezoelectric 0-3 composites.
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